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The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World 

(All these considered Sarahu Nagarazan’s at the age of 22 to 31) 
 

Sarahu Nagarazan 
Author, Anthropologist, Sexologist, Physicist, Astronomer, Psychiatrist and Geologist 

SARAHU GROUP OF COMPANIES AND SARAHU WORLD RECORDS© 

 

“The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World”, Declared By: Sarahu World Records”, “Sarahu Group of 

Companies”, “The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World”, “The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World”,  “The Sarahu New 06 

Universal Wonders of the World”, Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration’ and “Sarahu World Records University and Remaining 

12 Organizations”. 

Wonders Declared Year: 2018/2019 

 

 

Abstract and Preface: 

“The_Sarahu_New_08_Macrocosm_World_Wonders_Proclaim” 

Set and announced the “The New Sarahu 08 Macrocosm wonders of the World." and to continue of the 01st, 02nd, 03rd, 04th, 05th, 06th 07th and 

08th Macrocosm Wonders of the world.  

We are from “Sarahu World Records”, “Sarahu Group of Companies”, “The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World”, “The Sarahu New 08 

Macrocosm Wonders of the World”, “The Sarahu New 06 Universal Wonders”, Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration’ and “Sarahu 

World Records University” and remaining 13 organizations.  

First of all we have done the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th 7th and 8th Macrocosm Wonders of the world from Sarahu World Records and the 

remaining 19 Organizations with 300 manpower and with another audience opinions and recommendations. And we're doing it. Here's how 

we did and worked on the 08 Macrocosm Wonders of Sarahu.  

In addition, here is the introduction and function of 19 Organizations websites. In addition, Sarahu's new world wonders have been specially 

opened. It also has the New Organizations. 

08 Parts Kaliyuga (Present) Accomplishments will be consider to give as a 08 Macrocosm World Wonder. 

Who is that Human Being which all above was done, that person nonother than Mr. “Sarahu Nagarazan”. 

For more details about this person will get by the below link. Apart from, below most important web link and videos links provided by 

YouTube from Sarahu World Records belongs to the Sarahu 08 Macrocosm Wonders. 

Sarahu World Records: web videos links:  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPSZ6k4f3ZCQ7XUpf7XNIqg 
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Place: India  

Date: 05/2019 May Month. 

 

By:  

o Sarahu World Records. 

o Sarahu Prizes Media Foundation. 

o Sarahu Film Fare Media Foundation. 

o Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration. 

o Sarahu Divine Research Astro-Vision. 

o Uma Suma Charitable Trust. 

o Sarahu Cloister of World Big Principality- Society. 

o Sarahu press. 

o Sarahu Associates. 

o Sarahu Online Story Reading. 

o Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration.-SISBRA 

o The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World. 

o The Sarahu New 06 Universal Wonders. 

o Sarahu Movie Direction. 

o Sign-Micronation-Sanahi 

o Sarahu World Records University. 

o Sarahu Group of Companies.  

o The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World. 

o The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World. 

 

 

*** 
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‘Preliude’ 

 VISION:  

 FAQ: 

 WONDERS DECLARED AND 18 ORGANIZATION 

 01ST MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD  

 02ND  MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD   

 03RD MACROCOSM WONDER  OF THE WORLD   

 04TH MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD  

 05TH MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD  

 06TH MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD  

 07TH MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD  

 08TH MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD  

 ADDITIONAL TERMS AND INFORMATION” 

 “TERMS AND CONDITIONS” 

 “PRIVACY POLICY” 

 “ABOUT US” 

 WONDERS PROCESS AND APPROVAL COMMITTEE” 

 OUR PARTNERS” 

*** 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Vision 
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“The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World”, which is part of the Sarahu World Records. This is an integral part of Sarahu 

World Records. How Sarahu World Records has a great deal like Human Accomplishments, Documentary, TV shows, reality shows etc. in 

the same way Sarahu Officially wonders the best quality TV shows in the media and entertainment organization, the reality shows, making 

the research a new wonder of the world, a special mission. 

 

If we look at the ‘Macrocosm Wonder’ we can have anyone in the world and them consider and agree. Things naturally become a history of 

what one thing are worth to Macrocosm Wonders. Some groups have to be prepared by a mature organization and have to make special 

impressions from ordinary people to make their own way of wondering through their own foundation.  

 

Here is the part of SWR’s The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World Organization is working on a job called Social Work. 

There is no other purpose. Wondering to split the category through the category of Amazing Things, Cities, Naturals, Rivers, Superman, 

Super Humans, Working, Prices, Awards, Degrees, Nations, and Buildings in the World.  

 

This Mission has received many elite people and their impressions, such as Employee Comments. We did not establish this mission simply 

by virtue or selfishness. Because there are wonders that can come in the wonders, they are presented on our website and clearly distributed. 

That is why the wonders are more visible in the world, and we are sorted out by category and shown in a simple form. 

 

There are many love stories, natural, statues, buildings, Nations, such as in the world. But not all of them can be considered wonder. Because 

audience and followers will be given this opportunity by voting. As each country, different types of voters and audience think in the states, 

we sometimes discuss ourselves with 200 Employees and consider Macrocosm Wonder.  

 

We do not consider Mythology here. We are only considering what is visible to the eye. Every year, two years and 5 years we are giving new 

Macrocosm Wonders to light. Then it goes on and on. In 2019, 08 Macrocosm Wonders of new history were written in 2019, with 08 

Macrocosm Wonders of Sarahu in the 08 Macrocosm Wonders we had seen by our team since long research. The 08 Macrocosm Wonders of 

Sarahu are also listed as the new 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World as we look at our eyes. 

 

Already post the Sarahu’s New 08 Macrocosm Wonders on face book and other social websites, and views in the same way, the likes are 

more. However, there is not much publicity available here. Because the strangers, and those who do not know about Sarahu, are skeptical of 

suspicion. The news paper also has a fear of TV media. 

 

But, along with the 19 Foundation, has been brought to the crossover weekly news and magazines including 200 Employees, and Team. They 

are all for Sarahu’s achievements! And nothing else. 

 

But, the work took five consecutive years to cover the World Records Company and the 19 Foundations and Audience. This work took place 

from 03 years onwards. Sarahu 08 Macrocosm Wonders Released on But, Finally 2019 May Month. 

 

 

By: 

o Sarahu World Records. 

o Sarahu Prizes Media Foundation. 

o Sarahu Film Fare Media Foundation. 

o Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration. 

o Sarahu Divine Research Astro-Vision. 

o Uma Suma Charitable Trust. 

o Sarahu Cloister of World Big Principality- Society. 

o Sarahu press. 

o Sarahu Associates. 

o Sarahu Online Story Reading. 

o Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration.-SISBRA 

o The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World. 
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o The Sarahu New 06 Universal Wonders. 

o Sarahu Movie Direction. 

o Sign-Micronation-Sanahi 

o Sarahu World Records University. 

o Sarahu Group of Companies. 

o The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World. 

o The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World. 

 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

THE SARAHU NEW 08 MACROCOSM WONDERS OF THE WORLD - LIST 

 

1. “Sarahu’s Historical Love Story and Divine Miracles” 

2. “Sarahu’s Historical 11 Parts Philosophies – Each Part is approximately 700 to 800 pages” 

3. “Sarahu’s 10 Parts Philosophies – Each Part is approximately 700 to 800 pages” 

4. “Sarahu’s again Historical and Romantic Love Story and Divine Miracles” 

5. “Sarahu’s all Science Different Category Accomplishments” 

6. “Sarahu’s  all Category Novels, Poems, Short Stories and Stories, Etc” 
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7. “Sarahu’s New Nation and their Constitute and law system” 

8. “Sarahu’s Art and Entertainments” 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“THE SARAHU NEW 08 MACROCOSM WONDERS OF THE WORLD” 

FAQ’s 

 

FAQ: WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN “THE SARAHU NEW 08 ‘Macrocosms’ WONDERS OF THE WORLD” AND 

“THE NEW 07 WONDERS OF THE WORLD? 

 There is so much difference. Because society has considered the wonders of The New Seven through online voting. But before they 

are called the wonders of the world, we are not simply called the wonders of the world to enjoy the beauty. 

 It is not an equal thing to make a mere appearance a present day wonder. If it is to be called a wonder of the world, its subject 

matter and material vastness must be serious. And should be equally important. 

 The New Wonders of the World of Sarahu have taken on a similar significance and content. The wonders of Sarahu alone are not 

the same as the look. The material content within it is equally important. 

 There are so many beautiful things to see in the world. There are material things that are natural and man-made. They are not 

called the world's greatest. Because its material content must be important and profound. 
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FAQ: WHAT IS THE NEW 08 MACROCOSM WORLD WONDER? AND WHY CAN’T SARAHU HERE IS CONSIDERED THE 

NEW 08 MACROCOSM WORLD WONDERS? 

 Yes. All the beautiful looks and beauty of the world is just a social one, and it is a fortune that people call it. The Big Seven Wonders 

of the World has already done so. But it was wrong. Because when it comes to evaluating its content it is not a great answer. That 

is wrong. 

 To be truly a marvel is to have depth of material under evaluation. We call such a thing the worlds wonderful. 

 Evaluating by simply voting in the social sphere is not the right answer. Because the thing is the same. I mean, yoga also decides 

this. If yoga is lacking in posterity, the material content is as deep as it is beautiful. But we haven't seen the seven new wonders of 

Sarahu like them. 

 

FAQ: WHAT IS THE ONLINE VOTING? AND WHAT IS AUDIENCE RECOMENDTATION TO SARAHU NEW 08 

MACROCOSM WONDERS OF THE WORLD?  

 Yes. All the beautiful looks and beauty of the world is just a social one, and it is a fortune that people call it. The Big Seven Wonders 

of the World has already done so. But it was wrong. Because when it comes to evaluating its content it is not a great answer. That 

is wrong. 

 Even so, miracles can be done. Through the recommendation of individuals or organizations in the social sphere. But this is the 

whole wrong thing. Do you know why? In the world, there is no recognition for physical objects if the world is doing amazing by 

recommending individuals or institutions in the social sphere. Do you know why? That thing should be great, and the content 

should be deep. It should not be mesmerizing in appearance alone. 

 If one is to perform the wonders of the world, one must measure the attitude and time of the individual. After looking at how deep 

and important the subject is, we should move on with this subject.  

 

FAQ: WHAT IS EQUALISM TO ‘SARAHU 08 MACROCOSM WONDERS OF THE WORLD’ AND ‘THE NEW 07 WONDERS 

OF THE WORLD’?  

 Yes. It is not possible to do equality. This is because Sarahu has made his achievement alone for eight consecutive years. He did not 

receive such favor. There was no violence. 

 In front of the wonders of Sarahu lies the hand of one of the people. But the wonders of the rest of the Seven New World are in the 

hands of thousands of people. 

 

FAQ: WHAT ARE THE NEW SARAHU 08 MACROCOSM WONDERS OF THE WORLD? HOW 08 NEW DID 

MACROCOSM WONDER HERE?  

 World Record Titles must be International Records. That's why we went to Wonder Cave to make a new history.  

 Foundations of World Records are set up with 19 Foundations, World Records Foundation, except Wonder Process. Here people 

were given a face-to-face look at all these wonders.  

 For any evil or selfishness, all these achievements were not intended to be a wonder and astonishing. 

 It intends to bring light to the world's middle point.  

 Here, social media voters, their comments, and comments have been received. With audience approval, 18 Foundations, 100 and 

300 Employees and some schools, colleges, foundations, and temple devotees received the students' poll. Court Bond, Notary Also. 

At first these 19 Foundations had 300 employees, and 100 employees were working with the problem.  

 But 300 employees wanted to make Sarah's achievements a world wonder. The approval of the Society, which directly led to the 

way of wonders by visiting the impressions, schools, colleges and foundations on paper. 

 There are 300 employees here. People, Foundations are important here.  
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 We have established these 19 Foundations, 300, Employees to understand the foundations of the founder. Big devotees, friends, 

voting, and responding to their comments and campaigns. Sarahu World Records is the first place to wonder about the company.  

 Thousands of world records will be a wonder. Sarahu has achieved 08 new Macrocosm wonders in this world with his writing 

superiority. On May 1, 2019, with a vote of 19 Foundations, with the votes of Sarah World Records, 19 foundations were 

announced in a variety of fields along with 19 foundations, with the announcement of 07 wonders at that time.  

 Sarahu’s 08 new wonder, along with the 07 Wonder of the World, is now a total of 19 wonders. 

 

FAQ: WHAT IS THE 1st MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD?  

 Wonder is not natural. In Wonders there are two types like natural and artificial wonder. And in SWR the artificial which they made 

it took 01st place.  

 It may be a love story, empire buildings, architecture, writings and natural things and in any field they did more than 1000 or more 

then it will be a wonder.  

 In 01st plot form the founder Sarahu’s love story is their like that we can’t say. Or it may be a rank. But already there are 07 

Wonders so the founder’s love story became 01st Macrocosm Wonder of the world.  

 

 

 

FAQ: WHAT IS THE 02nd MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD?  

 Wonder is not natural. In Wonders there are two types like natural and artificial wonder. And in SWR the artificial which they made 

it took 02nd place.  

 It may be a love story, empire buildings, architecture, writings and natural things and in any field they did more than 1000 or more 

then it will be a wonder.  

 In 02nd plot form the founder Sarahu’s Historical Love Story and Divine Miracles is their like that we can’t say. Or it may be a rank. 

But already there are 07 Wonders so the founder’s love story became 02nd Macrocosm Wonder of the world.  

 

FAQ: WHAT IS THE 03rd MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD? 

 Wonder is not natural. In Wonders there are two types like natural and artificial wonder. And in SWR the artificial which they made 

it took 03rd place.  

 It may be a love story, empire buildings, architecture, writings and natural things and in any field they did more than 1000 or more 

then it will be a wonder.  

 In 03rd plot form the founder Sarahu’s Historical 11 Parts Philosophies – Each Part is approximately 700 to 800 pages is their like 

that we can’t say. Or it may be a rank. But already there are 07 Wonders so the founder’s love story became 03rd Macrocosm 

Wonder of the world.  

 

FAQ: WHAT IS THE 04th MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD? 

 Wonder is not natural. In Wonders there are two types like natural and artificial wonder. And in SWR the artificial which they made 

it took 04th place.  

 It may be a love story, empire buildings, architecture, writings and natural things and in any field they did more than 1000 or more 

then it will be a wonder.  

 In 04th plot form the founder Sarahu’s again Historical and Romantic Love Story and Divine Miracles is their like that we can’t say. 

Or it may be a rank. But already there are 07 Wonders so the founder’s love story became 04th Macrocosm Wonder of the world.  
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FAQ: WHAT IS THE 05th WONDER OF THE WORLD? 

 Wonder is not natural. In Wonders there are two types like natural and artificial wonder. And in SWR the artificial which they made 

it took 05th place.  

 It may be a love story, empire buildings, architecture, writings and natural things and in any field they did more than 1000 or more 

then it will be a wonder.  

 In 05th plot form the founder Sarahu’s all Science Different Category Accomplishments is their like that we can’t say. Or it may be a 

rank. But already there are 07 Wonders so the founder’s love story became 05th Macrocosm Wonder of the world.  

  

FAQ: WHAT IS THE 06th MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD? 

 

 Wonder is not natural. In Wonders there are two types like natural and artificial wonder. And in SWR the artificial which they made 

it took 06th place.  

 It may be a love story, empire buildings, architecture, writings and natural things and in any field they did more than 1000 or more 

then it will be a wonder.  

 In 06th plot form the founder Sarahu’s  all Category Novels, Poems, Short Stories and Stories, Etc is their like that we can’t say. Or it 

may be a rank. But already there are 07 Wonders so the founder’s love story became 06th Macrocosm Wonder of the world.  

 

FAQ: WHAT IS THE 07th MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD? 

 Wonder is not natural. In Wonders there are two types like natural and artificial wonder. And in SWR the artificial which they made 

it took 07th place.  

 It may be a love story, empire buildings, architecture, writings and natural things and in any field they did more than 1000 or more 

then it will be a wonder.  

 In 07th plot form the founder Sarahu’s New Nation and their Constitute and law system is their like that we can’t say. Or it may be a 

rank. But already there are 07 Wonders so the founder’s love story became 07th Macrocosm Wonder of the world.  

 

FAQ: WHAT IS THE 08th MACROCOSM WONDER OF THE WORLD? 

 Wonder is not natural. In Wonders there are two types like natural and artificial wonder. And in SWR the artificial which they made 

it took 08th place.  

 It may be a love story, empire buildings, architecture, writings and natural things and in any field they did more than 1000 or more 

then it will be a wonder.  

 In 08th plot form the founder Sarahu’s all Arts and Entertainments is their like that we can’t say. Or it may be a rank. But already 

there are 07 Wonders so the founder’s love story became 08th Macrocosm Wonder of the world.  

 

*** 
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“The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World” 

 

“08 MACROCOSM WONDERS EVIDENCE AND DECLARED 19 ORGANIZATIONS” 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 
 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
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o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 
 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 
https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.thesarahunew07humanwondersoftheworld.com  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World  
 
http://www.thesarahunew07humanwondersoftheworld.com  

 

*** 
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01st Macrocosm Wonder of the World 

Part_01_Kaliyuga 

(Sarahu’s Historical Love Story and Divine Miracles at the age of 23 to 30) 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 01st Macrocosm 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s Historical Love Story and Divine Miracles at the age of 23 to 30 - has been proclaimed and 

declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 01st Macrocosm most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and 

the likes of some companies, social systems, Sarahu’s 19 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 19 organization was founded for the 

same reason.  

   

“The following is an account of Lord ‘Sarahu Nagarazan’ 01st part of the love achievements” 

  

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan 01/06/1988 was born as a human incarnation to the earth. And he has come for the welfare of world. What he has 

suffered in this human incarnation is as follows. Beginning with the vicissitude of his Love. He did continuously 8 years DhyÃna or 

hypnotism for his first lover Uma. In these 8 years, last 4 year’s Suma came into his life and infringed in DhyÃna or hypnotism. Then he 

continued DhyÃna or hypnotism for Uma. After 8 years instead of getting the power of hypnotism, he received the grace of illumination on 

god and world. Uma is elder than him a year and Suma is also elder than him two years. Lord Sarahu Nagarazan is Incarnation of Lord 

Shiva. Uma is also Incarnation of Goddess Parvathi and Suma is Incarnation of Goddess Ganga. 

 

01. He have written World largest 15 lakh books of poem series for love - Each poem books has 60 to70 pages, when he was 28.  

02.  World biggest 36 world records for love and from love when he was 22 years.  

03.  World largest 1500 pages epic book for love when he was 27.   

04. World most super human in fastest and faster writings novel, poems short story and Hollywood stories for love.  

05 World most 55 golden truths when he was 25.  

06 World biggest 1500 pages of epic book for love.  

07. World largest 10 years penance for love.  

08. World largest poem series titles 1 to 50,000 (2) parts for love.  
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09. World largest poem parts 30,000 parts about love.  

10. World largest GW records denied for 25 times (rejected) when he was 25 to 26.  

11. World largest poems and stanzas about his love.  

12. World largest upload 46 videos in six months to YouTube about love when he was 28.  

13. World largest submitted to Record Setter (America) about love for 30 times in two years.  

14. World largest philosopher and philosophies 15,000 philosophies from love - when he was 26 years.  

15. World most and biggest world 20 PhDs books written for love when he was 25.  

16. World largest 20 professional jobs performed from love when he was 25.   

17. World first time established the cloister of world big principality about his love.   

18. World first time and largest every day distributes divine water, Divine coconut and praline to devotees for love when he was 27.   

19. World first time established big Uma Suma memorable charitable trust of love when he was 25.  

20. World most and first time changed his village name Hullatti to Shivaalaya Love.   

21. World largest 55 lengthy novels when he was 24 years. In Outstanding and underwriting stage 100 novels when he was 26. 22. World 

first time he is telling astrology fortune for love.   

23. World first time and biggest Shiva lingam statue established for his love.   

24. World most and biggest Hollywood stories and screen plays from love.   

25. World largest and first time 4 lakh books of poem series he wrote for aunty.  

26. World first time beautifully lord shiva temple established for love.   

27. World largest and first time 4 lakh books of poem series wrote for girl.   

28. World largest poems 30 lengthy papers for example it’s like in textiles shirting role. Every page consists of Width 49 inches and length 

38 to 40 inches and 114 to 120 lines are there in a single page (20 papers) for love.  

29. World largest Architecture diagrams for love.  

30. World longest written its some poems especially in 20 lengthy papers for example it’s like in textiles shirting role. Every page consists of 

Width 49 inches and length 38 to 40 inches and 114 to 120 lines are there in a single page (20 papers).  

31. World largest 100 lengthy novels when he was 24 years. In Outstanding and underwriting stage 100 novels for love. 32. World most and 

smallest lord Shiva statue established for love.  

33. World largest managing designated post in a company for love.  

34. World largest recommended letters and collected for love.  

35. World largest notary by affidavit witness for love wonder.  

36. World most designers/ maker in Homa Havana for love.  

37.  World largest Homa Havana numbers of 100 only in six months from love.  

38.  World largest world record company including many more deeds.  

39. World most Goddess Shri Chowdeshwari statue established for love.  

40. World largest 28 professional jobs enter time performed from love when he was 25. These are 01. Author, 02. Script Writer, 03. Director, 

04. Fashion Designer, 05. Architecture, 06. Software Engineer, 07. Software Developments, 08. Astronomer, 09. Physicist, 10. Astrologer, 

11. Geologist, 12. Biologist, 13, Zoologist, 14. Anthropologist, 15. Sexologist. 16. Psychologist, 17. Product Designer, 18. Actor, 19. Painter, 

20. Priest, 21. Dramatist, 22. Civil Engineer, 23. Cinematographer, 24. Designer, 25. Novelist, 26. Poet, 27. Philosopher and 28. Logo 

Designer for love. 

41. World largest 18 World record LLP companies and worldwide some organizations for love. These are…  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 

 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
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http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
 

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 

 

“Getting Titles for love” 

 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
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 World largest Titles/Awards he got titles when he was 23. 

 ‘World faithful writer’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World fastest writer’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World best writer’ he got title as when he was 23.   

 ‘World fastest writer in novels’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in short stories’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in poetries’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in dramas’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in Hollywood/films stories’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World fastest philosopher’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World best scientist’ he got title as when he was 25.  

 World most super human of the world’ he got title as when he was 22. 

 World most Google human in the world when he was 28.  

 World largest 300 certificates getting when he was 29.  

 World best novel or story reader he got title as when he was 25.   

 World most variable write when he was 28. 

 World most qualitable writer when he was 28.  

 
These are all Love World Records declared by: “Sarahu World Records” 
 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com 

 

Apart from that, he wrote largest books about his love life. These are... 

01. Oh My Heart I Miss You 01.03 

02. She Not Young Lady 01.02 

03. Bhagwan Sarahunaath Mahime 01.03  

04. Bhagwan Sarahunaath Mahime 01.03  

Finally, it was declared a winner of the New 01st Macrocosm Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 
 

 

 

 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New7Wonders_of_the_World
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02nd Macrocosm Wonder of the World 

Part_02_Kaliyuga 

 (Sarahu’s 11 Parts Philosophies – Each Part is approximately 700 to 800 pages) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 02nd Macrocosm 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s 11 Parts Philosophies – Each Part is approximately 700 to 800 pages - has been proclaimed and 

declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 02nd Macrocosm most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and 

the likes of some companies, social systems, Sarahu’s 19 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 19 organization was founded for the 

same reason.  

 

He wrote 101 lengthy novels when he was 28. All these novels approximately 400 to 500 pages. And even he has written 1500 

philosophies, organs, Golden truths, Principles. Apart from that he established new micro nation, new religion and New Constitutes. Each 

21 lengthy Philosophy books are around have 800 pages. These philosophy books are belongs to new religion.  

Religion Name: Signiesm  (Full meaning: Sarahu International Governable  Nation) 

Micro Nation Name: Himagiri (Country – Iceland)  

Holy Scripture: Sanaahi (SarahuNaath Hinduism)  

Capital City: Devanagari 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign’micronation-sanahi 

Even, he received ‘50’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the Nobel Prize, and has received Sarahu Awards for his research works in Novels, 

Biography, Short Stories, Poetries and some of Philosophies.  

Apart from, He received ‘38’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the ‘Oscar’ Prize when he was around 28 years, Sarahu film fare has awarded 

him for his magnificent scripts for 1. Baduki Sathanthe! 2. Hello Nikitha, and 3. The Soul is perfect. Even he wrote these are and makes 

when he was 24 to 27.  

Also, Sarahu film fare has awarded him for his magnificent 35 Hollywood film scripts. 

He Received 50 Awards from “Sarahu Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards 

And, 

He Received 38 Film Awards from “Sarahu Film Fare Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films 

He wrote and Received these are when he was 25 to 29. 

*** 

 

Macrocosm Wonder of the World Description:  

Cool Sarahu facts -  
 

Introducing:  
 

 Books Category:  
 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign'micronation-sanahi
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films
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 Novels 

 Short Stories 

 Poetries 

 

 Film Category:  

 

 Baduki Sathanthe! - Comparison to Oscar Prize.  

 Hello Nikitha - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 The Soul is Perfect - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 38 Hollywood Films –  

 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first scene 

of the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will they 
take to create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be 
explained. 

 

 

 

 Philosophies Category:  

 

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

 New Micro nation Category:  

 

 New Religion  

 New Constitutes. 

 New Holy Book  

 Others  

 

*** 

Books Category:  
 

We make no distinction in CASTE, CREED, RACE, POPULARITY AND AGE as such! We only are in search of good Authors. The books that you 
submit to us need not only be in a published form, we also accept in DTP format.  WE DON’T ACCEPT ANY HANDWRITTEN MANUSCRIPTS.  
But, this is only once in a year opportunity.  

 

Some cool facts about Sarahu Nagarazan,  

 

Novels Category: 

 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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01. Hittalamane Shankranna 01 – Novel  

02. Hittalamane Shankranna 02 – Novel  

03. Hittalamane Shankranna 03 – Novel  

04. Hittalamane Shankranna 04 – Novel  

05. Hittalamane Shankranna 05 – Novel  

06. Hittalamane Shankranna 06 – Novel  

07. Hittalamane Shankranna 07 – Novel  

08. Hittalamane Shankranna 08 – Novel  

09. Halooru Kariyappa 01 – Novel  

10. Halooru Kariyappa 02 – Novel  

11. Halooru Kariyappa 03 – Novel  

12. Atithi DevoBhava! 02 – Novel  

13. Meenina Hejje 01 – Novel  

14. Meenina Hejje 02 – Novel  

15. Hittalina Hunase Mara – Novel 

16. Sarojakkana Nasheebhu – Novel 

17. Polisara Ooru – Novel 

18. Black Cobra – Novel 

19. Avalu – Novel 

20. Avalu Asha – Novel 

21. Ooru Usabri Thakkondu Mullasab Soragidda! – Novel 

22. Good Morning India Today – Novel 

23. Butter Fly – Novel 

24. Ondu Beediya Kathe – Novel  

25. Padaposi Appanna – Novel 

26. Naagiya Maga – Novel  

27. Biriyani Manjanna – Novel 

28. Muttadiddare Nannane Geleya – Novel  

29. Nammoora Maabushyana Hendati – Novel  

30. Emme Maari Cinema Nodidaru- Novel  

31. Jeevanmukthi – Novel  

32. Inthi Nimmavalu – Novel  

33. Madanaari – Novel  

34. Nammoorina Kathe – Novel  

 

*** 

Short Story Category: 

 

01. Nanna Kalpane - 01  

02. Nanna Kalpane - 02  

03. Nanna Kalpane - 03  

04. Mooka Vishmitha  

05. Mooka Bhavne  

 

*** 

 

Poetry Category: 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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01. “SARAHU LOVES UMA SUMA”  

 

(In this title have the 5 lac love poems) 

 

 

*** 

 

 

 

Film Category:  

We don’t have any barriers towards language as such in scripts, but kindly do submit us a translated version in English. After are core team 
discuses and agrees the script, we will take care of making the movie. But, we choose only one script in different of the category/genre, 
and it’s only once in a year opportunity.  

Cool Sarahu facts -  

 

1. Baduki sathanthe! 

2. Hello Nikitha  

3. The Soul is Perfect  

4. 01 to 38 Hollywood Films 

 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first scene of 

the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will they take to 
create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be explained. 

(Film Scripts film Titles Descriptions are there couldn’t display) 

*** 

Philosophies Category:  

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

(Descriptions are there couldn’t Display) 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy 

 

*** 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy
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New Micro nation Category:  

 New Religion - Signiesm 

 New Constitutes -  

 New Holy Book – Sanahi  

 Others  

Please Visit: http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi 

 

(Couldn’t Display all these Achievements Description* please Contact Sarahu 

Group of Companies or Sarahu Auditorium*) 
 

*** 

19 Foundations 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 
 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
 

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films
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o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/ 

 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/ 

 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 02nd Macrocosm Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New7Wonders_of_the_World
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03rd Macrocosm Wonder of the World 

Part_03_Kaliyuga 

(Sarahu’s 10 Parts Philosophies – Each Part is approximately 700 to 800 pages) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 03rd Macrocosm 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s 10 Parts Philosophies – Each Part is approximately 700 to 800 pages - has been proclaimed and 

declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 03rd Macrocosm most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and 

the likes of some companies, social systems, Sarahu’s 19 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 19 organization was founded for the 

same reason.  

 

He wrote 101 lengthy novels when he was 28. All these novels approximately 400 to 500 pages. And even he has written 1500 

philosophies, organs, Golden truths, Principles. Apart from that he established new micro nation, new religion and New Constitutes. Each 

21 lengthy Philosophy books are around have 800 pages. These philosophy books are belongs to new religion.  

Religion Name: Signiesm  (Full meaning: Sarahu International Governable  Nation) 

Micro Nation Name: Himagiri (Country – Iceland)  

Holy Scripture: Sanaahi (SarahuNaath Hinduism)  

Capital City: Devanagari 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign’micronation-sanahi 

Even, he received ‘50’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the Nobel Prize, and has received Sarahu Awards for his research works in Novels, 

Biography, Short Stories, Poetries and some of Philosophies.  

Apart from, He received ‘38’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the ‘Oscar’ Prize when he was around 28 years, Sarahu film fare has awarded 

him for his magnificent scripts for 1. Baduki Sathanthe! 2. Hello Nikitha, and 3. The Soul is perfect. Even he wrote these are and makes 

when he was 24 to 27.  

Also, Sarahu film fare has awarded him for his magnificent 35 Hollywood film scripts. 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign'micronation-sanahi
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He Received 50 Awards from “Sarahu Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards 

And, 

He Received 38 Film Awards from “Sarahu Film Fare Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films 

He wrote and Received these are when he was 25 to 29. 

*** 

Macrocosm Wonder of the World Description:  

Cool Sarahu facts -  

 

 Books Category:  

 

 Novels 

 Short Stories 

 Poetries 

 

 Film Category:  

 

 Baduki Sathanthe! - Comparison to Oscar Prize.  

 Hello Nikitha - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 The Soul is Perfect - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 38 Hollywood Films –  
 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first scene 

of the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will they 
take to create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be 
explained. 

 

 Philosophies Category:  

 

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

 New Micro nation Category:  

 

 New Religion  

 New Constitutes. 

 New Holy Book  

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films
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 Others  

 

*** 

Books Category:  
 

We make no distinction in CASTE, CREED, RACE, POPULARITY AND AGE as such! We only are in search of good Authors. The books that you 
submit to us need not only be in a published form, we also accept in DTP format.  WE DON’T ACCEPT ANY HANDWRITTEN MANUSCRIPTS.  But, 

this is only once in a year opportunity.  

 

Some cool facts about ‘Sarahu Nagarazan’,  

 

Novels Category: 

 

 Hittalamane Shankranna 01 – Novel  

 Hittalamane Shankranna 02 – Novel  

 Hittalamane Shankranna 03 – Novel  

 Hittalamane Shankranna 04 – Novel  

 Hittalamane Shankranna 05 – Novel  

 Hittalamane Shankranna 06 – Novel  

 Hittalamane Shankranna 07 – Novel  

 Hittalamane Shankranna 08 – Novel  

 Halooru Kariyappa 01 – Novel  

 Halooru Kariyappa 02 – Novel  

 Halooru Kariyappa 03 – Novel  

 Atithi DevoBhava! 02 – Novel  

 Meenina Hejje 01 – Novel  

 Meenina Hejje 02 – Novel  

 Hittalina Hunase Mara – Novel 

 Sarojakkana Nasheebhu – Novel 

 Polisara Ooru – Novel 

 Black Cobra – Novel 

 Avalu – Novel 

 Avalu Asha – Novel 

 Ooru Usabri Thakkondu Mullasab Soragidda! – Novel 

 Good Morning India Today – Novel 

 Butter Fly – Novel 

 Ondu Beediya Kathe – Novel  

 Padaposi Appanna – Novel 

 Naagiya Maga – Novel  

 Biriyani Manjanna – Novel 

 Muttadiddare Nannane Geleya – Novel  

 Nammoora Maabushyana Hendati – Novel  

 Emme Maari Cinema Nodidaru- Novel  

 Jeevanmukthi – Novel  

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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 Inthi Nimmavalu – Novel  

 Madanaari – Novel  

 Nammoorina Kathe – Novel  

 

*** 

 

Short Story Category: 

 

 Nanna Kalpane - 01  

 Nanna Kalpane - 02  

 Nanna Kalpane - 03  

 Mooka Vishmitha  

 Mooka Bhavne  

 

*** 

 

Poetry Category: 

 

02. “SARAHU LOVES UMA SUMA”  

 

(In this title have the 5 lac love poems) 

 

 

*** 

Film Category:  

We don’t have any barriers towards language as such in scripts, but kindly do submit us a translated version in English. After are core team 
discuses and agrees the script, we will take care of making the movie. But, we choose only one script in different of the category/genre, 
and it’s only once in a year opportunity.  

 

 

 

Cool Sarahu facts -  

 

 Baduki sathanthe! 

 Hello Nikitha  

 The Soul is Perfect  

 01 to 38 Hollywood Films 

 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first scene of 

the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will they take to 
create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be explained. 

(Film Scripts film Titles Descriptions are there couldn’t display) 

*** 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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Philosophies Category:  

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

(Descriptions are there couldn’t Display) 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy 

 

*** 

New Micro Nation Category:  

 New Religion - Signiesm 

 New Constitutes -  

 New Holy Book – Sanahi  

 Others  

Please Visit: http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi 

 

(Couldn’t Display all these Achievements Description* please Contact Sarahu 

Group of Companies or Sarahu Auditorium*) 
 

*** 

19 Foundations 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 
 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
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o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
 

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/ 

 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/ 

 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 03rd Macrocosm Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 

 

 

 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
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04th Macrocosm Wonder of the World 

Part_04_Kaliyuga 

(Sarahu’s Historical and Romantic Love Story and Divine Miracles at the age of 28 to 31) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Abstract:  

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 04th Macrocosm 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s Historical and Romantic Love Story and Divine Miracles at the age of 28 to 31- has been proclaimed 

and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 04th Macrocosm most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion 

and the likes of some companies, social systems, Sarahu’s 19 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 19 organization was founded for 

the same reason.  

 
 

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan 01/06/1988 was born as a human incarnation to the earth. And he has come for the welfare of world. What he has 

suffered in this human incarnation is as follows. Beginning with the vicissitude of his Love. He did continuously 8 years DhyÃna or 

hypnotism for his first lover Uma. In these 8 years, last 4 year’s Suma came into his life and infringed in DhyÃna or hypnotism. Then he 

continued DhyÃna or hypnotism for Uma. After 8 years instead of getting the power of hypnotism, he received the grace of illumination on 

god and world. Uma is elder than him a year and Suma is also elder than him two years. Lord Sarahu Nagarazan is Incarnation of Lord 

Shiva. Uma is also Incarnation of Goddess Parvathi and Suma is Incarnation of Goddess Ganga. 

After this,  

Before meeting his love, Lord Sarahunaath has been introduced to ‘Manohari’ through his friend from Davanagere. ‘Manohari’ was from 

very poor background, her mother make her consume poison and she tried  to kill her own daughter, that was the time where ‘Manohari’ met 

Lord Sarahunaath but they  didn’t fell in love with each other in any situation, after this only he met Shilpa from Gokarna a city called 

Toregazani, Shilpa was devoted Lord Sarahunaath in her past 07 birth generations,  unfortunately she met him now, though the love was 

grown and built in between them it was gone invisible in the administration of Kali's Illusion (Demon), but she tried  to become  Goddess 

Parvathi again and again, but the soul of Parvathi should come out from Kali's Womb till then Lord Sarahunaath' war against Kalis was 

continued, ‘Manohari’ was Two years  younger than Lord Sarahunaath, Shilpa was Three years  younger  than  Lord Sarahunaath. Manohari 

was Goddess Shree Chamundeshwari Devi's avatar and Shilpa place was at Goddess Parvathi devi's avatar. 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 04th Macrocosm Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New7Wonders_of_the_World
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05th Macrocosm Wonder of the World 

Part_05_Kaliyuga 

 

(Sarahu’s all Science Different Category Accomplishments at age of 20 to 31) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 05th Macrocosm 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s all Science Different Category Accomplishments at age of 20 to 31- has been proclaimed and 

declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 05th Macrocosm most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and 

the likes of some companies, social systems, Sarahu’s 19 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 19 organization was founded for the 

same reason.  

 

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan, discoveries expands over 200 in Physics, 100 in Astronomy, 50 in Geology, 50 Zoology, some of 100 Psychology, 

50 Medicine, 50 Sexology, and 50 Anthropology and has a wide expanse of over 15,000 Scientific Philosophies Books.  

He received ‘50’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the Nobel Prize, and has received Sarahu Awards for his research works in Physics, 

Psychology, Astronomy, Biology, Zoology, Medicine and Literature when he was 25. Sarahu has total fifty (50) awards for 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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‘PSYCHOLOGY’ has been awarded by research alone. Also, he has total Hundred (100) awards for ‘PHYSICS’ are awarded by research 

alone. Also, he has total Fifty (50) awards for ‘ASTRONOMY’ is awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 03 (three) awards for 

‘GEOLOGY’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 10 (Ten) awards for ‘BIOLOGY’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has 

total 10 (Ten) awards for ‘ZOOLOGY’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 05 (five) awards for ‘MEDICINE’ are awarded by 

research alone. Also, he has total 01 (0NE) award for ‘COSMOLOGY’ and 05 ‘Sexology’ and 05 ‘MEDICINE’ is awarded by research 

alone.  

 

Even he written some of Thesis for Science; these are all have the Ph.D. These are all Published Online Journal.  

 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Astronomy 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Biology 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Physics 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Psychology 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Zoology 

 The Sarahu Honorary Doctorate Sexology of Woman’s Under Commercial Sexiest  

 The Sarahu Honorary Doctorate Humanity and Soul activity of after death Causes  

 

 

 He Received 260 Science Awards from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration and Sarahu 

Awards”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

 

Psychology Category:  

 
01. 50 Psychology Awards he received from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration and Sarahu 

Awards”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

Physics Category: 

 
02. 100 Physics Awards he received from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration and Sarahu 

Awards”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

 

Astronomy Category: 

 
03. 50 Astronomy Awards he received from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration and Sarahu 

Awards”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

 

Biology Category: 

 
04. 10 Biology Awards he received from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration and Sarahu 

Awards”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
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Zoology Category: 

 
05. 10 Zoology Awards he received from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration and Sarahu 

Awards”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

 

Geology Category: 

 
06. 03 Geology Awards he received from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration and Sarahu 

Awards”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

 

Cosmology Category: 

 
01. 01 Cosmology Awards he received from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration and Sarahu 

Awards”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

 

Sexology Category: 

 
02. 05 Sexology Awards he received from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration and Sarahu 

Awards”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

 

Medicine Category: 

 
03. 05 Medicine Awards he received from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration and Sarahu 

Awards”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

 

Architecture Category: 
 

 He Received 10 Architecture awards from “Sarahu Associates” 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 

 

 

Fashion Designs Category: 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
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 He received 10 Fashion Designs awards from “Sarahu Associates”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 

Software Engineering Category: 
 

 He Received 05 Software Engineering awards from “Sarahu Associates” 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 

Software Development Category: 
 

 He Received 20 Software Developments Awards from “Sarahu Associates”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 

Astrology Category: 
 

 He Received 20 Astrology Science Awards from “Sarahu Divine Astro Research Administration” 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 

 

 

Philosophy Category: 
 

 He Received 100 Philosophical Research Awards from “Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration” 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 

 
 

Piece Category: 
 

 

 He Received 100 Piece Awards from “Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration and Sarahu Awards” 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 

 

 

(Couldn’t Display all these Achievements Description* please Contact Sarahu 

Group of Companies or Sarahu Auditorium*) 
 

These all feats were achieved when he was 29.  

*** 

19 Foundations 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
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 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
 

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/ 
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/ 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/
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Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 05th Macrocosm Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

*** 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

06th Macrocosm Wonder of the World 
 

Part_06_Kaliyuga 

 

(Sarahu’s all Category Novels, Poems, Short Stories and Stories, Etc) 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New7Wonders_of_the_World
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Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 06th Macrocosm 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s  all Category Novels, Poems, Short Stories and Stories, Etc - has been proclaimed and declaration is 

that to the 2018, 2019 as the 06th Macrocosm most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of 

some companies, social systems, Sarahu’s 19 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 19 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

He wrote 101 lengthy novels when he was 28. All these novels approximately 400 to 500 pages. And even he has written 1500 

philosophies, organs, Golden truths, Principles. Apart from that he established new micro nation, new religion and New Constitutes. Each 

21 lengthy Philosophy books are around have 800 pages. These philosophy books are belongs to new religion.  

He wrote 101 lengthy novels when he was 28. All these novels approximately 400 to 500 pages. And even he has written 1500 

philosophies, organs, Golden truths, Principles. Apart from that he established new micro nation, new religion and New Constitutes. Each 

21 lengthy Philosophy books are around have 800 pages. These philosophy books are belongs to new religion.  

Religion Name: Signiesm  (Full meaning: Sarahu International Governable  Nation) 

Micro Nation Name: Himagiri (Country – Iceland)  

Holy Scripture: Sanaahi (SarahuNaath Hinduism)  

Capital City: Devanagari 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign’micronation-sanahi 

Even, he received ‘50’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the Nobel Prize, and has received Sarahu Awards for his research works in Novels, 

Biography, Short Stories, Poetries and some of Philosophies.  

Apart from, He received ‘38’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the ‘Oscar’ Prize when he was around 28 years, Sarahu film fare has awarded 

him for his magnificent scripts for 1. Baduki Sathanthe! 2. Hello Nikitha, and 3. The Soul is perfect. Even he wrote these are and makes 

when he was 24 to 27.  

Also, Sarahu film fare has awarded him for his magnificent 35 Hollywood film scripts. 

He Received 50 Awards from “Sarahu Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards 

And, 

He Received 38 Film Awards from “Sarahu Film Fare Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films 

He wrote and Received these are when he was 25 to 29. 

*** 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign'micronation-sanahi
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Macrocosm Wonder of the World Description:  

Cool Sarahu facts –  

 

 Books Category:  

 

 Novels 

 Short Stories 

 Poetries 

 

 Film Category:  

 

 Baduki Sathanthe! - Comparison to Oscar Prize.  

 Hello Nikitha - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 The Soul is Perfect - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 38 Hollywood Films  
 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first scene 

of the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will they 
take to create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be 
explained. 

 

 Philosophies Category:  

 

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

 New Micro nation Category:  

 

 New Religion  

 New Constitutes. 

 New Holy Book  

 Others  

 

*** 

 

Books Category:  
 

We make no distinction in CASTE, CREED, RACE, POPULARITY AND AGE as such! We only are in search of good Authors. The 
books that you submit to us need not only be in a published form, we also accept in DTP format.  WE DON’T ACCEPT ANY 

HANDWRITTEN MANUSCRIPTS.  But, this is only once in a year opportunity.  

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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Some cool facts about Sarahu Nagarazan,  

 

Novels Category: 

 

35. Hittalamane Shankranna 01 – Novel  

36. Hittalamane Shankranna 02 – Novel  

37. Hittalamane Shankranna 03 – Novel  

38. Hittalamane Shankranna 04 – Novel  

39. Hittalamane Shankranna 05 – Novel  

40. Hittalamane Shankranna 06 – Novel  

41. Hittalamane Shankranna 07 – Novel  

42. Hittalamane Shankranna 08 – Novel  

43. Halooru Kariyappa 01 – Novel  

44. Halooru Kariyappa 02 – Novel  

45. Halooru Kariyappa 03 – Novel  

46. Atithi DevoBhava! 02 – Novel  

47. Meenina Hejje 01 – Novel  

48. Meenina Hejje 02 – Novel  

49. Hittalina Hunase Mara – Novel 

50. Sarojakkana Nasheebhu – Novel 

51. Polisara Ooru – Novel 

52. Black Cobra – Novel 

53. Avalu – Novel 

54. Avalu Asha – Novel 

55. Ooru Usabri Thakkondu Mullasab Soragidda! – Novel 

56. Good Morning India Today – Novel 

57. Butter Fly – Novel 

58. Ondu Beediya Kathe – Novel  

59. Padaposi Appanna – Novel 

60. Naagiya Maga – Novel  

61. Biriyani Manjanna – Novel 

62. Muttadiddare Nannane Geleya – Novel  

63. Nammoora Maabushyana Hendati – Novel  

64. Emme Maari Cinema Nodidaru- Novel  

65. Jeevanmukthi – Novel  

66. Inthi Nimmavalu – Novel  

67. Madanaari – Novel  

68. Nammoorina Kathe – Novel  

 

*** 

 

Short Story Category: 

 

06. Nanna Kalpane - 01  

07. Nanna Kalpane - 02  

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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08. Nanna Kalpane - 03  

09. Mooka Vishmitha  

10. Mooka Bhavne  

 

*** 

 

Poetry Category: 

 

03. “SARAHU LOVES UMA SUMA”  
 

(In this title have the 5 lac love poems) 

 

 

*** 

 

 

 

Film Category:  

We don’t have any barriers towards language as such in scripts, but kindly do submit us a translated version in English. After 
are core team discuses and agrees the script, we will take care of making the movie. But, we choose only one script in different 
of the category/genre, and it’s only once in a year opportunity.  

Cool Sarahu facts -  

 

 Baduki sathanthe! 

 Hello Nikitha  

 The Soul is Perfect  

 01 to 38 Hollywood Films 
 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first scene of 

the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will they take to 
create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be explained. 

(Film Scripts film Titles Descriptions are there couldn’t display) 

*** 

Philosophies Category:  

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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(Descriptions are there couldn’t Display) 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy 

 

*** 

New Micro nation Category:  

 New Religion - Signiesm 

 New Constitutes -  

 New Holy Book – Sanahi  

 Others  

Please Visit: http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi 

 

(Couldn’t Display all these Achievements Description* please Contact Sarahu 

Group of Companies or Sarahu Auditorium*) 
 

*** 

19 Foundations 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 
 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
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o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/ 

 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 06th Macrocosm Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 
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07th Macrocosm Wonder of the World 

Part_07_Kaliyuga 
 

(Sarahu’s New Nation and their Constitute and law system) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 07th Macrocosm 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s New Nation and their Constitute and law system - has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 

2018, 2019 as the 07th Macrocosm most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some 

companies, social systems, Sarahu’s 19 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 19 organization was founded for the same reason.  
 

He wrote 101 lengthy novels when he was 28. All these novels approximately 400 to 500 pages. And even he has written 1500 

philosophies, organs, Golden truths, Principles. Apart from that he established new micro nation, new religion and New Constitutes. Each 

21 lengthy Philosophy books are around have 800 pages. These philosophy books are belongs to new religion.  

Religion Name: Signiesm  (Full meaning: Sarahu International Governable  Nation) 

Micro Nation Name: Himagiri (Country – Iceland)  

Holy Scripture: Sanaahi (SarahuNaath Hinduism)  

Capital City: Devanagari 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign’micronation-sanahi 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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Even, he received ‘50’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the Nobel Prize, and has received Sarahu Awards for his research works in Novels, 

Biography, Short Stories, Poetries and some of Philosophies.  

Apart from, He received ‘38’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the ‘Oscar’ Prize when he was around 28 years, Sarahu film fare has awarded 

him for his magnificent scripts for 1. Baduki Sathanthe! 2. Hello Nikitha, and 3. The Soul is perfect. Even he wrote these are and makes 

when he was 24 to 27.  

Also, Sarahu film fare has awarded him for his magnificent 35 Hollywood film scripts. 

He Received 50 Awards from “Sarahu Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards 

And, 

He Received 38 Film Awards from “Sarahu Film Fare Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films 

He wrote and Received these are when he was 25 to 29. 

*** 

Macrocosm Wonder of the World Description:  

Cool Sarahu facts –  

 

 Books Category:  

 

 Novels 

 Short Stories 

 Poetries 

 

 Film Category:  

 

 Baduki Sathanthe! - Comparison to Oscar Prize.  

 Hello Nikitha - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 The Soul is Perfect - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 38 Hollywood Films 
 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first scene 

of the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will they 
take to create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be 
explained. 

 

 Philosophies Category:  

 

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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 Others  

 

 New Micro nation Category:  

 

 New Religion  

 New Constitutes. 

 New Holy Book  

 Others  

 

*** 

 

Books Category:  
 

We make no distinction in CASTE, CREED, RACE, POPULARITY AND AGE as such! We only are in search of good Authors. The books that you 
submit to us need not only be in a published form, we also accept in DTP format.  WE DON’T ACCEPT ANY HANDWRITTEN MANUSCRIPTS.  
But, this is only once in a year opportunity.  

 

Some cool facts about Sarahu Nagarazan,  

 

Novels Category: 

 

69. Hittalamane Shankranna 01 – Novel  

70. Hittalamane Shankranna 02 – Novel  

71. Hittalamane Shankranna 03 – Novel  

72. Hittalamane Shankranna 04 – Novel  

73. Hittalamane Shankranna 05 – Novel  

74. Hittalamane Shankranna 06 – Novel  

75. Hittalamane Shankranna 07 – Novel  

76. Hittalamane Shankranna 08 – Novel  

77. Halooru Kariyappa 01 – Novel  

78. Halooru Kariyappa 02 – Novel  

79. Halooru Kariyappa 03 – Novel  

80. Atithi DevoBhava! 02 – Novel  

81. Meenina Hejje 01 – Novel  

82. Meenina Hejje 02 – Novel  

83. Hittalina Hunase Mara – Novel 

84. Sarojakkana Nasheebhu – Novel 

85. Polisara Ooru – Novel 

86. Black Cobra – Novel 

87. Avalu – Novel 

88. Avalu Asha – Novel 

89. Ooru Usabri Thakkondu Mullasab Soragidda! – Novel 

90. Good Morning India Today – Novel 

91. Butter Fly – Novel 

92. Ondu Beediya Kathe – Novel  

93. Padaposi Appanna – Novel 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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94. Naagiya Maga – Novel  

95. Biriyani Manjanna – Novel 

96. Muttadiddare Nannane Geleya – Novel  

97. Nammoora Maabushyana Hendati – Novel  

98. Emme Maari Cinema Nodidaru- Novel  

99. Jeevanmukthi – Novel  

100. Inthi Nimmavalu – Novel  

101. Madanaari – Novel  

102. Nammoorina Kathe – Novel  

 

*** 

Short Story Category: 

 

11. Nanna Kalpane - 01  

12. Nanna Kalpane - 02  

13. Nanna Kalpane - 03  

14. Mooka Vishmitha  

15. Mooka Bhavne  

 

*** 

 

Poetry Category: 

 

04. “SARAHU LOVES UMA SUMA”  

 

(In this title have the 5 lac love poems) 

 

 

*** 

Film Category:  

We don’t have any barriers towards language as such in scripts, but kindly do submit us a translated version in English. After are core team 
discuses and agrees the script, we will take care of making the movie. But, we choose only one script in different of the category/genre, 
and it’s only once in a year opportunity.  

Cool Sarahu facts -  

 

5. Baduki sathanthe! 

6. Hello Nikitha  

7. The Soul is Perfect  

8. 01 to 38 Hollywood Films 
 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first scene of 

the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will they take to 
create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be explained. 

(Film Scripts film Titles Descriptions are there couldn’t display) 

*** 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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Philosophies Category:  

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

(Descriptions are there couldn’t Display) 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy 

 

*** 

New Micro nation Category:  

 New Religion - Signiesm 

 New Constitutes -  

 New Holy Book – Sanahi  

 Others  

Please Visit: http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi 

 

(Couldn’t Display all these Achievements Description* please Contact Sarahu 

Group of Companies or Sarahu Auditorium*) 
 

*** 

19 Foundations 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 
 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy
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o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
 

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/ 

 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the World  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/ 

 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 07th Macrocosm Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 
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08th Macrocosm Wonder of the World 

Part_08_Kaliyuga 
 

(Sarahu’s all Arts and Entertainments) 
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Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 08th Macrocosm 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s all Arts and Entertainments - has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

08th Macrocosm most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems, 

Sarahu’s 19 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 19 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

Film Category:  

We don’t have any barriers towards language as such in scripts, but kindly do submit us a translated version in English. After 
are core team discuses and agrees the script, we will take care of making the movie. But, we choose only one script in different 
of the category/genre, and it’s only once in a year opportunity.  

Cool Sarahu facts -  

 

1. Baduki sathanthe! 

2. Hello Nikitha  

3. The Soul is Perfect  

4. 01 to 38 Hollywood Films 
 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first scene of 

the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will they take to 
create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be explained. 

(Film Scripts film Titles Descriptions are there couldn’t display) 

*** 

 

“The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World” 

 

Abstract: Set and announced the “The New Sarahu 07 Human wonders of the World." and to continue of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th 

and 7th Wonders of the world.  

We are from “Sarahu World Records”, “Sarahu Group of Companies”, “The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World”, “The Sarahu New 06 

Universal Wonders”, Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration’ and “Sarahu World Records University”.  

First of all we have done the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th Wonders of the world from Sarahu World Records and the remaining 18 

Organizations with 300 manpower and with another audience opinions and recommendations. And we're doing it. Here's how we did and 

worked on the 07 Human World Wonders of Sarahu.  

In addition, here is the introduction and function of 18 Organizations websites. In addition, Sarahu's new world wonders have been specially 

opened. It also has the New Organizations. 

Who is that Human Being which all above was done, that person nonother than  

Mr. “Sarahu Nagarazan”. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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Summary:  
 

 

01. OUR VISION  

 

02. WONDERS EVIDENCE AND DECLARED 18 ORGANIZATIONS 

*** 

 

1. 01st Wonder of the World 

 

2. 02nd Wonder of the World 

 

3. 3rd Wonder of the World 

 

4. 04th Wonder of the World 

 

5. 05th Wonder of the World 

 

6. 06th Wonder of the World 

 

7. 07th Wonder of the World 

 

*** 

 

01. Privacy Policy  

 

02. Additional Terms and Conditions  

 

03. Terms and Conditions  

 

*** 

 

Org Name: “The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World” 
 

 

Our Vision 
 

 

“The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World”, which is part of the Sarahu World Records. This is an integral part of 

Sarahu World Records. How Sarahu World Records has a great deal like Human Accomplishments, Documentary, TV shows, 

reality shows etc. in the same way Sarahu Officially wonders the best quality TV shows in the media and entertainment 

organization, the reality shows, making the research a new wonder of the world, a special mission. 

 

If we look at the wonders we can have anyone in the world and the Consider and Agree. Things naturally become a history of 

what one thing are worth to wonder. Some groups have to be prepared by a mature organization and have to make special 

impressions from ordinary people to make their own way of wondering through their own foundation. 

 

Here is the part of SWR’s The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World Organization is working on a job called Social 

Work. There is no other purpose. Wondering to split the category through the category of Amazing Things, Cities, Naturals, 

Reverse, Superman, Super Humans, Working, Prices, Awards, Degrees, and Buildings in the World. 

 

This Mission has received many elite people and their impressions, such as Employee Comments. We did not establish this 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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mission simply by virtue or selfishness. Because there are wonders that can come in the wonders, they are presented on our 

website and clearly distributed. That is why the wonders are more visible in the world, and we are sorted out by category and 

shown in a simple form. 

 

There are many love stories, natural, statues, buildings, such as in the world. But not all of them can be considered wonder. 

Because audience and followers will be given this opportunity by voting. As each country, different types of voters and audience 

think in the states, we sometimes discuss ourselves with 200 Employees and consider Wonder. 

 

We do not consider Mythology here. We are only considering what is visible to the eye. Every year, two years and 5 years we 

are giving new wonders to light. Then it goes on and on. In 2019, 15 new wonders of new history were written in 2019, with 7 

new wonders of Sarahu in the 8 wonders we had seen by our team since long research. The 7 new wonders of Sarahu are also 

listed as the new 7Wonders of the World as we look at our eyes. 

 

Already post the Sarahu’s New 07 Human Wonders on face book and other social websites, and views in the same way, the likes 

are more. However, there is not much publicity available here. Because the strangers, and those who do not know about Sarahu, 

are skeptical of suspicion. The news paper also has a fear of TV media. 

 

But, along with the 18th Foundation, has been brought to the crossover weekly news and magazines including 200 Employees, 

and Team. They are all for Sarahu’s achievements! And nothing else. 

 

But, the work took five consecutive years to cover the World Records Company and the 18 Foundations and Audience. This 

work took place from 3 years onwards. Universe Wonders Released on But, Finally 2019 May Month. 

 

 

By: 

o Sarahu World Records. 

o Sarahu Prizes Media Foundation. 

o Sarahu Film Fare Media Foundation. 

o Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration. 

o Sarahu Divine Research Astro-Vision. 

o Uma Suma Charitable Trust. 

o Sarahu Cloister of World Big Principality- Society. 

o Sarahu press. 

o Sarahu Associates. 

o Sarahu Online Story Reading. 

o Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration.-SISBRA 

o The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World. 

o The Sarahu New 06 Universal Wonders. 

o Sarahu Movie Direction. 

o Sign-Micronation-Sanahi 

o Sarahu World Records University. 

o Sarahu Group of Companies.  

o The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World. 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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*** 

 

 “The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World” 

“WONDERS EVIDENCE AND DECLARED 18 ORGANIZATIONS” 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 

 

 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  

 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 

 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  

 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  

 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  

 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 

 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 

http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  

 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 

 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   

 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 

http://www.thesarahunew07humanwondersoftheworld.com  

 

 

*** 

 

1st Wonder of the World 

“NEW SARAHU’S LOVE 01st WONDER OF THE WORLD” 
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Abstract: 

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 01st 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

01st most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems 

and Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  

 

The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan, 01/06/1988 was born as a human incarnation to the earth. And he has come for the welfare of world. 

What he has suffered in this human incarnation is as follows. Beginning with the vicissitude of his Love. He did continuously 8 

years DhyÃna or hypnotism for his first lover Uma. In these 8 years, last 4 year’s Suma came into his life and infringed in 

DhyÃna or hypnotism. Then he continued DhyÃna or hypnotism for Uma. After 8 years instead of getting the power of 

hypnotism, he received the grace of illumination on god and world. Uma is elder than him a year and Suma is also elder than 

him two years. Lord Sarahu Nagarazan is Incarnation of Lord Shiva. Uma is also Incarnation of Goddess Parvathi and Suma is 

Incarnation of Goddess Ganga. 

 

 

Concept and Description:  

 

01. He have written World largest 15 lakh books of poem series for love - Each poem books has 60 to70 pages, when he was 28.  

02.  World biggest 36 world records for love and from love when he was 22 years.  

03.  World largest 1500 pages epic book for love when he was 27.   

04. World most super human in fastest and faster writings novel, poems short story and Hollywood stories.  

05 World most 55 golden truths when he was 25.  

06 World biggest 1500 pages of epic book for love.  

07. World largest 10 years penance for love.  

08. World largest poem series titles 1 to 50,000 (2) parts for love.  

09. World largest poem parts 30,000 parts about love.  

10. World largest GW records denied for 25 times (rejected) when he was 25 to 26.  

11. World largest poems and stanzas about his love.  

12. World largest upload 46 videos in six months to YouTube about love when he was 28.  

13. World largest submitted to Record Setter (America) about love for 30 times in two years. 14. World largest philosopher and 

philosophies 15,000 philosophies from love - when he was 26 years.  

15. World most and biggest world 20 PhDs books written for love when he was 25.  

16. World largest 20 professional jobs performed from love when he was 25.   

17. World first time established the cloister of world big principality about his love.   

18. World first time and largest every day distributes divine water, Divine coconut and praline to devotees for love when he was 

27.   

19. World first time established big Uma Suma memorable charitable trust of love when he was 25.  

20. World most and first time changed his village name Hullatti to Shivaalaya Love.   

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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21. World largest 55 lengthy novels when he was 24 years. In Outstanding and underwriting stage 100 novels when he was 26.  

22. World first time he is telling astrology fortune for love.   

23. World first time and biggest Shiva lingam statue established for his love.   

24. World most and biggest Hollywood stories and screen plays from love.  

 25. World largest and first time 4 lakh books of poem series he wrote for aunty.  

26. World first time beautifully lord shiva temple established for love.   

27. World largest and first time 4 lakh books of poem series wrote for girl.   

28. World largest poems 30 lengthy papers for example it’s like in textiles shirting role. Every page consists of Width 49 inches 

and length 38 to 40 inches and 114 to 120 lines are there in a single page (20 papers) for love.  

29. World largest Architecture diagrams for love.  

30. World longest written its some poems especially in 20 lengthy papers for example it’s like in textiles shirting role. Every 

page consists of Width 49 inches and length 38 to 40 inches and 114 to 120 lines are there in a single page (20 papers).  

31. World largest 100 lengthy novels when I was 24 years. In Outstanding and underwriting stage 100 novels for love.  

32. World most and smallest lord Shiva statue established for love.  

33. World largest managing designated post in a company for love.  

34. World largest recommended letters and collected for love.  

35. World largest notary by affidavit witness for love wonder.  

36. World most designers/ maker in Homa Havana for love.  

37. World largest Homa Havana numbers of 100 only in six months from love.  

38.  World largest world record company including many more deeds.  

39. World most Goddess Shri Chowdeshwari statue established for love.  

40. World largest 14 World record LLP companies and worldwide some organizations for love. These are…  

 

1. ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 

 

 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 

 

2. ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  

 

3. ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  

 

4. ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  

 

5. ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  

 

6. ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 

 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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7. ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  

 

8. ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  

 

9. ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  

 

10. ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  

 

 

11. ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 

 

12. ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  

 

13. ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 

14. ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 

15. ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 

http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  

 

16. ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 

 

 

17. ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   

 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 

18. ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 

             http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 

 

“Getting Titles for love” 

 

 World largest Titles/Awards he got titles when he was 23. 

 ‘World faithful writer’ he got title as when he was 23. 
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 ‘World fastest writer’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World best writer’ he got title as when he was 23.   

 ‘World fastest writer in novels’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in short stories’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in poetries’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in dramas’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in Hollywood/films stories’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World fastest philosopher’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World best scientist’ he got title as when he was 25.  

 World most super human of the world’ he got title as when he was 22. 

 World most Google human in the world when he was 28.  

 World largest 300 certificates getting when he was 29.  

 World best novel or story reader he got title as when he was 25.   

 World most variable write when he was 28. 

 World most qualitable writer when he was 28.  

 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the Sarahu’s 01st Love Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

*** 

 

02nd Wonder of the World 

“Sarahu’s New 02nd Wonder of the World” 
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Abstract: 

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 02nd 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s Writings of achievement have been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 

as the 10th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, Social 

systems, Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

Sarahu’s all strength is expressed in the caliber of all his writings and he received 321 New World records, 321 Awards and 321 

Honorable Certificates, 321 Breaking records, 321 Breaking awards, and 321 Breaking Honorable Certificates, when he was 29. 

These are included to 02nd Wonder of the world.  

He has been writing story, poetry, fiction, drama as well as cinema and film since his third grade. And He can write sitting in 

front of stereo sound with woofer sound, and even he can write sitting in isolation, it’s his routine. He can write without using 

headphone. However you tell he can write. Whatever he writes it’s purely in Kannada language only. Writing novels in Kannada 

language is quite difficult where as in English it is very easy. Once he put the pen on the paper, he won’t stop writing. He won’t 

stop a bit for thinking. If you give any single word, he can write on the same without any stop. He never stops in between to 

think while writing. There are so many ways. As God knows everything by his supernatural power; in the same way inspirations 

and idea comes into his mind spontaneously while he writes novels. Ex, if you offer him a pen or stone to write a novel, the 

novel format, foundation and even climax I mean who sketch of the novel comes into his mind within a fraction of seconds. By 

chance if he starts to write novels holding pen with lots of imagination the story of novel will be changed. Suppose holding pen 

in fingers and writing novel with consuming more time; even he doesn’t know in what way it leads him to. There are no 

instances of writing by thinking in his career ever. So now he is a Mystic and clairvoyance, which means he can speak directly to 

the almighty.   

You can give Hundred crore or UN limited themes (no limitation) at a time he can write on every theme one after another 

without stopping the pen. He can write on the spot it without giving any time for thinking. He can start writing on the given 

theme frequently without thinking or sketching about the theme.  

 

It was declared a winner of the New 02nd Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

*** 

 

03rd Wonder of the World 

Sarahu’s 03rd Wonder Of The World 
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Abstract: 

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 03 rd 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s Writings and World Records of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that 

to the 2018, 2019 as the 11th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some 

companies, social systems and Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same 

reason.  

 

Sarahu was awarded 2,400 Different Awards. These Are Google Human Awards, Super Human Awards, Faithfull Awards, 

MEASURABLE Awards, BREAKABLE Awards, STANDARDISABLE Awards, VERIFIABLE Awards, ONE VARIABLE 

Awards, GLOBAL Awards, BASED ON ONE VARIABLE Awards And THE BEST IN THE WORLD Awards, when he was 

29.  And this is world’s 03rd most impressive world wonder. And based on these, different types of awards are sorted in different 

world records, new awards.  

 

All of his writing skills have led him to become the world's third greatest wonder. One of his writing abilities is records that 

cannot be broken. Thus, his writing is so innovative that they are so human that he was awarded two thousand four hundred 

awards in recognition of his writing. It became the world's third wonder. Also He has been writing story, poetry, fiction, drama 

as well as cinema and film since his third grade. *He can write 1000 pages of novel within 24 hours which attributes to his 

quality of world fastest writer. *You can give Hundred crore or UN limited themes (no limitation) at a time he can write on 

every theme one after another without stopping the pen. He can write on the spot it without giving any time for thinking. He can 

start writing on the given theme frequently without thinking or sketching about the theme. *If you provide 2 stenographers he 

will write world fastest 450 – 500 pages of novel within 2 hours in a day. (First paragraph will be given to the first stenographer 

and second Para to the second person while the first person finishes that and continues writing with third Para, second 

stenographer writes the fourth Para so like this novels will be having full of knowledge and having standard quality presentation. 

Like this in 2 hours he can write around 450 to 500 pages) In the same way if you provide 2 stenographers he will write 4500 to 

5000 pages of novel within 24 hours. 

 

 

It was declared a winner of the New 03th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

*** 

 

04th Wonder of the World 

Sarahu’s 04th Wonder Of The World 
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Abstract:  

 

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 04th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

12th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems, 

Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

Lord Sarahu was awarded 2,400 Honorable Certificates. These Are Google Human Certificates, Super Human Certificates, 

Faithfull Certificates, MEASURABLE Certificates, BREAKABLE Certificates, STANDARDISABLE Certificates, 

VERIFIABLE Certificates, ONE VARIABLE Certificates, GLOBAL Certificates, BASED ON ONE VARIABLE Certificates 

And THE BEST IN THE WORLD Certificates, when he was 29.  

 

And this is world’s 04th most impressive world wonder. And based on these, different types of Certificates are sorted in different 

world records, new Certificates. He has been writing story, poetry, fiction, drama as well as cinema and film since his third 

grade. *He can write every day 50 books of poem series. Each poem book around 60 to 70 pages. *If you give him 5 to 10 

characters he can write 5 pages of short story within 30 minutes only Act of facial expression in screen touch mobile, by using 

only his right hand thumb finger. *If you give him single character he can write 3 pages of short story within 30 minutes only 

Act of facial expression in screen touch mobile, by using only his right hand thumb finger. *He can write 10 pages of drama 

within half an hour only. *He can write 5 pages of drama within half an hour only in screen touch mobile phone, by using only 

my right hand thumb finger. *If you give a theme, he will present same theme in 4 different styles story or novel 2 to 2 pages 

each within half an hour only. *He has a unique quality like he can write 3 pages of story within half an hour only without taking 

any poss. *He can write on the land 40 to 50 meter lengthy story within half an hour only, by using chock. *If you give a theme 

he can tell orally 4 pages of novel or story within half an hour only. *If you give a theme he will present same theme in 4 

different styles story or novel 2 to 2 pages each within half an hour only in screen touch mobile phone, by using only his right 

hand thumb finger.  

Once a new world record is made, the record holder has the opportunity to win the Honor Award. If the holder applies the new 

Honoroba Award after making his world record, he will be eligible for the Honorable Award. But it won’t be a PhD. But if it 

exceeds a thousand world records, it will of course be won by a new amazing third grade. 

 

It was declared a winner of the New 04th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

*** 

 

05th Wonder of the World 

Sarahu’s 05th Wonder of The World 
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Abstract:  

 

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 05th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

05th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems 

and Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

Also he wrote 101 lengthy novels when he was 28. All these novels approximately 400 to 500 pages. And even he has written 

1500 philosophies, organs, Golden truths, Principles. Apart from that he established new micro nation, new religion and New 

Constitutes. Each 21 lengthy Philosophy books are around have 800 pages. These philosophy books are belongs to new religion. 

He wrote these are when he was 25 to 29.  

 

Apart from, when he was around 28 years, Sarahu film fare has awarded him for his magnificent scripts for 1. Baduki Sathanthe! 

2. Hello Nikitha, and 3. The Soul is perfect. Even he wrote these are and makes when he was 24 to 27.  

 

It was declared a winner of the New 05th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 

Concept and Description:  

 

Summary:  

 Books Category:  
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 Novels 

 Short Stories 

 Poetries 

 

 Film Category:  

 Baduki Sathanthe! 

 Hello Nikitha 

 The Soul is Perfect  

 

 Philosophies Category:  

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

 New Micro nation Category:  

 New Religion  

 New Constitutes. 

 New Holy Book  

 Others  

 

*** 

 

Books Category:  

 

We make no distinction in CASTE, CREED, RACE, POPULARITY AND AGE as such! We only are in search of good 

Authors. The books that you submit to us need not only be in a published form, we also accept in DTP format.  WE DON’T 

ACCEPT ANY HANDWRITTEN MANUSCRIPTS.  But, this is only once in a year opportunity.  

 

Some cool facts about Sarahu Nagarazan,  

 

(Novels and Stories, Poetries Descriptions are there couldn’t Displayed) 

 

*** 

 

Film Category:  

We don’t have any barriers towards language as such in scripts, but kindly do submit us a translated version in English. After are 

core team discuses and agrees the script, we will take care of making the movie. But, we choose only one script in different of 

the category/genre, and it’s only once in a year opportunity.  

Cool Sarahu facts -  

 

9. Baduki sathanthe! 

10. Hello Nikitha  
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11. The Soul is Perfect  

 

(Descriptions are there couldn’t Displayed) 

 

Philosophies Category:  

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

 

(Descriptions are there couldn’t Displayed) 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy 

 

New Micro nation Category:  

 New Religion  

 New Constitutes. 

 New Holy Book  

 Others  

 

(Descriptions are there couldn’t Displayed) 

Please Visit: http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi 

 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 05th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

 

*** 

06th Wonder of the World 

Sarahu’s 06th Wonder of the World 
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Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 06 th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

06th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems, 

Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. 

 

 

The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

 

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan received 300 different Honorable Doctorate Certificates, 300 different Honorable Doctorate Record 

breaking certificates, 300 Honorable Doctorate different Honorable Doctorate certificates and 300 Global Honorable Doctorate 

different Award certificates when he was 29.  His writing abilities have been so well received by him that he writes every single 

line of essay because he writes very well in his writing ability and in the world without anyone else. Since one writing title is a 

world record and is later framed as an essay, his writing world records have been announced by PhD. and since one writing title 

is a world record and is later framed as an essay, his writing world records have been announced by PhD. He studied one of his 

writing World Records for 28 consecutive years, composing a dissertation and his years of experience as a PhD. His writing was 

declared the sixth wonder in the world, along with a declaration of Ph.D. 

 

 

This is the World’s 06th most impressive World Doctorate Honorable Wonder. And based on these different types of Doctorate 

Honorable Certificates are sorted in different Records, Doctorate Honorable Certificates. 

 

 

It was declared a winner of the New 06th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

*** 

 

07th Wonder of the World 
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Abstract:  

 

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 07 th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

07th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems, 

Sarahu’s 17 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 17 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan, discoveries expands over 200 in Physics, 100 in Astronomy, 50 in Geology, some of Psychology, 

Sexology, and Anthropology and has a wide expanse of over 15,000 Philosophies. These all feats were achieved when he was 

29.  

He received 15 Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the Nobel Prize, and has received Sarahu Awards for his research works in 

Physics, Psychology, Astronomy and Literature when he was 25. Sarahu has total fifty (50) awards for ‘PSYCHOLOGY’ has 

been awarded by research alone. Also, he has total Hundred (100) awards for ‘PHYSICS’ are awarded by research alone. Also, 

he has total Fifty (50) awards for ‘ASTRONOMY’ is awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 03 (three) awards for 

‘GEOLOGY’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 10 (Ten) awards for ‘BIOLOGY’ are awarded by research alone. 

Also, he has total 05 (five) awards for ‘MEDICINE’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 01 (0NE) award for  

‘COSMOLOGY’ are awarded by research alone. 

 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 07th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 
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“The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World” 
 

Abstract: 
 

Set and announced the “The New Sarahu 07 Wonders of the World." and to continue of the 8 th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, and 

14th Wonders of the world.  

We are from “Sarahu World Records”, “Sarahu Group of Companies”, “The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World”, “The  

Sarahu New 06 Universal Wonders”, Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration’ and “Sarahu World Records University”.  

First of all we have done the 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th Wonders of the world from Sarahu World Records and the 

remaining 18 Organizations with 300 manpower and with another audience opinions and recommendations. And we're doing 

it. Here's how we did and worked on the 07 World Wonders of Sarahu.  

In addition, here is the introduction and function of 18 Organizations websites. In addition, Sarahu's new world wonders have 

been specially opened. It also has the New Organizations. 

Who is that Human Being which all above was done, that person nonother than  

Mr. “Sarahu Nagarazan”. 

*** 
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“Summary” 

01. OUR VISION  

 

02. WONDERS EVIDENCE AND DECLARED 18 ORGANIZATIONS 

*** 

1. 08th Wonder of the World  

2. 09th Wonder of the World  

3. 10th Wonder of the World  

4. 11th Wonder of the World  

5. 12th Wonder of the World  

6. 13th Wonder of the World  

7. 14th Wonder of the World  

*** 

01. Privacy Policy  

 
 

02. Additional Terms and Conditions  

 
 
 

03. Terms and Conditions  

 



  

 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

Org Name: “The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World” 

Our Vision 

 

“The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World”, which is part of the Sarahu World Records. This is an integral part of Sarahu 

World Records. How Sarahu World Records has a great deal like Human Accomplishments, Documentary, TV shows, reality 

shows etc. in the same way Sarahu Officially wonders the best quality TV shows in the media and entertainment organization, 

the reality shows, making the research a new wonder of the world, a special mission. 

 

If we look at the wonders we can have anyone in the world and the Consider and Agree. Things naturally become a history of 

what one thing are worth to wonder. Some groups have to be prepared by a mature organization and have to make special 

impressions from ordinary people to make their own way of wondering through their own foundation. 

 

Here is the part of SWR’s The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World Organization is working on a job called Social Work. There 

is no other purpose. Wondering to split the category through the category of Amazing Things, Cities, Naturals, Reverse, 

Superman, Super Humans, Working, Prices, Awards, Degrees, and Buildings in the World. 

 

This Mission has received many elite people and their impressions, such as Employee Comments. We did not establish this 

mission simply by virtue or selfishness. Because there are wonders that can come in the wonders, they are presented on our 

website and clearly distributed. That is why the wonders are more visible in the world, and we are sorted out by category and 

shown in a simple form. 

 

There are many love stories, natural, statues, buildings, such as in the world. But not all of them can be considered wonder. 

Because audience and followers will be given this opportunity by voting. As each country, different types of voters and 

audience think in the states, we sometimes discuss ourselves with 200 Employees and consider Wonder. 

 

We do not consider Mythology here. We are only considering what is visible to the eye. Every year, two years and 5 years we 

are giving new wonders to light. Then it goes on and on. In 2019, 15 new wonders of new history were written in 2019, with 7 

new wonders of Sarahu in the 8 wonders we had seen by our team since long research. The 7 new wonders of Sarahu are also 

listed as the new 7Wonders of the World as we look at our eyes. 

Already post the Sarahu’s New 07 Wonders on face book and other social websites, and views in the same way, the likes are 

more. However, there is not much publicity available here. Because the strangers, and those who do not know about Sarahu, 

are skeptical of suspicion. The news paper also has a fear of TV media. 



  

 

 

 

But, along with the 18th Foundation, has been brought to the crossover weekly news and magazines including 200 Employees, 

and Team. They are all for Sarahu’s achievements! And nothing else. 

But, the work took five consecutive years to cover the World Records Company and the 18 Foundations and Audience. This 

work took place from 3 years onwards. Universe Wonders Released on But, Finally 2019 May Month. 

 

By: 

o Sarahu World Records. 

o Sarahu Prizes Media Foundation. 

o Sarahu Film Fare Media Foundation. 

o Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration. 

o Sarahu Divine Research Astro-Vision. 

o Uma Suma Charitable Trust. 

o Sarahu Cloister of World Big Principality- Society. 

o Sarahu press. 

o Sarahu Associates. 

o Sarahu Online Story Reading. 

o Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration.-SISBRA 

o The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World. 

o The Sarahu New 06 Universal Wonders. 

o Sarahu Movie Direction. 

o Sign-Micronation-Sanahi 

o Sarahu World Records University. 

o Sarahu Group of Companies.  

o The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World. 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The Sarahu New 07 woNderS of The world” 

“WONDERS EVIDENCE AND DECLARED 18 ORGANIZATIONS” 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 
 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders


  

 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
 

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.thesarahunew07humanwondersoftheworld.com  

 

*** 

 

 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/
http://www.thesarahunew07humanwondersoftheworld.com/


  

 

 

 

 

 

“NEW SARAHU’S LOVE 8th WONDER OF THE WORLD” 

 

 

                                             

                              

  

 

 
Abstract:  
Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 08th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

8th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems 

and Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

“The following is an account of Lord ‘Sarahu Nagarazan’ achievements” 

  

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan 01/06/1988 was born as a human incarnation to the earth. And he has come for the welfare of world. 

What he has suffered in this human incarnation is as follows. Beginning with the vicissitude of his Love. He did continuously 8 

years DhyÃna or hypnotism for his first lover Uma. In these 8 years, last 4 year’s Suma came into his life and infringed in 

DhyÃna or hypnotism. Then he continued DhyÃna or hypnotism for Uma. After 8 years instead of getting the power of 

hypnotism, he received the grace of illumination on god and world. Uma is elder than him a year and Suma is also elder than 

him two years. Lord Sarahu Nagarazan is Incarnation of Lord Shiva. Uma is also Incarnation of Goddess Parvathi and Suma is 

Incarnation of Goddess Ganga. 

 

01. He have written World largest 15 lakh books of poem series for love - Each poem books has 60 to70 pages, when 

he was 28.  

02.  World biggest 36 world records for love and from love when he was 22 years.  



  

 

 

03.  World largest 1500 pages epic book for love when he was 27.   

04. World most super human in fastest and faster writings novel, poems short story and Hollywood stories for love.  

05 World most 55 golden truths when he was 25.  

06 World biggest 1500 pages of epic book for love.  

07. World largest 10 years penance for love.  

08. World largest poem series titles 1 to 50,000 (2) parts for love.  

09. World largest poem parts 30,000 parts about love.  

10. World largest GW records denied for 25 times (rejected) when he was 25 to 26.  

11. World largest poems and stanzas about his love.  

12. World largest upload 46 videos in six months to YouTube about love when he was 28.  

13. World largest submitted to Record Setter (America) about love for 30 times in two years.  

14. World largest philosopher and philosophies 15,000 philosophies from love - when he was 26 years.  

15. World most and biggest world 20 PhDs books written for love when he was 25.  

16. World largest 20 professional jobs performed from love when he was 25.   

17. World first time established the cloister of world big principality about his love.   

18. World first time and largest every day distributes divine water, Divine coconut and praline to devotees for love when he was 

27.   

19. World first time established big Uma Suma memorable charitable trust of love when he was 25.  

20. World most and first time changed his village name Hullatti to Shivaalaya Love.   

21. World largest 55 lengthy novels when he was 24 years. In Outstanding and underwriting stage 100 novels when he was 26. 

22. World first time he is telling astrology fortune for love.   

23. World first time and biggest Shiva lingam statue established for his love.   

24. World most and biggest Hollywood stories and screen plays from love.   

25. World largest and first time 4 lakh books of poem series he wrote for aunty.  

26. World first time beautifully lord shiva temple established for love.   

27. World largest and first time 4 lakh books of poem series wrote for girl.   

28. World largest poems 30 lengthy papers for example it’s like in textiles shirting role. Every page consists of Width 49 inches 

and length 38 to 40 inches and 114 to 120 lines are there in a single page (20 papers) for love.  

29. World largest Architecture diagrams for love.  

30. World longest written its some poems especially in 20 lengthy papers for example it’s like in textiles shirting role. Every 

page consists of Width 49 inches and length 38 to 40 inches and 114 to 120 lines are there in a single page (20 papers).  

31. World largest 100 lengthy novels when he was 24 years. In Outstanding and underwriting stage 100 novels for love. 32. 

World most and smallest lord Shiva statue established for love.  

33. World largest managing designated post in a company for love.  

34. World largest recommended letters and collected for love.  

35. World largest notary by affidavit witness for love wonder.  

36. World most designers/ maker in Homa Havana for love.  

37.  World largest Homa Havana numbers of 100 only in six months from love.  

38.  World largest world record company including many more deeds.  



  

 

 

39. World most Goddess Shri Chowdeshwari statue established for love.  

40. World largest 28 professional jobs enter time performed from love when he was 25. These are 01. Author, 02. Script Writer, 

03. Director, 04. Fashion Designer, 05. Architecture, 06. Software Engineer, 07. Software Developments, 08. Astronomer, 09. 

Physicist, 10. Astrologer, 11. Geologist, 12. Biologist, 13, Zoologist, 14. Anthropologist, 15. Sexologist. 16. Psychologist, 17. 

Product Designer, 18. Actor, 19. Painter, 20. Priest, 21. Dramatist, 22. Civil Engineer, 23. Cinematographer, 24. Designer, 25. 

Novelist, 26. Poet, 27. Philosopher and 28. Logo Designer for love. 

41. World Biggest Company Services and Largest content text he wrote only for his love. Content texts is approximately (03) 

Three thousand pages. 

42. World Best Monthly Magazine Service he started for his love. 

43. World Best Weekly News paper services he started for his love. 

42. World largest 18 World record LLP companies and worldwide some organizations for love. These are…  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 

 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
 

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films


  

 

 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 

 

“Getting Titles for love” 

 
 World largest Titles/Awards he got titles when he was 23. 

 ‘World faithful writer’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World fastest writer’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World best writer’ he got title as when he was 23.   

 ‘World fastest writer in novels’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in short stories’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in poetries’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in dramas’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in Hollywood/films stories’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World fastest philosopher’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World best scientist’ he got title as when he was 25.  

 World most super human of the world’ he got title as when he was 22. 

 World most Google human in the world when he was 28.  

 World largest 300 certificates getting when he was 29.  

 World best novel or story reader he got title as when he was 25.   

 World most variable write when he was 28. 

 World most qualitable writer when he was 28.  

 
These are all Love World Records declared by: “Sarahu World Records” 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/


  

 

 

 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com 

 

 

 

 

18 Foundations 

01. ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 
 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

02. ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

03. ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

04. ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

05. ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

06. ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

07. ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

08. ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

09. ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

10. ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
 

 
11. ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

12. ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

13. ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films


  

 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 
14. ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
15. ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

16. ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

17. ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
18. ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/ 
 

 
Finally, It was declared a winner of the Sarahu’s Love 8th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

*** 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New7Wonders_of_the_World


  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

09th Wonder of the World 
“Sarahu’s New 09th Wonder of the World” 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Abstract:  
Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 9th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s Writings of achievement have been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 

2019 as the 9th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, 

Social systems, Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

Sarahu’s all strength is expressed in the caliber of all his writings and he received 321 New World records, 321 Awards and 321 

Honorable Certificates, 321 Breaking records, 321 Breaking awards, and 321 Breaking Honorable Certificates, when he was 29. 

These are included to 09th Wonder of the world.  

He has been writing story, poetry, fiction, drama as well as cinema and film since his third grade. And He can write sitting in 

front of stereo sound with woofer sound, and even he can write sitting in isolation, it’s his routine. He can write without using 

headphone. However you tell he can write. Whatever he writes it’s purely in Kannada language only. Writing novels in Kannada 

language is quite difficult where as in English it is very easy. Once he put the pen on the paper, he won’t stop writing. He won’t 

stop a bit for thinking. If you give any single word, he can write on the same without any stop. He never stops in between to 

think while writing. There are so many ways. As God knows everything by his supernatural power; in the same way inspirations 

and idea comes into his mind spontaneously while he writes novels. Ex, if you offer him a pen or stone to write a novel, the 

novel format, foundation and even climax I mean who sketch of the novel comes into his mind within a fraction of seconds. By 



  

 

 

chance if he starts to write novels holding pen with lots of imagination the story of novel will be changed. Suppose holding pen 

in fingers and writing novel with consuming more time; even he doesn’t know in what way it leads him to. There are no 

instances of writing by thinking in his career ever. So now he is a Mystic and clairvoyance, which means he can speak directly to 

the almighty.   

You can give Hundred crore or UN limited themes (no limitation) at a time he can write on every theme one after another 

without stopping the pen. He can write on the spot it without giving any time for thinking. He can start writing on the given 

theme frequently without thinking or sketching about the theme.  

He Received 1926 New and Breaking World Records Certificates from “Sarahu World Records”  

 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/


  

 

 

 

 

10th Wonder of the World 
Sarahu’s 10th Wonder Of The World 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Abstract:  
Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 10th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s Writings and World Records of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that 

to the 2018, 2019 as the 10th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some 

companies, social systems and Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same 

reason.  

 

Sarahu was awarded 2,400 Different Awards. These Are Google Human Awards, Super Human Awards, Faithfull Awards, 

MEASURABLE Awards, BREAKABLE Awards, STANDARDISABLE Awards, VERIFIABLE Awards, ONE VARIABLE 

Awards, GLOBAL Awards, BASED ON ONE VARIABLE Awards And THE BEST IN THE WORLD Awards, when he was 

29.  And this is world’s 10th most impressive world wonder. And based on these, different types of awards are sorted in different 

world records, new awards.  

 

All of his writing skills have led him to become the world's third greatest wonder. One of his writing abilities is records that 

cannot be broken. Thus, his writing is so innovative that they are so human that he was awarded two thousand four hundred 

awards in recognition of his writing. It became the world's third wonder. Also He has been writing story, poetry, fiction, drama 

as well as cinema and film since his third grade. *He can write 1000 pages of novel within 24 hours which attributes to his 

quality of world fastest writer. *You can give Hundred crore or UN limited themes (no limitation) at a time he can write on 

every theme one after another without stopping the pen. He can write on the spot it without giving any time for thinking. He can 

start writing on the given theme frequently without thinking or sketching about the theme. *If you provide 2 stenographers he 

will write world fastest 450 – 500 pages of novel within 2 hours in a day. (First paragraph will be given to the first stenographer 

and second Para to the second person while the first person finishes that and continues writing with third Para, second 



  

 

 

stenographer writes the fourth Para so like this novels will be having full of knowledge and having standard quality presentation. 

Like this in 2 hours he can write around 450 to 500 pages) In the same way if you provide 2 stenographers he will write 4500 to 

5000 pages of novel within 24 hours.  

 

He Received 2,400 New Different Awards from “Sarahu World Records”  

 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/


  

 

 

 

 

 

11th Wonder of the World 

Sarahu’s 11th Wonder Of The World 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract:  
 

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 11th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

11th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems, 

Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 
Lord Sarahu was awarded 2,400 Honorable Certificates. These Are Google Human Certificates, Super Human Certificates, 

Faithfull Certificates, MEASURABLE Certificates, BREAKABLE Certificates, STANDARDISABLE Certificates, 

VERIFIABLE Certificates, ONE VARIABLE Certificates, GLOBAL Certificates, BASED ON ONE VARIABLE Certificates 

And THE BEST IN THE WORLD Certificates, when he was 29.  

 

And this is world’s 11th most impressive world wonder. And based on these, different types of Certificates are sorted in 

different world records, new Certificates. He has been writing story, poetry, fiction, drama as well as cinema and film since his 



  

 

 

third grade. *He can write every day 50 books of poem series. Each poem book around 60 to 70 pages. *If you give him 5 to 10 

characters he can write 5 pages of short story within 30 minutes only Act of facial expression in screen touch mobile, by using 

only his right hand thumb finger. *If you give him single character he can write 3 pages of short story within 30 minutes only 

Act of facial expression in screen touch mobile, by using only his right hand thumb finger. *He can write 10 pages of drama 

within half an hour only. *He can write 5 pages of drama within half an hour only in screen touch mobile phone, by using only 

my right hand thumb finger. *If you give a theme, he will present same theme in 4 different styles story or novel 2 to 2 pages 

each within half an hour only. *He has a unique quality like he can write 3 pages of story within half an hour only without 

taking any poss. *He can write on the land 40 to 50 meter lengthy story within half an hour only, by using chock.  *If you give a 

theme he can tell orally 4 pages of novel or story within half an hour only. *If you give a theme he will present same theme in 4 

different styles story or novel 2 to 2 pages each within half an hour only in screen touch mobile phone, by using only his right 

hand thumb finger.  

Once a new world record is made, the record holder has the opportunity to win the Honor Award. If the holder applies the new Honorable 

Award after making his world record, he will be eligible for the Honorable Award. But it won’t be a PhD. But if it exceeds a thousand world 

records, it will of course be won by a new amazing third grade. 

He Received 2,400 Honorable Certificates from “Sarahu World Records”  

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/


  

 

 

 

 

12th Wonder of the World 
Sarahu’s 12th Wonder of The World 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract:  
Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 12 th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

12th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems 

and Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

He wrote 101 lengthy novels when he was 28. All these novels approximately 400 to 500 pages. And even he has written 1500 

philosophies, organs, Golden truths, Principles. Apart from that he established new micro nation, new religion and New 

Constitutes. Each 21 lengthy Philosophy books are around have 800 pages. These philosophy books are belongs to new 

religion.  

Religion Name: Signiesm  (Full meaning: Sarahu International Governable  Nation) 

Micro Nation Name: Himagiri (Country – Iceland)  

Holy Scripture: Sanaahi (SarahuNaath Hinduism)  



  

 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign’micronation-sanahi 

Even, he received ‘50’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the Nobel Prize, and has received Sarahu Awards for his research 

works in Novels, Biography, Short Stories, Poetries and some of Philosophies.  

Apart from, He received ‘38’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the ‘Oscar’ Prize when he was around 28 years, Sarahu film fare 

has awarded him for his magnificent scripts for 1. Baduki Sathanthe! 2. Hello Nikitha, and 3. The Soul is perfect. Even he wrote 

these are and makes when he was 24 to 27.  

Also, Sarahu film fare has awarded him for his magnificent 35 Hollywood film scripts. 

He Received 50 Awards from “Sarahu Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards 

And, 

He Received 38 Film Awards from “Sarahu Film Fare Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films 

He wrote and Received these are when he was 25 to 29. 

It was declared a winner of the New 12th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 

New 12th Wonder of the World Description:  

Cool Sarahu facts -  
 

Introducing:  
 

 Books Category:  

 

 Novels 

 Short Stories 

 Poetries 

 

 Film Category:  

 

 Baduki Sathanthe! - Comparison to Oscar Prize.  

 Hello Nikitha - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 The Soul is Perfect - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 38 Hollywood Films  
 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first 

scene of the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign'micronation-sanahi
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films


  

 

 

they take to create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be 
explained. 

 

 Philosophies Category:  

 

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

 New Micro nation Category:  

 

 New Religion  

 New Constitutes. 

 New Holy Book  

 Others  

 

*** 

 

Books Category:  
 

We make no distinction in CASTE, CREED, RACE, POPULARITY AND AGE as such! We only are in search of good Authors. The 
books that you submit to us need not only be in a published form, we also accept in DTP format.  WE DON’T ACCEPT ANY 
HANDWRITTEN MANUSCRIPTS.  But, this is only once in a year opportunity.  

 

Some cool facts about Sarahu Nagarazan,  

 

Novels Category: 

 

103. Hittalamane Shankranna 01 – Novel  

104. Hittalamane Shankranna 02 – Novel  

105. Hittalamane Shankranna 03 – Novel  

106. Hittalamane Shankranna 04 – Novel  

107. Hittalamane Shankranna 05 – Novel  

108. Hittalamane Shankranna 06 – Novel  

109. Hittalamane Shankranna 07 – Novel  

110. Hittalamane Shankranna 08 – Novel  

111. Halooru Kariyappa 01 – Novel  



  

 

 

112. Halooru Kariyappa 02 – Novel  

113. Halooru Kariyappa 03 – Novel  

114. Atithi DevoBhava! 02 – Novel  

115. Meenina Hejje 01 – Novel  

116. Meenina Hejje 02 – Novel  

117. Hittalina Hunase Mara – Novel 

118. Sarojakkana Nasheebhu – Novel 

119. Polisara Ooru – Novel 

120. Black Cobra – Novel 

121. Avalu – Novel 

122. Avalu Asha – Novel 

123. Ooru Usabri Thakkondu Mullasab Soragidda! – Novel 

124. Good Morning India Today – Novel 

125. Butter Fly – Novel 

126. Ondu Beediya Kathe – Novel  

127. Padaposi Appanna – Novel 

128. Naagiya Maga – Novel  

129. Biriyani Manjanna – Novel 

130. Muttadiddare Nannane Geleya – Novel  

131. Nammoora Maabushyana Hendati – Novel  

132. Emme Maari Cinema Nodidaru- Novel  

133. Jeevanmukthi – Novel  

134. Inthi Nimmavalu – Novel  

135. Madanaari – Novel  

136. Nammoorina Kathe – Novel  

 

*** 

Short Story Category: 

 

16. Nanna Kalpane - 01  

17. Nanna Kalpane - 02  

18. Nanna Kalpane - 03  

19. Mooka Vishmitha  

20. Mooka Bhavne  

 

*** 

 

Poetry Category: 

 

:Not Displayed* 

 

 



  

 

 

*** 

 

Film Category:  

We don’t have any barriers towards language as such in scripts, but kindly do submit us a translated version in English. After 

are core team discuses and agrees the script, we will take care of making the movie. But, we choose only one script in different 

of the category/genre, and it’s only once in a year opportunity.  

Cool Sarahu facts -  

 

 Baduki sathanthe! 

 Hello Nikitha  

 The Soul is Perfect  

 01 to 38 Hollywood Films 
 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first scene of 

the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years will they take to 
create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet to be explained. 

(Film Scripts Descriptions are there couldn’t Displayed) 

*** 

Philosophies Category:  

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

(Descriptions are there couldn’t Displayed) 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy 

 

*** 

New Micro nation Category:  

 New Religion  

 New Constitutes. 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy


  

 

 

 New Holy Book  

 Others  

(Descriptions are there couldn’t Displayed) 

Please Visit: http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi


  

 

 

 

13th Wonder of the World 
Sarahu’s 13th Wonder of the World 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 13 th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

13th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems, 

Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan received 300 different Honorable Doctorate Certificates, 300 different Honorable Doctorate Record 

breaking certificates, 300 Honorable Doctorate different Honorable Doctorate certificates and 300 Global Honorable Doctorate 

different Award certificates when he was 29.  His writing abilities have been so well received by him that he writes every single 

line of essay because he writes very well in his writing ability and in the world without anyone else. Since one writing title is a 

world record and is later framed as an essay, his writing world records have been announced by PhD. and since one writing title 

is a world record and is later framed as an essay, his writing world records have been announced by PhD. He studied one of his 

writing World Records for 28 consecutive years, composing a dissertation and his years of experience as a PhD. His writing was 

declared the sixth wonder in the world, along with a declaration of Ph.D. 

Apart from, He is the only one person in this world to studied in all professions means he has studied PhD books; And he has 

written a 21 Essay for PhD. These Essay are; 1) Ladies, 2) Soul, 3) God, 4) Physics, 5) Anthropology, 6) Sexology, 7) Film, 8) 

Novel, 9) Love, 10) Fate and 11) Philosophy 12) death 13) astrology 14) psychology 15) engineering 16) World records 17) 

poetries 18) short stories 19) Hollywood scripts 20) Acting. And 21) Beauty. Whenever he write any Essay, it is based on him 

experience and himself knowledge. He never contacted any university or any lecturer or suggestion. These are already 

Published through Online Journal to worldwide.  

He Received 900 Honorable Doctorates Certificates and 21 Different PhDs Certificates from “Sarahu World Records 

University” and 18 Sarahu organizations. 



  

 

 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university 

 

This is the World’s 13th most impressive World Doctorate Honorable Wonder. And based on these different types of Doctorate 

Honorable Certificates are sorted in different Records, Doctorate Honorable Certificates. 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university


  

 

 

 

14th Wonder of the World 

Sarahu’s 14th Wonder of the World 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 14 th 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 

14th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems, 

Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan, discoveries expands over 200 in Physics, 100 in Astronomy, 50 in Geology, 50 Zoology, some of 100 

Psychology, 50 Medicine, 50 Sexology, and 50 Anthropology and has a wide expanse of over 15,000 Scientific Philosophies 

Books.  

He received ‘250’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the Nobel Prize, and has received Sarahu Awards for his research works in 

Physics, Psychology, Astronomy, Biology, Zoology, Medicine and Literature when he was 25. Sarahu has total fifty (50) awards 

for ‘PSYCHOLOGY’ has been awarded by research alone. Also, he has total Hundred (100) awards for ‘PHYSICS’ are awarded 

by research alone. Also, he has total Fifty (50) awards for ‘ASTRONOMY’ is awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 03 

(three) awards for ‘GEOLOGY’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 10 (Ten) awards for ‘BIOLOGY’ are awarded 

by research alone. Also, he has total 10 (Ten) awards for ‘ZOOLOGY’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 05 

(five) awards for ‘MEDICINE’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 01 (0NE) award for ‘COSMOLOGY’ is 

awarded by research alone.  

 

Even he written some of Thesis for Science; these are all have the Ph.D. These are all published online journal.  

 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Astronomy 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Biology 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Physics 



  

 

 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Psychology 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Zoology 

 The Sarahu Honorary Doctorate Sexology of Woman’s Under Commercial Sexiest  

 The Sarahu Honorary Doctorate Humanity and Soul activity of after death Causes  

 

 He Received 250 Awards from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

 

 Even, He Received 10 Architecture awards from “Sarahu Associates” 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 Even, He received 10 Fashion Designs awards from “Sarahu Associates”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 Even, He Received 05 Software Engineering awards from “Sarahu Associates” 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 Even, He Received 20 Software Developments Awards from “Sarahu Associates”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 Even He Received 20 Astrology Science Awards from “Sarahu Divine Astro Research Administration” 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 

 

 Even He Received 100 Philosophical Research Awards from “Sarahu Philosophical Research 

Administration” 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 

 

 

These all feats were achieved when he was 29.  

 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy


  

 

 

 

“THE SARAHU NEW 06 UNIVERSAL WONDERS OF THE WORLD” 

 

Abstract: 

Set and announced the “The Sarahu New 06 Universal Wonders of the World." and to continue of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th wonders 

of the world.  

We are from “Sarahu World Records”, “Sarahu Group of Companies”, “The Sarahu New 07 Wonders of the World”, “The Sarahu New 06  

Universal Wonders”, Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration’ and “Sarahu World Records University”.  

First of all we have done the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th Universal Wonders of the world from Sarahu World Records and the remaining 

18 Organizations with 300 manpower and with another audience opinions and recommendations. And we're doing it. Here's how we did and 

worked on the 06 Universal Wonders of Sarahu.  

In addition, here is the introduction and function of 18 Organizations websites. In addition, Sarahu's new world wonders have been specially 

opened. It also has the New Organizations. 

Who is that Human Being which all above was done, that person nonother than  

Mr. “Sarahu Nagarazan” 

*** 
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Summary: 

 

 VISION:  

 WONDERS DECLARED AND 18 ORGANIZATION 

Chapter – 01 

 The New Sarahu 07 Human World Wonders 

Chapter – 02 

 The New 07 Ancient World Wonders 

Chapter – 03 

 The New 07 Cities World Wonders 

Chapter – 04 

 The New 07 Nature World Wonders 

Chapter – 05 

 The New 07 World Wonders 

Chapter – 06 

 The New 09 Solar Universal Wonders 
 

 

 ADDITIONAL TERMS AND INFORMATION” 

 “TERMS AND CONDITIONS” 

 “PRIVACY POLICY” 

*** 
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Org Name: “The Sarahu New 06 Universal Wonders of the World” 

 

 

 

‘Our Vision’  
 

 

 

The only man’s glimpse at Sarahu New 06 Universal Wonders And to the eye of man more special than Earth Wonders 

Universal Wonder is rated as more AMAZING than Means World Records and Super Man. Mars and Saturn as captured by 

the only telescope and Satellites and we don’t aggravate the Planet of the Alliance and other creatures out there. At least the 

man should be in a position to give me a visit. This is the case when there is clear information which cannot be issued by Inks 

Visit and Superhuman Humans, Urban, Natures; Galaxies are being upgraded as Universal Wonders. 

 

Established for our Universal Wonders Only World, for Entertainment, and for World’s Populace, Schools, University for 

Knowledge. Founder Sarahu, as seen in the World and his actions as we know Feats can be called the World Wonders and the 

Universal Wonder. 

 

Wonder if the same Mars had been superseded by Wonder. Also, study our galaxy, Milky Ways, Universal Wonders Establish 

a Study of Earth, Earth’s Man Feats. For now, the one-two solar system will be upgraded to Universal Wonders at Man-

Superhuman Feats Earth. 

 

Only two have done so since it only appeared to the eye of the Founder. Only Nature and Man-Made are here. But, Man-Made 

is also Nature. Every day, Every Month, Year Our team is searching and updating. Since we are universal wonder of 

architecture, City, hills, rivers, bridges, and it is a universal sector, it is not advisable to give it a certificate. Butt, Universal 

Wonder People needs to be aggravated. Must be certified. Yet we, the city, the hills, the bridges, we give the country-governor 

a certificate. So Certificates are not imported right here so Planets do not give Certificates. 

 

We made the Planets Solar System into a Universal Wonder, as there are enough natures at Universal to exist in Earth. But, 

Milky Way’s is not a Universal Wonder for Made. Because can see him from the telescope But Planets are unmistakable. It 

would be an air or Illusion. Similarly, the 7 Wonders at Earth ‘were united in Universal as a wonder.  7 Nature’s Wonders was 

made into the Only One Universal Wonder. Butt Founder is Universal Wonder along with Sarahu’s 7 Wonder. 

 

One Universal Wonder is become by the 07 world wonders, 07 Ancient Wonders is consider by one Universal Ancient 

Wonder, 07 Cities Wonder consider by One Universal city, 07 Nature Wonder, is consider by one Universal Nature Wonder, 

Sarahu's 07 Wonders will be consider by one Human universal wonder and 09 Planets will be consider to give as a Universal 

Solar Wonder. 

The above which we mentioned was accomplished by the 18 organizations which includes the 300 manpower with another 

audience opinions and recommendations.  And we're doing it. Here's how we did and worked on the 06 Universal Wonders.  

 

*** 

 

 

 

1.       One of the World’s New Seven Wonders is a Universe Wonder. 

2.       Sarahu’s New Seven Wonders is a Universe Human. 
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3.       One Universe Ancient Wonder is one of the seven Ancient Wonders of the World. 

4.       Universe Nature Wonder is one of the World’s New Seven Nature Wonders. 

5.       Universe City Wonder is one of the World’s New Seven Cities Wonders. 

6. Most importantly, the Solar System was added to the first place in the Universe Wonder, as the universe resembles the 

Universe.  

 

In total, the new Seven Wonders are new in our world. These have also been won by Universe with Sarahu World Records 

Company and it’s under 18 Foundations. Same processer. Along with some schools, colleges, Ngo’s, Friends, Devotions, 

Temples, Societies Vote, Comments, Likes. Thus in 2019 May Month; 

1. Universe Human 

2. Universe Wonders 

 3. Universe Natures 

4. Universe Cities 

5. Universe Ancient 

6. Universe Solar system seven Universe Seven are Wonders. 

 

But, the work took five consecutive years to cover the World Records Company and the 18 Foundations and Audience. This 

work took place from 3 years onwards. Universe Wonders Released on But, Finally 2019 May Month. 

 

By:  

o Sarahu World Records. 

o Sarahu Prizes Media Foundation. 

o Sarahu Film Fare Media Foundation. 

o Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration. 

o Sarahu Divine Research Astro-Vision. 

o Uma Suma Charitable Trust. 

o Sarahu Cloister of World Big Principality- Society. 

o Sarahu press. 

o Sarahu Associates  

o Associates 

o Sarahu Online Story Reading. 

o Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration.-SISBRA 

o Sarahu 07 Wonders of the World. 

o Sarahu 06 Wonders of the Universe. 

o Sarahu Movie Direction. 

o Sign-Micronation-Sanahi 

o Sarahu World Records University. 

o Sarahu Group of Companies.  

o The Sarahu New 07 Human World Wonders.  

*** 
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“UNIVERSAL WONDERS EVIDENCE AND DECLARED 18 

ORGANIZATIONS” 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 
 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
 

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
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o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
*** 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
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Chapter 01:  

 

“NEW SARAHU’S LOVE 01st WONDER OF THE WORLD” 

 

 

                                             

                              

  

 

Abstract:  
Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the 

new 01st Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to 

the 2018, 2019 as the 9th most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of 

some companies, social systems and Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded 

for the same reason.  

 

“The following is an account of Lord ‘Sarahu Nagarazan’ achievements” 

  

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan 01/06/1988 was born as a human incarnation to the earth. And he has come for the welfare of 

world. What he has suffered in this human incarnation is as follows. Beginning with the vicissitude of his Love. He did 

continuously 8 years DhyÃna or hypnotism for his first lover Uma. In these 8 years, last 4 year’s Suma came into his life 

and infringed in DhyÃna or hypnotism. Then he continued DhyÃna or hypnotism for Uma. After 8 years instead of 

getting the power of hypnotism, he received the grace of illumination on god and world. Uma is elder than him a year 

and Suma is also elder than him two years. Lord Sarahu Nagarazan is Incarnation of Lord Shiva. Uma is also Incarnation 

of Goddess Parvathi and Suma is Incarnation of Goddess Ganga. 

 

01. He have written World largest 15 lakh books of poem series for love - Each poem books has 60 to70 

pages, when he was 28.  

02.  World biggest 36 world records for love and from love when he was 22 years.  

03.  World largest 1500 pages epic book for love when he was 27.   
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04. World most super human in fastest and faster writings novel, poems short story and Hollywood stories for love.  

05 World most 55 golden truths when he was 25.  

06 World biggest 1500 pages of epic book for love.  

07. World largest 10 years penance for love.  

08. World largest poem series titles 1 to 50,000 (2) parts for love.  

09. World largest poem parts 30,000 parts about love.  

10. World largest GW records denied for 25 times (rejected) when he was 25 to 26.  

11. World largest poems and stanzas about his love.  

12. World largest upload 46 videos in six months to YouTube about love when he was 28.  

13. World largest submitted to Record Setter (America) about love for 30 times in two years.  

14. World largest philosopher and philosophies 15,000 philosophies from love - when he was 26 years.  

15. World most and biggest world 20 PhDs books written for love when he was 25.  

16. World largest 20 professional jobs performed from love when he was 25.   

17. World first time established the cloister of world big principality about his love.   

18. World first time and largest every day distributes divine water, Divine coconut and praline to devotees for love when 

he was 27.   

19. World first time established big Uma Suma memorable charitable trust of love when he was 25.  

20. World most and first time changed his village name Hullatti to Shivaalaya Love.   

21. World largest 55 lengthy novels when he was 24 years. In Outstanding and underwriting stage 100 novels when he 

was 26. 22. World first time he is telling astrology fortune for love.   

23. World first time and biggest Shiva lingam statue established for his love.   

24. World most and biggest Hollywood stories and screen plays from love.   

25. World largest and first time 4 lakh books of poem series he wrote for aunty.  

26. World first time beautifully lord shiva temple established for love.   

27. World largest and first time 4 lakh books of poem series wrote for girl.   

28. World largest poems 30 lengthy papers for example it’s like in textiles shirting role. Every page consists of Width 49 

inches and length 38 to 40 inches and 114 to 120 lines are there in a single page (20 papers) for love.  

29. World largest Architecture diagrams for love.  

30. World longest written its some poems especially in 20 lengthy papers for example it’s like in textiles shirting role. 

Every page consists of Width 49 inches and length 38 to 40 inches and 114 to 120 lines are there in a single page (20 

papers).  

31. World largest 100 lengthy novels when he was 24 years. In Outstanding and underwriting stage 100 novels for love. 

32. World most and smallest lord Shiva statue established for love.  

33. World largest managing designated post in a company for love.  

34. World largest recommended letters and collected for love.  

35. World largest notary by affidavit witness for love wonder.  

36. World most designers/ maker in Homa Havana for love.  

37.  World largest Homa Havana numbers of 100 only in six months from love.  
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38.  World largest world record company including many more deeds.  

39. World most Goddess Shri Chowdeshwari statue established for love.  

40. World largest 28 professional jobs enter time performed from love when he was 25. These are 01. Author, 02. Script 

Writer, 03. Director, 04. Fashion Designer, 05. Architecture, 06. Software Engineer, 07. Software Developments, 08. 

Astronomer, 09. Physicist, 10. Astrologer, 11. Geologist, 12. Biologist, 13, Zoologist, 14. Anthropologist, 15. Sexologist. 

16. Psychologist, 17. Product Designer, 18. Actor, 19. Painter, 20. Priest, 21. Dramatist, 22. Civil Engineer, 23. 

Cinematographer, 24. Designer, 25. Novelist, 26. Poet, 27. Philosopher and 28. Logo Designer for love. 

41. World largest 18 World record LLP companies and worldwide some organizations for love. These are…  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Divine Research Astro Administration® 

 
 http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration™ 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra  
 

o ORG NAME: Uma Suma Charitable Trust®   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Associates™   
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Press™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records™ 
 
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu World Records University™  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Wonder of The World®  
 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders  
 

o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Universal Wonders®  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Matha® 
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha  
 

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Film Fare Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films  
 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Prizes Media and Foundation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/trust
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/press
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/wonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/universalwonders
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/matha
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
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o ORG NAME: Sarahu Group of Companies©  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com  

 
o ORG NAME: Sarahu Online Story Reading© 

 
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com  
 

o ORG NAME: Sign-Sanahi-Micro nation©  
 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 
 

 

o ORG NAME: Sarahu Movie Directors   
 

https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/ 

 
o ORG NAME: The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders of the World  

 
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/ 

 

“Getting Titles for love” 

 
 World largest Titles/Awards he got titles when he was 23. 

 ‘World faithful writer’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World fastest writer’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World best writer’ he got title as when he was 23.   

 ‘World fastest writer in novels’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in short stories’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in poetries’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in dramas’ he got title as when he was 23.  

 ‘World fastest writer in Hollywood/films stories’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World fastest philosopher’ he got title as when he was 23. 

 ‘World best scientist’ he got title as when he was 25.  

 World most super human of the world’ he got title as when he was 22. 

 World most Google human in the world when he was 28.  

 World largest 300 certificates getting when he was 29.  

 World best novel or story reader he got title as when he was 25.   

 World most variable write when he was 28. 

 World most qualitable writer when he was 28.  

 
These are all Love World Records declared by: “Sarahu World Records” 
 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/
http://www.sarahuonlinestoryreading.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
https://sarahumoviedirectors.justdial.com/
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign-sanahi-micronation/
http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
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Finally, It was declared a winner of the Sarahu’s 01st Love Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“New Sarahu’s 02nd Wonder of the World” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract:  
Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 02nd 

Wonder popular in the World. Sarahu’s Writings of achievement have been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as 

the 02nd most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, Social systems, 

Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New7Wonders_of_the_World
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Sarahu’s all strength is expressed in the caliber of all his writings and he received 321 New World records, 321 Awards and 321 

Honorable Certificates, 321 Breaking records, 321 Breaking awards, and 321 Breaking Honorable Certificates, when he was 29. These 

are included to 02nd Wonder of the world.  

He has been writing story, poetry, fiction, drama as well as cinema and film since his third grade. And He can write sitting 

in front of stereo sound with woofer sound, and even he can write sitting in isolation, it’s his routine. He can write without using 

headphone. However you tell he can write. Whatever he writes it’s purely in Kannada language only. Writing novels in Kannada 

language is quite difficult where as in English it is very easy. Once he put the pen on the paper, he won’t stop writing. He won’t stop 

a bit for thinking. If you give any single word, he can write on the same without any stop. He never stops in between to think while 

writing. There are so many ways. As God knows everything by his supernatural power; in the same way inspirations and idea comes 

into his mind spontaneously while he writes novels. Ex, if you offer him a pen or stone to write a novel, the novel format, foundation 

and even climax I mean who sketch of the novel comes into his mind within a fraction of seconds. By chance if he starts to write 

novels holding pen with lots of imagination the story of novel will be changed. Suppose holding pen in fingers and writing novel with 

consuming more time; even he doesn’t know in what way it leads him to. There are no instances of writing by thinking in his career 

ever. So now he is a Mystic and clairvoyance, which means he can speak directly to the almighty.   

You can give Hundred crore or UN limited themes (no limitation) at a time he can write on every theme one after another without 

stopping the pen. He can write on the spot it without giving any time for thinking. He can start writing on the given theme frequently 

without thinking or sketching about the theme.  

He Received 1926 New and Breaking World Records Certificates from “Sarahu World Records”  

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com 

 

finally, It was declared a winner of the New 02nd Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 
*** 

New Sarahu’s 03rd Wonder Of The World 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract:  
Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 03rd Wonder 

popular in the World. Sarahu’s Writings and World Records of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
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2019 as the 03rd most Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social 

systems and Sarahu’s 18 Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

Sarahu was awarded 2,400 Different Awards. These Are Google Human Awards, Super Human Awards, Faithfull Awards, 

MEASURABLE Awards, BREAKABLE Awards, STANDARDISABLE Awards, VERIFIABLE Awards, ONE VARIABLE Awards, 

GLOBAL Awards, BASED ON ONE VARIABLE Awards And THE BEST IN THE WORLD Awards, when he was 29.  And this is 

world’s 03rd most impressive world wonder. And based on these, different types of awards are sorted in different world records, new 

awards.  

 

All of his writing skills have led him to become the world's third greatest wonder. One of his writing abilities is records that cannot be 

broken. Thus, his writing is so innovative that they are so human that he was awarded two thousand four hundred awards in 

recognition of his writing. It became the world's third wonder. Also He has been writing story, poetry, fiction, drama as well as cinema 

and film since his third grade. *He can write 1000 pages of novel within 24 hours which attributes to his quality of world fastest 

writer. *You can give Hundred crore or UN limited themes (no limitation) at a time he can write on every theme one after another 

without stopping the pen. He can write on the spot it without giving any time for thinking. He can start writing on the given theme 

frequently without thinking or sketching about the theme. *If you provide 2 stenographers he will write world fastest 450 – 500 pages 

of novel within 2 hours in a day. (First paragraph will be given to the first stenographer and second Para to the second person while 

the first person finishes that and continues writing with third Para, second stenographer writes the fourth Para so like this novels will 

be having full of knowledge and having standard quality presentation. Like this in 2 hours he can write around 450 to 500 pages) In 

the same way if you provide 2 stenographers he will write 4500 to 5000 pages of novel within 24 hours.  

 

He Received 2,400 New Different Awards from “Sarahu World Records”  

 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com 

 

 

It was declared a winner of the New 03th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 

 

New Sarahu’s 04th Wonder Of The World 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
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Abstract:  
 

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 04th Wonder 

popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 04th most 

Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems, Sarahu’s 18 

Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 
Lord Sarahu was awarded 2,400 Honorable Certificates. These Are Google Human Certificates, Super Human Certificates, Faithfull 

Certificates, MEASURABLE Certificates, BREAKABLE Certificates, STANDARDISABLE Certificates, VERIFIABLE Certificates, 

ONE VARIABLE Certificates, GLOBAL Certificates, BASED ON ONE VARIABLE Certificates And THE BEST IN THE WORLD 

Certificates, when he was 29.  

 

And this is world’s 04th most impressive world wonder. And based on these, different types of Certificates are sorted in different 

world records, new Certificates. He has been writing story, poetry, fiction, drama as well as cinema and film since his third grade. 

*He can write every day 50 books of poem series. Each poem book around 60 to 70 pages. *If you give him 5 to 10 characters he 

can write 5 pages of short story within 30 minutes only Act of facial expression in screen touch mobile, by using only his right hand 

thumb finger. *If you give him single character he can write 3 pages of short story within 30 minutes only Act of facial expression in 

screen touch mobile, by using only his right hand thumb finger. *He can write 10 pages of drama within half an hour only. *He can 

write 5 pages of drama within half an hour only in screen touch mobile phone, by using only my right hand thumb finger. *If you give 

a theme, he will present same theme in 4 different styles story or novel 2 to 2 pages each within half an hour only. *He has a unique 

quality like he can write 3 pages of story within half an hour only without taking any poss. *He can write on the land 40 to 50 meter 

lengthy story within half an hour only, by using chock. *If you give a theme he can tell orally 4 pages of novel or story within half an 

hour only. *If you give a theme he will present same theme in 4 different styles story or novel 2 to 2 pages each within half an hour 

only in screen touch mobile phone, by using only his right hand thumb finger.  

Once a new world record is made, the record holder has the opportunity to win the Honor Award. If the holder applies the new Honorable Award after 

making his world record, he will be eligible for the Honorable Award. But it won’t be a PhD. But if it exceeds a thousand world records, it will of 

course be won by a new amazing third grade. 

He Received 2,400 Honorable Certificates from “Sarahu World Records”  

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com 

finally, It was declared a winner of the New 04th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 

New Sarahu’s 05th Wonder of The World 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sarahuworldrecords.com/
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Abstract:  
 

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 05th Wonder 

popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 05th most 

Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems and Sarahu’s 18 

Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

He wrote 101 lengthy novels when he was 28. All these novels approximately 400 to 500 pages. And even he has written 1500 

philosophies, organs, Golden truths, Principles. Apart from that he established new micro nation, new religion and New Constitutes. 

Each 21 lengthy Philosophy books are around have 800 pages. These philosophy books are belongs to new religion.  

He wrote 101 lengthy novels when he was 28. All these novels approximately 400 to 500 pages. And even he has written 1500 

philosophies, organs, Golden truths, Principles. Apart from that he established new micro nation, new religion and New Constitutes. 

Each 21 lengthy Philosophy books are around have 800 pages. These philosophy books are belongs to new religion.  

Religion Name: Signiesm  (Full meaning: Sarahu International Governable  Nation) 

Micro Nation Name: Himagiri (Country – Iceland)  

Holy Scripture: Sanaahi (SarahuNaath Hinduism)  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign’micronation-sanahi 

Even, he received ‘50’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the Nobel Prize, and has received Sarahu Awards for his research works in 

Novels, Biography, Short Stories, Poetries and some of Philosophies.  

Apart from, He received ‘38’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the ‘Oscar’ Prize when he was around 28 years, Sarahu film fare has 

awarded him for his magnificent scripts for 1. Baduki Sathanthe! 2. Hello Nikitha, and 3. The Soul is perfect. Even he wrote these are 

and makes when he was 24 to 27.  

Also, Sarahu film fare has awarded him for his magnificent 35 Hollywood film scripts. 

He Received 50 Awards from “Sarahu Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards 

And, 

He Received 38 Film Awards from “Sarahu Film Fare Prizes and Media Foundation”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films 

He wrote and Received these are when he was 25 to 29. 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sign'micronation-sanahi
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/awards
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/films
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*** 

Description:  

Cool Sarahu facts -  
 

Introducing:  
 

 Books Category:  

 

 Novels 

 Short Stories 

 Poetries 

 

 Film Category:  

 

 Baduki Sathanthe! - Comparison to Oscar Prize.  

 Hello Nikitha - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 The Soul is Perfect - Comparison to Oscar Prize. 

 38 Hollywood Films –  
 
Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his 

first scene of the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how 
many years will they take to create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing 
Ability 90% is yet to be explained. 

 

 Philosophies Category:  

 

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

 New Micro nation Category:  

 

 New Religion  

 New Constitutes. 

 New Holy Book  
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 Others  

 

*** 

Description:  

 

Books Category:  

 
We make no distinction in CASTE, CREED, RACE, POPULARITY AND AGE as such! We only are in search of 
good Authors. The books that you submit to us need not only be in a published form, we also accept in DTP 
format.  WE DON’T ACCEPT ANY HANDWRITTEN MANUSCRIPTS.  But, this is only once in a year opportunity.  

 

Some cool facts about Sarahu Nagarazan,  

 

Novels Category: 

 

137. Hittalamane Shankranna 01 – Novel  

138. Hittalamane Shankranna 02 – Novel  

139. Hittalamane Shankranna 03 – Novel  

140. Hittalamane Shankranna 04 – Novel  

141. Hittalamane Shankranna 05 – Novel  

142. Hittalamane Shankranna 06 – Novel  

143. Hittalamane Shankranna 07 – Novel  

144. Hittalamane Shankranna 08 – Novel  

145. Halooru Kariyappa 01 – Novel  

146. Halooru Kariyappa 02 – Novel  

147. Halooru Kariyappa 03 – Novel  

148. Atithi DevoBhava! 02 – Novel  

149. Meenina Hejje 01 – Novel  

150. Meenina Hejje 02 – Novel  

151. Hittalina Hunase Mara – Novel 

152. Sarojakkana Nasheebhu – Novel 

153. Polisara Ooru – Novel 

154. Black Cobra – Novel 

155. Avalu – Novel 

156. Avalu Asha – Novel 

157. Ooru Usabri Thakkondu Mullasab Soragidda! – Novel 

158. Good Morning India Today – Novel 

159. Butter Fly – Novel 
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160. Ondu Beediya Kathe – Novel  

161. Padaposi Appanna – Novel 

162. Naagiya Maga – Novel  

163. Biriyani Manjanna – Novel 

164. Muttadiddare Nannane Geleya – Novel  

165. Nammoora Maabushyana Hendati – Novel  

166. Emme Maari Cinema Nodidaru- Novel  

167. Jeevanmukthi – Novel  

168. Inthi Nimmavalu – Novel  

169. Madanaari – Novel  

170. Nammoorina Kathe – Novel  

 

*** 

Short Story Category: 

 

21. Nanna Kalpane - 01  

22. Nanna Kalpane - 02  

23. Nanna Kalpane - 03  

24. Mooka Vishmitha  

25. Mooka Bhavne  

 

*** 

 

Poetry Category: 

Not Displayed  

 

 

*** 

Film Category:  

We don’t have any barriers towards language as such in scripts, but kindly do submit us a translated version 
in English. After are core team discuses and agrees the script, we will take care of making the movie. But, we 
choose only one script in different of the category/genre, and it’s only once in a year opportunity.  

Cool Sarahu facts -  

 

12. Baduki sathanthe! 

13. Hello Nikitha  

14. The Soul is Perfect  

15. 01 to 38 Hollywood Films 
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Note: He can write Hollywood scripts within fraction of second’s right from foundation to climax, and to create his first 

scene of the Hollywood movie other writers will take around 20 to 25 years! You can anyone can guess how many years 
will they take to create a full movie screenplay? Till now we have explained 10% of his Hollywood Writing Ability 90% is yet 
to be explained. 

(Film Scripts Descriptions are there couldn’t Displayed) 

*** 

Philosophies Category:  

 Golden Truths 

 Universal Principles  

 Universal Organs  

 Golden Truths – 02 

 Three Most Organs  

 Ladies Principles  

 Others  

 

(Descriptions are there couldn’t Displayed) 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy 

 

*** 

New Micro nation Category:  

 New Religion  

 New Constitutes. 

 New Holy Book  

 Others  

(Descriptions are there couldn’t Displayed) 

Please Visit: http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 05th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 

 
 

 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosphy
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sarahu-micronation-sanahi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New7Wonders_of_the_World
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New Sarahu’s 06th Wonder of the World 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 06th Wonder 

popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 06th most 

Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems, Sarahu’s 18 

Foundations and their 200 Employees. The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan received 300 different Honorable Doctorate Certificates, 300 different Honorable Doctorate Record breaking 

certificates, 300 Honorable Doctorate different Honorable Doctorate certificates and 300 Global Honorable Doctorate different Award 

certificates when he was 29.  His writing abilities have been so well received by him that he writes every single line of essay because 

he writes very well in his writing ability and in the world without anyone else. Since one writing title is a world record and is later 

framed as an essay, his writing world records have been announced by PhD. and since one writing title is a world record and is later 

framed as an essay, his writing world records have been announced by PhD. He studied one of his writing World Records for 28 

consecutive years, composing a dissertation and his years of experience as a PhD. His writing was declared the sixth wonder in the 

world, along with a declaration of Ph.D. 

Apart from, He is the only one person in this world to studied in all professions means he has studied PhD books; And he has written 

a 21 Essay for PhD. These Essay are; 1) Ladies, 2) Soul, 3) God, 4) Physics, 5) Anthropology, 6) Sexology, 7) Film, 8) Novel, 9) Love, 

10) Fate and 11) Philosophy 12) death 13) astrology 14) psychology 15) engineering 16) World records 17) poetries 18) short stories 

19) Hollywood scripts 20) Acting. And 21) Beauty. Whenever he write any Essay, it is based on him experience and himself 

knowledge. He never contacted any university or any lecturer or suggestion. These are already Published through Online Journal to 

worldwide.  

He Received 900 Honorable Doctorates Certificates and 21 Different PhDs Certificates from “Sarahu World Records University” and 

18 Sarahu organizations. 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university 

 

This is the World’s 06th most impressive World Doctorate Honorable Wonder. And based on these different types of Doctorate 

Honorable Certificates are sorted in different Records, Doctorate Honorable Certificates. 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/university
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Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 06th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

*** 

New Sarahu’s 07th Wonder of the World 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract:  

Here are some of the most important and pertinent documents; and the combination of all these records made it the new 07th Wonder 

popular in the World. Sarahu’s love of achievement has been proclaimed and declaration is that to the 2018, 2019 as the 07th most 

Wonder in the world, with the likes of some audience, public opinion and the likes of some companies, social systems, Sarahu’s 18 

Foundations and their 200 Employees.  The 18 organization was founded for the same reason.  

 

Lord Sarahu Nagarazan, discoveries expands over 200 in Physics, 100 in Astronomy, 50 in Geology, 50 Zoology, some of 100 

Psychology, 50 Medicine, 50 Sexology, and 50 Anthropology and has a wide expanse of over 15,000 Scientific Philosophies Books.  

He received ‘250’ Sarahu Awards, in comparison to the Nobel Prize, and has received Sarahu Awards for his research works in 

Physics, Psychology, Astronomy, Biology, Zoology, Medicine and Literature when he was 25. Sarahu has total fifty (50) awards for 

‘PSYCHOLOGY’ has been awarded by research alone. Also, he has total Hundred (100) awards for ‘PHYSICS’ are awarded by 

research alone. Also, he has total Fifty (50) awards for ‘ASTRONOMY’ is awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 03 (three) 

awards for ‘GEOLOGY’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 10 (Ten) awards for ‘BIOLOGY’ are awarded by research 

alone. Also, he has total 10 (Ten) awards for ‘ZOOLOGY’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 05 (five) awards for 

‘MEDICINE’ are awarded by research alone. Also, he has total 01 (0NE) award for ‘COSMOLOGY’ is awarded by research alone.  

 

Even he written some of Thesis for Science; these are all have the Ph.D. These are all Published Online Journal.  

 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Astronomy 
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 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Biology 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Physics 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Psychology 

 The Sarahu Thesis of Honorary Doctorate Zoology 

 The Sarahu Honorary Doctorate Sexology of Woman’s Under Commercial Sexiest  

 The Sarahu Honorary Doctorate Humanity and Soul activity of after death Causes  

 

 

 He Received 250 Awards from “Sarahu International Space and Bio Research Administration”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra 

 

 Even, He Received 10 Architecture awards from “Sarahu Associates” 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 Even, He received 10 Fashion Designs awards from “Sarahu Associates”  

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 Even, He Received 05 Software Engineering awards from “Sarahu Associates” 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 Even, He Received 20 Software Developments Awards from “Sarahu Associates”  
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates 

 

 Even He Received 20 Astrology Science Awards from “Sarahu Divine Astro Research Administration” 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro 

 

 Even He Received 100 Philosophical Research Awards from “Sarahu Philosophical Research Administration” 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy 

 

 

These all feats were achieved when he was 29.  

 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 07th Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

*** 

 

 

 

http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/sisbra
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/associates
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/astro
http://www.sarahugroupofcompanies.com/phylosophy
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Chapter – 02  

“The SeveN New aNcieNT woNderS of The world” 

01. “LIGHTHOUSE OF ALEXANDRIA” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Lighthouse of Alexandria, sometimes called the Pharos of Alexandria (/ˈfɛərɒs/; Ancient Greek: ὁ Φάρος τῆς 

Ἀλεξανδρείας, contemporary Koine Greek pronunciation: [ho pʰá.ros teːs a.lek.sandréːaːs]), was a lighthouse built by 

the Ptolemaic Kingdom, during the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (280–247 BC),[1] which has been estimated to be 

100 metres (330 ft) in overall height.[2] One of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, for many centuries it was one 

of the tallest man-made structures in the world. Badly damaged by three earthquakes between AD 956 and 1323, it 

then became an abandoned ruin. It was the third longest surviving ancient wonder (after the Mausoleum at 

Halicarnassusand the extant Great Pyramid of Giza), surviving in part until 1480, when the last of its remnant stones 

were used to build the Citadel of Qaitbay on the site. In 1994, French archaeologists discovered some remains of the 

lighthouse on the floor of Alexandria's Eastern Harbour.[3] In 2016 the Ministry of State of Antiquities in Egypt had plans 

to turn submerged ruins of ancient Alexandria, including those of the Pharos, into an underwater museum.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighthouse_of_Alexandria#/map/0 

 

Wikimedia | © OpenStreetMap 

Location Pharos, Alexandria, Egypt 

https://www.ancient.eu/alexandria/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greek
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koine_Greek_phonology#Learned_pronunciation,_4th_century_BC_until_early_Roman_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/Greek
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighthouse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ptolemaic_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ptolemy_II_Philadelphus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighthouse_of_Alexandria#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighthouse_of_Alexandria#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Wonders_of_the_Ancient_World
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tallest_man-made_structures_in_the_world
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mausoleum_at_Halicarnassus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mausoleum_at_Halicarnassus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Pyramid_of_Giza
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citadel_of_Qaitbay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighthouse_of_Alexandria#cite_note-NovaTrans-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_State_of_Antiquities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Museum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighthouse_of_Alexandria#/map/0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighthouse_of_Alexandria#/map/0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighthouse_of_Alexandria#/map/0
https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Maps_Terms_of_Use
https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexandria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egypt
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Coordinates 

31°12′50″N 29°53′08″ECoordinates: 

31°12′50″N 29°53′08″E 

Year first 

constructed 

between 284 and 246 BC 

Deactivated 1303/1323 

Foundation Stone 

Construction Masonry 

Tower shape Square (below), octagonal (middle) and cylindrical 

(top) 

Tower height 120–137 m (394–449 ft)[citation needed] 

Range 47 km (29 mi) 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_coordinate_system
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Lighthouse_of_Alexandria&params=31_12_50_N_29_53_08_E_region:EG_type:landmark_source:dewiki
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Lighthouse_of_Alexandria&params=31_12_50_N_29_53_08_E_region:EG_type:landmark_source:dewiki
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Lighthouse_of_Alexandria&params=31_12_50_N_29_53_08_E_region:EG_type:landmark_source:dewiki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed
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02. HANGING GARDENS OF BABYLON 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hanging Gardens of Babylon were one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World as listed by Hellenic culture, 
described as a remarkable feat of engineering with an ascending series of tiered gardenscontaining a wide variety of 
trees, shrubs, and vines, resembling a large green mountain constructed of mud bricks, and said to have been built in 
the ancient city of Babylon, near present-day Hillah, Babilprovince, in Iraq. Its name is derived from the Greek 
word kremastós (κρεμαστός, lit. "overhanging"), which has a broader meaning than the modern English word 
"hanging" and refers to trees being planted on a raised structure such as a terrace.[1][2][3] 

According to one legend, the Hanging Gardens were built alongside a grand palace known as The Marvel of Mankind, 
by the Neo-Babylonian King Nebuchadnezzar II (who ruled between 605 and 562 BC), for his Median wife Queen 
Amytis, because she missed the green hills and valleys of her homeland. This was attested to by the Babylonian 
priest Berossus, writing in about 290 BC, a description that was later quoted by Josephus. The construction of 
the Hanging Gardens has also been attributed to the legendary queen Semiramis, who supposedly ruled Babylon in the 
9th century BC,[4] and they have been called the Hanging Gardens of Semiramis as an alternate name.[  

The Hanging Gardens are the only one of the Seven Wonders for which the location has not been definitively 
established.[6] There are no extant Babylonian texts that mention the gardens, and no definitive archaeological 
evidence has been found in Babylon. Three theories have been suggested to account for this. One: that they were 
purely mythical, and the descriptions found in ancient Greek and Roman writers including Strabo, Diodorus 
Siculusand Quintus Curtius Rufus represent a romantic ideal of an eastern garden. Two: that they existed in Babylon, 
but were completely destroyed sometime around the first century AD. Three: that the legend refers to a well-
documented garden that the Assyrian King Sennacherib (704–681 BC) built in his capital city of Nineveh on the 
River Tigris, near the modern city of Mosul.  
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03. GREAT PYRAMID AT GIZA 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Great Pyramid of Giza (also known as the Pyramid of Khufu or the Pyramid of Cheops) is the oldest and largest of 
the three pyramids in the Giza pyramid complex bordering present-day El Giza, Egypt. It is the oldest of the Seven 
Wonders of the Ancient World, and the only one to remain largely intact. 

Based on a mark in an interior chamber naming the work gang and a reference to the fourth 
dynasty EgyptianPharaoh Khufu, Egyptologists believe that the pyramid was built as a tomb over a 10- to 20-year 
period concluding around 2560 BC. Initially at 146.5 metres (481 feet), the Great Pyramid was the tallest man-made 
structure in the world for more than 3,800 years. Originally, the Great Pyramid was covered by limestone casing stones 
that formed a smooth outer surface; what is seen today is the underlying core structure. Some of the casing stones that 
once covered the structure can still be seen around the base. There have been varying scientific and alternative 
theories about the Great Pyramid's construction techniques. Most accepted construction hypotheses are based on the 
idea that it was built by moving huge stones from a quarry and dragging and lifting them into place. 

There are three known chambers inside the Great Pyramid. The lowest chamber is cut into the bedrock upon which 
the pyramid was built and was unfinished. The so-called[1] Queen's Chamber and King's Chamber are higher up within 
the pyramid structure. The main part of the Giza complex is a set of buildings that included two mortuary temples in 
honour of Khufu (one close to the pyramid and one near the Nile), three smaller pyramids for Khufu's wives, an even 
smaller "satellite" pyramid, a raised causeway connecting the two temples, and small mastaba tombs surrounding 
the pyramid for nobles. 

 

Khufu 

Coordinates 
29°58′45″N 31°08′04″ECoordinates: 

29°58′45″N 31°08′04″E 

Ancient 

name 

Khufu's Horizon 
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Constructed c. 2580–2560 BC (4th dynasty) 

Type True pyramid 

Material Limestone, granite 

Height 146.7 metres (481 ft) or 280 Egyptian Royal cubits  

138.8 metres (455 ft) (contemporary) 

Base Length of 230.34 metres (756 ft) or 440 Egyptian 

Royal cubits 

Volume 2,583,283 cubic metres (91,227,778 cu ft) 

Slope 51°52'±2' Building details 

 

 
Wikimedia | © OpenStreetMap 

Record height 

Tallest in the world from 2560 BC to 1311 AD[I] 

Surpassed 

by 

Lincoln Cathedral 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Pyramid_of_Giza#/map/0 
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04. TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS AT EPHESUS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Temple of Artemis or Artemision (Greek: Ἀρτεμίσιον; Turkish: Artemis Tapınağı), also known less precisely as 
the Temple of Diana, was a Greek temple dedicated to an ancient, local form of the goddess Artemis. It was located 
in Ephesus (near the modern town of Selçuk in present-day Turkey). It was completely rebuilt three times, and in its 
final form was one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. By 401 AD it had been ruined or destroyed.[1] Only 
foundations and fragments of the last temple remain at the site. 

The earliest version of the temple (a temenos) antedated the Ionic immigration by many years, and dates to the Bronze 
Age. Callimachus, in his Hymn to Artemis, attributed it to the Amazons. In the 7th century BC, it was destroyed by a 
flood. Its reconstruction, in more grandiose form, began around 550 BC, under the Cretan architectChersiphron and his 
son Metagenes. The project was funded by Croesus of Lydia, and took 10 years to complete. This version of 
the temple was destroyed in 356 BC by Herostratus in an act of arson. The next, greatest and last form of the temple, 
funded by the Ephesians themselves, is described in Antipater of Sidon's list of the world's Seven Wonders: 
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05. MAUSOLEUM AT HALICARNASSUS 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus or Tomb of Mausolus (Ancient Greek: Μαυσωλεῖον τῆς 
Ἁλικαρνασσοῦ; Turkish: Halikarnas Mozolesi) was a tomb built between 353 and 350 BC 
at Halicarnassus (present Bodrum, Turkey) for Mausolus, a satrap in the Persian Empire, and his sister-wife Artemisia II 
of Caria. The structure was designed by the Greek architects Satyros and Pythius of Priene. Its elevated tomb structure 
is derived from the tombs of neighbouring Lycia, a territory Mausolus had invaded and annexed circa 460 BC, such as 
the Nereid Monument.  

The Mausoleum was approximately 45 m (148 ft) in height, and the four sides were adorned with sculptural reliefs, 
each created by one of four Greek sculptors—Leochares, Bryaxis, Scopas of Paros and Timotheus. The finished 
structure of the mausoleum was considered to be such an aesthetic triumph that Antipater of Sidon identified it as one 
of his Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. It was destroyed by successive earthquakes from the 12th to the 15th 
century, the last surviving of the six destroyed wonders. 

 

General information 

Status In ruins 

Type Mausoleum 

Architectural 

style 

Classical 

Town or city Halicarnassus, Achaemenid Empire (modern-
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day Bodrum, Turkey) 

Country Achaemenid Empire; modern day Turkey) 

Coordinates 

37°02′16″N 27°25′27″ECoordinates: 

37°02′16″N 27°25′27″E 

Opened 351 BC 

Demolished 1494 AD 

Client Mausolus and Artemisia II of Caria 

Owner Artaxerxes III 

Height Approximately 45 m (148 ft) 
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06. STATUE OF ZEUS AT OLYMPIA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Statue of Zeus at Olympia was a giant seated figure, about 13 m (43 ft) tall,[1] made by the Greek 

sculptor Phidias around 435 BC at the sanctuary of Olympia, Greece, and erected in the Temple of Zeus there. 

A sculptureof ivory plates and gold panels over a wooden framework, it represented the god Zeus sitting on an 

elaborate cedar wood throne ornamented with ebony, ivory, gold and precious stones. One of the Seven Wonders of 

the Ancient World,[2] it was lost and destroyed during the 5th century AD with no copy ever being found, and details of 

its form are known only from ancient Greek descriptions and representations on coins. 
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07. COLOSSUS OF RHODES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Colossus of Rhodes (Ancient Greek: ὁ Κολοσσὸς Ῥόδιος, translit. ho Kolossòs Rhódios Greek: Κολοσσός της 
Ρόδου, translit. Kolossós tes Rhódou)[1] was a statue of the Greek sun-god Helios, erected in the city of Rhodes, on the 
Greek island of the same name, by Chares of Lindos in 280 BC. One of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, it was 
constructed to celebrate Rhodes' victory over the ruler of Cyprus, Antigonus I Monophthalmus, whose son Demetrius I 
of Macedonunsuccessfully besieged Rhodes in 305 BC. According to most contemporary descriptions, the Colossus 
stood approximately 70 cubits, or 33 metres (108 feet) high—the approximate height of the modern Statue of 
Liberty from feet to crown—making it the tallest statue of the ancient world. It collapsed during the earthquake of 226 
BC; although parts of it were preserved, it was never rebuilt. 

As of 2015, there are tentative plans to build a new Colossus at Rhodes Harbour, although the actual location of the 
original remains in dispute.  
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Chapter – 03  

The Seven New Cities Wonders of the World 

01. BEIRUT 

 

 

 

 

 

Beirut Governorate, Lebanon 

Beirut (Arabic: بيروت Bayrūt, French: Beyrouth) is the capital and largest city of Lebanon. No recent population census 
has been done but in 2007 estimates ranged from slightly more than 1 million to slightly less than 2 million as part of 
Greater Beirut. Located on a peninsula at the midpoint of Lebanon’s Mediterranean coast, Beirut is the country’s 
largest and main seaport. 

It is one of the oldest cities in the world, inhabited more than 5,000 years ago. The first historical mention of Beirut is 
found in the ancient Egyptian Tell el Amarna letters dating from the 15th century BC. The Beirut River runs south to 
north on the eastern edge of the city. 

Beirut is Lebanon’s seat of government and plays a central role in the Lebanese economy, with many banks and 
corporations based in its Central District, Badaro, Rue Verdun, Hamra and Ashrafieh. Following the destructive 
Lebanese Civil War, Beirut’s cultural landscape underwent major reconstruction. Identified and graded for 
accountancy, advertising, banking/finance and law, Beirut is ranked as a Beta World City by the Globalization and 
World Cities Research Network. 

In May 2015, Beirut was officially recognized as one of the New7Wonders Cities together with Vigan, Doha, Durban, 
Havana, Kuala Lumpur, and La Paz. 

Population 
361.37 thousand 
Area 
100 km² Instance of city & capital 

*** 
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02. DOHA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Qatar 

Doha (Arabic: الدوحة, ad-Dawḥa or ad-Dōḥa; Arabic pronunciation: [dawha] DAW-ha, literally in MSA: “the big tree”, 
locally: “rounded bays”) is the capital city and most populous city of the State of Qatar. Doha has a population of 
1,351,000 in a city proper with the population close to 1.5 million. The city is located on the coast of the Persian Gulf in 
the east of the country. It is Qatar’s fastest growing city, with over 50% of the nation’s population living in Doha or its 
surrounding suburbs, and it is also the economic center of the country. It comprises one of the municipalities of Qatar. 

Doha was founded in the 1820s as an offshoot of Al Bidda. It was officially declared as the country’s capital in 1971, 
when Qatar gained independence. As the commercial capital of Qatar and one of the emergent financial centers in the 
Middle East, Doha is considered a world city by the Globalization and World Cities Research Network. Doha 
accommodates Education City, an area devoted to research and education. 

The city was host to the first ministerial-level meeting of the Doha Development Round of World Trade Organization 
negotiations. It was also selected as host city of a number of sporting events, including the 2006 Asian Games, the 2011 
Pan Arab Games and most of the games at the 2011 AFC Asian Cup. In December 2011, the World Petroleum Council 
held the 20th World Petroleum Conference in Doha. Additionally, the city hosted the 2012 UNFCCC Climate 
Negotiations and is set to host a large number of the venues for the 2022 FIFA World Cup. 

In May 2015, Doha was officially recognized as one of the New7Wonders Cities together with Vigan, La Paz, Durban, 
Havana, Beirut, and Kuala Lumpur. 

Population 
1.31 million 
Area 
234 km² 
Instance of capital & municipality of Qatar 

*** 
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03. DURBAN 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EThekwini, South Africa 

Durban (Zulu: eThekwini, from itheku meaning “bay/lagoon”) is the largest city in the South African province of 
KwaZulu-Natal. Durban’s metropolitan municipality ranks third among the most populous urban areas in South Africa 
after Johannesburg and Cape Town. It is also the second most important manufacturing hub in South Africa after 
Johannesburg. It forms part of the eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality. Durban is famous for being the busiest port in 
South Africa. It is also seen as one of the major centres of tourism because of the city’s warm subtropical climate and 
extensive beaches. The municipality, which includes neighbouring towns, has a population of almost 3.5 million, 
making the combined municipality one of the biggest cities on the Indian Ocean coast of the African continent. The 
metropolitan land area of 2,292 square kilometres (885 sq mi) is comparatively larger than other South African cities, 
resulting in a somewhat lower population density of 1,513/km2 (3,920/sq mi). It has the highest number of dollar 
millionaires added per year of any South African city with the number rising 200% between 2000 and 2014. 

In May 2015, Durban was officially recognized as one of the New7Wonders Cities together with Vigan, Doha, La Paz, 
Havana, Beirut, and Kuala Lumpur. 

Elevation above sea level 
22 meter 
Instance of 
City, port city & city with millions of inhabitants 

 

*** 
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04. HAVANA 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Havana Province, Cuba 

Havana (/həˈvænə/; Spanish: La Habana, [la aˈβana]) is the capital city, largest city, province, major port, and leading 
commercial centre of Cuba. The city proper has a population of 2.1 million inhabitants, and it spans a total of 
728.26 km2 (281.18 sq mi) – making it the largest city by area, the most populous city, and the third largest 
metropolitan area in the Caribbean region. The city extends mostly westward and southward from the bay, which is 
entered through a narrow inlet and which divides into three main harbours: Marimelena, Guanabacoa and Atarés. The 
sluggish Almendares River traverses the city from south to north, entering the Straits of Florida a few miles west of the 
bay. 

The city of Havana was founded by the Spanish in the 16th century and due to its strategic location it served as a 
springboard for the Spanish conquest of the continent becoming a stopping point for the treasure-laden Spanish 
galleons on the crossing between the New World and the Old World. King Philip II of Spain granted Havana the title of 
City in 1592. Walls as well as forts were built to protect the old city. The sinking of the U.S. battleship Maine in 
Havana’s harbor in 1898 was the immediate cause of the Spanish–American War. 

Contemporary Havana can essentially be described as three cities in one: Old Havana, Vedado and the newer suburban 
districts. The city is the center of the Cuban government, and home to various ministries, headquarters of businesses 
and over 90 diplomatic offices. The current mayor is Marta Hernández from the Communist Party of Cuba (PCC). In 
2009, the city/province had the 3rd highest income in the country. 

The city attracts over a million tourists annually, the Official Census for Havana reports that in 2010 the city was visited 
by 1,176,627 international tourists, a 20.0% increase from 2005. The historic centre was declared a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site in 1982. The city is also noted for its history, culture, architecture and monuments. As typical of Cuba, 
Havana also features a tropical climate. 

In May 2015, Havana was officially recognized as one of the New7Wonders Cities together with Vigan, Doha, La Paz, 
Durban, Beirut, and Kuala Lumpur. 
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Population 
2.11 million 
Head of government 
Marta Hernández Romero 
Elevation above sea level 
59 metre 
Area 
728,26 km² 
Instance of 
Capital, city & city with millions of inhabitants 
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05. KUALA LUMPUR 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Malaysia, Malaysia 

Kuala Lumpur (/ˈkwɑːləˈlʊmpʊər/ or /–pər/; Malaysian pronunciation: [ˈkwalə ˈlumpʊr]), officially the Federal 
Territory of Kuala Lumpur, is the national capital of Malaysia as well as its largest city. The city covers an area of 
243 km2(94 sq mi) and has an estimated population of 1.7 million as of 2015. Greater Kuala Lumpur, also known as the 
Klang Valley, is an urban agglomeration of 7.2 million people as of 2013. It is among the fastest growing metropolitan 
regions in South-East Asia, in terms of population and economy. 

Kuala Lumpur is the seat of the Parliament of Malaysia. The city was once home to the executive and judicial branches 
of the federal government, but they were moved to Putrajaya in early 1999. Some sections of the judiciary still remain 
in the capital city of Kuala Lumpur. The official residence of the Malaysian King, the Istana Negara, is also situated in 
Kuala Lumpur. Rated as an alpha world city, Kuala Lumpur is the cultural, financial and economic centre of Malaysia 
due to its position as the capital as well as being a key city. 

Kuala Lumpur is one of three Federal Territories of Malaysia, enclaved within the state of Selangor, on the central west 
coast of Peninsular Malaysia. Since the 1990s, the city has played host to many international sporting, political and 
cultural events including the 1998 Commonwealth Games and the Formula One Grand Prix. In addition, Kuala Lumpur 
is home to the tallest twin buildings in the world, the Petronas Twin Towers, which have become an iconic symbol of 
Malaysia’s futuristic development. 

Population 
1.59 million 
Elevation above sea level 
56 metre 
Area 
243,7 km² 
Instance of 
Capital, city with millions of inhabitants & federal territory of Malaysia 
 

*** 
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06. LA PAZ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pedro Domingo Murillo Province, Bolivia 

La Paz, (/lɑː ˈpɑːz/), officially known as Nuestra Señora de La Paz (Spanish pronunciation: [ˈnwes.tɾa seˈɲoɾa ðe la 
pas]; English: Our Lady of Peace), also named Chuqi Yapu (Chuquiago) in Aymara, is the seat of government of the 
Plurinational State of Bolivia. With an estimated 789,541 residents as of 2015, La Paz is the third-most populous city 
(after Santa Cruz de la Sierra and El Alto). Its metropolitan area, which is formed by La Paz, El Alto and Viacha, make the 
most populous urban area in Bolivia, with a population of 2.3 million inhabitants. It is also the capital of the La Paz 
Department. The city, located in west-central Bolivia, 68 km (42 mi) southeast of Lake Titicaca, is set in a canyon 
created by the Choqueyapu River and sits in a bowl-like depression surrounded by the high mountains of the altiplano. 
Overlooking the city is towering triple-peaked Illimani, which is always snow-covered and can be seen from many parts 
of the city. At an elevation of roughly 3,650 m (11,975 ft) above sea level, La Paz is the highest capital city in the world. 
Due to its altitude, La Paz has an unusual subtropical highland climate, with rainy summers and dry winters. 

La Paz was founded on October 20, 1548 by the Spanish conquistador Captain Alonso de Mendoza at the site of the 
Inca settlement of Laja as a connecting point between the commercial routes that led from Potosí and Oruro to Lima; 
the full name of the city was originally Nuestra Señora de La Paz (meaning Our Lady of Peace) in commemoration of the 
restoration of peace following the insurrection of Gonzalo Pizarro and fellow conquistadors against the first viceroy of 
Peru. The city was later moved to its present location in the valley of Chuquiago Marka. La Paz was originally under 
Spanish rule when it belonged to the Viceroyalty of the Río de la Plata. Since its founding, the city experienced 
numerous revolts, the most significant ones being in 1781, when the indigenous leader and independence activist 
Túpac Katari laid siege to the city for a total of six months and on July 16, 1809 when the Bolivian patriot Pedro 
Domingo Murillo ignited a revolution of independence marking the beginning of the Spanish American Wars of 
Independence. 

As the seat of the government of Bolivia, La Paz is the site of the Palacio Quemado, the Presidential Palace and seat of 
the Bolivian executive power, the Plurinational Legislative Assembly and numerous government departments and 
agencies. Sucre remains, however, the constitutional capital of Bolivia and retains the judicial power. The city also hosts 
numerous foreign embassies as well as international missions in the country. La Paz is an important political, 
administrative, economic, and sports center of Bolivia; it was responsible for generating 25% of Bolivia’s Gross 
Domestic Product and serves as the headquarters for numerous Bolivian companies and industries. 
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La Paz is also an important cultural center of Bolivia, as it hosts several landmarks belonging to the colonial times, such 
as the San Francisco Church, the Metropolitan Cathedral, the Plaza Murillo and the Jaén Street. The city is also 
renowned for its unique markets, particularly the Witches’ Market, and for its vibrant nightlife. Its unusual topography 
offers unique views of the city and the surrounding mountains of the Cordillera Real from numerous natural viewing 
points. La Paz is also home to both the longest and highest urban cable car network in the world. In May 2015, it was 
officially recognized as one of the New7Wonders Cities together with Vigan, Doha, Durban, Havana and Kuala Lumpur. 
La Paz is listed on the Global Cities Index 2015, and is considered a global city type “Gamma” by GaWC. 

Population 
757.18 thousand 
Elevation above sea level 
3600 metre 
Area 
472 km2 
Instance of 
City, big city & capital 

 

*** 
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07. VIGAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ilocos Sur, Philippines 

Vigan, officially the City of Vigan (Ilocano: Ciudad ti Bigan; Filipino: Lungsod ng Vigan) is a fourth-class component city 
and capital of the province of Ilocos Sur in the Philippines. The city is located on the western coast of the large island of 
Luzon, facing the South China Sea. According to the 2015 census, it has a population of 53,879 people. 

It is a UNESCO World Heritage Site in that it is one of the few Hispanic towns left in the Philippines where its structures 
have remained intact, and is well known for its cobblestone streets and a unique architecture that fuses Philippine and 
Oriental building designs and construction, with colonial European architecture. Former Philippine president Elpidio 
Quirino, the sixth President of the Philippines, was born in Vigan, at the former location of the Provincial Jail (his father 
was a warden); and resided in the Syquia Mansion. 

In May 2015, Vigan City was officially recognized as one of the New7Wonders Cities together with Beirut, Doha, 
Durban, Havana, Kuala Lumpur and La Paz. New7Wonders Foundation president and founding member Bernard Weber 
led a ceremony held at St. Paul Cathedral where he handed a bronze plaque to Vigan Mayor Eva Grace Singson-Medina, 
signifying the heritage city’s election as one of the world’s wonder cities. 

Population 
53.88 thousand 
Area 
25.12 square kilometre 
Instance of 
city of the Philippines 

*** 
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Chapter – 03 

“The Seven New Nature Wonders of the World” 

01. AMAZON 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
South America 

The Amazon River (US /ˈæməzɒn/ or UK /ˈæməzən/; Spanish and Portuguese: Amazonas) in South America is the 
largest river by discharge of water in the world, and according to some experts, the longest in length. 

The headwaters of the Apurímac River on Nevado Mismi had been considered for nearly a century as the Amazon’s 
most distant source, until a 2014 study found it to be the Cordillera Rumi Cruz at the headwaters of the Mantaro River 
in Peru. The Mantaro and Apurímac confluence, and with other tributaries form the Ucayali, which in turn confluences 
with the River Marañón upstream of Iquitos, Peru, to form what countries other than Brazil consider to be the main 
stem of the Amazon. Brazilians call this section of the river the Solimões above its confluence with the Rio Negro to 
form what Brazilians call the Amazon at the Meeting of Waters (Portuguese: Encontro das Águas) at Manaus, the river’s 
largest city. 

At an average discharge of about 209,000 cubic metres per second (7,400,000 cu ft/s; 209,000,000 L/s; 
55,000,000 USgal/s) — approximately 6,591 cubic kilometres per annum (1,581 cu mi/a), greater than the next seven 
largest independent rivers combined — the Amazon represents 20% of the global riverine discharge to the ocean. The 
Amazon basin is the largest drainage basin in the world, with an area of approximately 7,050,000 square kilometres 
(2,720,000 sq mi), and accounts for roughly one-fifth of the world’s total river flow. The portion of the river’s drainage 
basin in Brazil alone is larger than any other river’s basin. The Amazon enters Brazil with only one-fifth of the flow it 
finally discharges into the Atlantic Ocean, yet already has a greater flow at this point than the discharge of any other 
river. 

Length 
6400 kilometre 
Continent 
South America 
Instance of 
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River 
Named after 
Amazons 

*** 
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02. IGUAZU FALLS 

 

 

 

 

 

Argentina & Brazil 

Iguazu Falls, Iguazú Falls, Iguassu Falls, or Iguaçu Falls (Spanish: Cataratas del Iguazú [kataˈɾatas ðel iɣwaˈsu]; 
Guarani: Chororo Yguasu [ɕoɾoɾo ɨɣʷasu]; Portuguese: Cataratas do Iguaçu [kataˈɾatɐʒ du iɡwaˈsu]) are waterfalls of 
the Iguazu River on the border of the Argentine province of Misiones and the Brazilian state of Paraná. They are the 
largest waterfalls system in the world. The falls divide the river into the upper and lower Iguazu. The Iguazu River rises 
near the city of Curitiba. For most of its course, the river flows through Brazil, however, most of the falls are on the 
Argentine side. Below its confluence with the San Antonio River, the Iguazu River forms the boundary between 
Argentina and Brazil. 

The name “Iguazu” comes from the Guarani or Tupi words “y” [ɨ], meaning “water”, and “ûasú “[waˈsu], meaning “big”. 
Legend has it that a deity planned to marry a beautiful woman named Naipí, who fled with her mortal lover Tarobá in a 
canoe. In a rage, the deity sliced the river, creating the waterfalls and condemning the lovers to an eternal fall. The first 
European to record the existence of the falls was the Spanish conquistador Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca in 1541. 

Instance of 
waterfall 
Area 
2,7 km 

 

*** 
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03. KOMODO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Indonesia 
 

The Komodo dragon, (Varanus komodoensis), also known as the Komodo monitor, is a species of lizard found in 
the Indonesian islands of Komodo, Rinca, Flores, Gili Motang, and Padar. A member of the monitor 
lizard family Varanidae, it is the largest living species of lizard, growing to a maximum length of 3 metres (10 ft) in rare 
cases and weighing up to approximately 70 kilograms (150 lb). 

Their unusually large size has been attributed to island gigantism, since no other carnivorous animals fill the niche on 
the islands where they live. However, recent research suggests the large size of Komodo dragons may be better 
understood as representative of a relict population of very large varanid lizards that once lived across Indonesia and 
Australia, most of which, along with other megafauna, died out after the Pleistocene (as a result of human activity). 

Fossils very similar to V. komodoensis have been found in Australia dating to greater than 3.8 million years ago, and its 
body size remained stable on Flores, one of the handful of Indonesian islands where it is currently found, over the last 
900,000 years, "a time marked by major faunal turnovers, extinction of the island's megafauna, and the arrival of 
early hominids by 880 ka [kiloannums]." 

As a result of their size, these lizards dominate the ecosystems in which they live. Komodo dragons hunt and ambush 
prey including invertebrates, birds, and mammals. It has been claimed that they have a venomous bite; there are two 
glands in the lower jaw which secrete several toxic proteins. The biological significance of these proteins is disputed, 
but the glands have been shown to secrete an anticoagulant. Komodo dragons' group behaviour in hunting is 
exceptional in the reptile world. The diet of big Komodo dragons mainly consists of Timor deer, though they also eat 
considerable amounts of carrion.[5] Komododragons also occasionally attack humans. 

Mating begins between May and August, and the eggs are laid in September. About 20 eggs are deposited in 
abandoned megapode nests or in a self-dug nesting hole.The eggs are incubated for seven to eight months, hatching in 
April, when insects are most plentiful. Young Komodo dragons are vulnerable and therefore dwell in trees, safe from 
predators and cannibalistic adults. They take 8 to 9 years to mature, and are estimated to live up to 30 years. 

Komodo dragons were first recorded by Western scientists in 1910. Their large size and fearsome reputation make 
them popular zoo exhibits. In the wild, their range has contracted due to human activities, and they are listed 
as vulnerable by the IUCN. They are protected under Indonesian law, and a national park, Komodo National Park, was 
founded to aid protection efforts. 
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Location 
Indonesia 
Instance of 
island 
Inhabitants 
2.000 
Area 
390 km² 
Instance of 
island 
Instance of 
island 
Instance of 

island 

 

*** 
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04. TABLE MOUNTAIN 

 

 

 

 

Western Cape & City of Cape Town, South Africa 

 
 
Table Mountain (Khoekhoe: Huri ‡oaxa, mountain rising from the sea; Afrikaans: Tafelberg) is a flat-
topped mountainforming a prominent landmark overlooking the city of Cape Town in South Africa. It is a 
significant tourist attraction, with many visitors using the cableway or hiking to the top. The mountain forms part of 
the Table Mountain National Park. Table Mountain is home to a large array of fauna and flora, most of which 
is endemic.  
 

The main feature of Table Mountain is the level plateau approximately three kilometres (2 mi) from side to side, edged 
by impressive cliffs. The plateau, flanked by Devil's Peak to the east and by Lion's Head to the west, forms a dramatic 
backdrop to Cape Town. This broad sweep of mountainous heights, together with Signal Hill, forms the 
natural amphitheatre of the City Bowl and Table Bay harbour. The highest point on Table Mountain is towards the 
eastern end of the plateau and is marked by Maclear's Beacon, a stone cairn built in 1865 by Sir Thomas Maclear for 
trigonometrical survey. It is 1,086 metres (3,563 ft) above sea level, and about 19 metres (62 ft) higher than the cable 
station at the western end of the plateau. 

The cliffs of the main plateau are split by Platteklip Gorge ("Flat Stone Gorge"), which provides an easy and direct 
ascent to the summit and was the route taken by António de Saldanha on the first recorded ascent of the mountain in 
1503.  

The flat top of the mountain is often covered by orographic clouds, formed when a south-easterly wind is directed up 
the mountain's slopes into colder air, where the moisture condenses to form the so-called "table cloth" of cloud. 
Legend attributes this phenomenon to a smoking contest between the Devil and a local pirate called Van 
Hunks.[5] When the table cloth is seen, it symbolizes the contest. 

Table Mountain is at the northern end of a sandstone mountain range that forms the spine of the Cape Peninsula that 
terminates approximately 50 kilometres (30 mi) to the south at the Cape of Good Hope and Cape Point. Immediately to 
the south of Table Mountain is a rugged "plateau" at a somewhat lower elevation than the Table Mountain Plateau (at 
about 1,000 m or 3,300 ft), called the "Back Table". The "Back Table" extends southwards for approximately 6 km to 
the Constantia Nek-Hout Bay valley. The Atlantic side of the Back Table, is known as the Twelve Apostles, which 
extends from Kloof Nek (the saddle between Table Mountain and Lion's Head) to Hout Bay. The eastern side of this 
portion of the Peninsula's mountainchain, extending from Devil's Peak, the eastern side of Table Mountain (Erica and 
Fernwood Buttresses), and the Back Table to Constantia Nek, does not have single name, as on the western side. It is 
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better known by the names of the conservation areas on its lower slopes: Groote Schuur Estate, Newlands 
Forest, Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens, Cecilia Park, and Constantia Nek. 

 
Elevation above sea level 
1087 metre 
Continent 
Africa 
Instance of 
mountain 

 

Table Mountain 

 

View of Table Mountain and Cape Town seen 
from Bloubergstrand. Table Mountain is flanked by Devil's Peak on the left 

and Lion's Head on the right. 

Highest point 

Elevation 1,084.6 m (3,558 ft) [1] 

Prominence 1,055 m (3,461 ft) 

Listing List of mountains in South Africa 

Coordinates 

33°57′26.33″S 18°24′11.19″ECoordinates: 

33°57′26.33″S 18°24′11.19″E  

Geography 
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TableMountain 

Cape Town, South Africa 

Geology 

Age of rock Silurian/Ordovician 

Mountain type Sandstone 

Climbing 

First ascent António de Saldanha, 1503 

Easiest route Platteklip Gorge 

 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Update: 2019  

*** 
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05. PP UNDERGROUND RIVER 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Western Visayas & Palawan, Philippines 

The Puerto Princesa Subterranean River National Park is a protected area of the Philippines located about 80 
kilometres (50 mi) north of the city centre of Puerto Princesa, Palawan. The river is also called Puerto Princesa 
Underground River. The national park is located in the Saint Paul Mountain Range on the western coast of the island. It 
is bordered by St. Paul Bay to the north and the Babuyan River to the east. The City Government of Puerto Princesa has 
managed the National Park since 1992. The entrance to the subterranean river is a short hike or boat ride from the 
town Sabang. 

In 2010, a group of environmentalists and geologists discovered that the underground river has a second floor, which 
means that there are small waterfalls inside the cave. They also found a cave dome measuring 300 m (980 ft) above the 
underground river, rock formations, large bats, a deep water hole in the river, more river channels, and another deep 
cave, as well as marine creatures and more. Deeper areas of the underground river are almost impossible to explore 
due to oxygen deprivation. 

On November 11, 2011, Puerto Princesa Underground River was provisionally chosen as one of the New7Wonders of 
Nature. This selection was officially confirmed on January 28, 2012. 

Instance of 
national park 
Location 

Philippines 
 

Puerto Princesa Underground River 

IUCN category III (natural monument or feature) 
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Entrance to the Puerto Princesa Underground River 

 
 

Show map of Palawan Show map of Philippines Show all 

Location Palawan, Philippines 

Nearest city Puerto Princesa, Philippines 

Coordinates 
10°10′N 118°55′ECoordinates: 10°10′N 118°55′E 

Area 22,202 hectares (54,860 acres) 

Established November 12, 1999 

Governing body Department of Environment and Natural Resources 

City of Puerto Princesa 

UNESCO World Heritage Site 

Type Natural 

Criteria vii, x 

Designated 1999 (23rd session) 
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Reference no. 652rev 

State Party Philippines 

Region Asia-Pacific 

Ramsar Wetland 

Designated 30 June 2012 

Reference no. 2084[1] 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Update: 2019  

*** 
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06. JEJU ISLAND 

 

 

 

 

 

Jeju Province, South Korea 

 

Jeju Island (제주도, 濟州島, Jeju-do) is an island in Jeju Province, South Korea. The island lies in the Korea Strait, south 

of South Jeolla Province. The island contains the natural World Heritage Site Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes. Jejudo 
has a moderate climate; even in winter, the temperature rarely falls below 0 °C (32 °F). Jeju is a popular holiday 
destination and a sizable portion of the economy relies on tourism and economic activity from its civil/naval base 

From April 3, 1948 to May 1949, the South Korean government conducted an anticommunist campaign to suppress 
an attempted uprising on the island. The main cause for the rebellion was the election scheduled for May 10, 1948, 
designed by the United Nations Temporary Commission on Korea (UNTCOK) to create a new government for all of 
Korea. The elections were only planned for the south of the country, the half of the peninsula under UNTCOK control. 
Fearing that the elections would further reinforce division, guerrilla fighters for the South Korean Labor party (SKLP) 
reacted violently, attacking local police and rightist youth groups stationed on Jeju Island.  

Atrocities were committed by both sides, but those by South Korean government forces are the best-documented. On 
one occasion, American soldiers discovered the bodies of 97 people who had been killed by government forces. On 
another, American soldiers encountered police who were executing 76 villagers.  

Between 14,000 and 30,000 people died as a result of the rebellion, or up to 10% of the island’s total population. Some 
40,000 others fled to Japan to escape the fighting. In the decades after the uprising, memory of the event was 
suppressed by the government through strict punishment. However, in 2006, the Korean government apologized for its 
role in the killings and promised reparations. As of 2010, these had not been paid.  

In 2008, bodies of victims of a massacre were discovered in a mass grave near Jeju International Airport.  

Planned Kim Jong-un visit 

On November 11, 2018, It was announced that preparations were being made for North Korean leader Kim Jung-Un to 
visit Jeju during his upcoming visit to South Korea. Kim would be transported to Jeju via helicopter. The announcement 
came in after 200 tonnes of tangerines which were harvested in Jeju were flown to North Korea as a sign of 
appreciation for nearly 2 tonnes of North Korean mushrooms which Kim allowed South Korean President Moon Jae-In 
to take back to South Korea following the September 2018 inter-Korean summit.  

Instance of 
island 
location 
South Korea 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeju_Province
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Provinces_of_South_Korea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korea_Strait
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Jeolla_Province
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeju_Volcanic_Island_and_Lava_Tubes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anticommunist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeju_Uprising
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNTCOK
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Workers%27_Party_of_South_Korea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeju_International_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_2018_inter-Korean_summit
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surface area 
1,846 sqkm 
 

Native name:  

제주도 

 

Nickname: Sammu-samda-do (Island of no three kinds and 

many three kinds) 

 

Satellite image of Jeju Island 

 

Map of Jeju Island 

Geography 

Location East Asia 

Archipelago Jeju 

Area 1,848 km2 (714 sq mi) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Asia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jeju_Island.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Map_Jeju-do.svg
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Length 73 km (45.4 mi) 

Width 31 km (19.3 mi) 

Highest elevation 1,950 m (6,400 ft) 

Highest point Hallasan 

Administration 

South Korea 

Special Autonomous Province Jeju Special Autonomous 

Province 

Largest settlement Jeju City (pop. 408,364) 

Demographics 

Population 621,550 (2014) 

Pop. density 316 /km2 (818 /sq mi) 

Languages Jeju, Korean 

Ethnic groups Korean 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Update: 2019 

*** 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hallasan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Administrative_divisions_of_South_Korea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeju_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeju_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_people
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07. HA LONG BAY 

 

 

 

 

 

Vietnam 

Ha Long Bay - is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and popular travel destination in Quang Ninh Province, Vietnam. The 
name Hạ Long means "descending dragon". Administratively, the bay belongs to Ha Long City, Cam Pha City, and is a 
part of Van Don District. The bay features thousands of limestone karsts and isles in various shapes and sizes. Ha Long 
Bay is a center of a larger zone which includes Bai Tu Long Bay to the northeast, and Cat Ba Island to the southwest. 
These larger zones share a similar geological, geographical, geomorphological, climate, and cultural characters. 

Ha Long Bay has an area of around 1,553 km2 (600 sq mi), including 1,960–2,000 islets, most of which are limestone. 
The core of the bay has an area of 334 km2 (129 sq mi) with a high density of 775 islets. The limestone in this bay has 
gone through 500 million years of formation in different conditions and environments. The evolution of the karst in this 
bay has taken 20 million years under the impact of the tropical wet climate. The geo-diversity of the environment in 
the area has created biodiversity, including a tropical evergreen biosystem, oceanic and sea shore biosystem. Ha Long 
Bay is home to 14 endemic floral species and 60 endemic faunal species.  

Historical research surveys have shown the presence of prehistoric human beings in this area tens of thousands years 
ago. The successive ancient cultures are the Soi Nhu culture around 18,000–7000 BC, the Cai Beo culture 7000–5000 
BC and the Ha Long culture 5,000–3,500 years ago. Ha Long Bay also marked important events in the history of 
Vietnam with many artifacts found in Bai Tho Mountain, Dau Go Cave, Bai Chay.  

500 years ago, Nguyen Trai praised the beauty of Ha Long Bay in his verse Lộ nhập Vân Đồn, in which he called it "rock 
wonder in the sky". In 1962, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism of North Vietnam listed Ha Long Bay in the 
National Relics and Landscapes publication. In 1994, the core zone of Ha Long Bay was listed as a World Heritage Site 
according to Criterion VII, and listed for a second time according to Criterion VIII.  

Location 
Quảng Ninh Province, Vietnam 
Instance of 
bay 
Area 
1500 km² 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNESCO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qu%E1%BA%A3ng_Ninh_Province
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ha_Long
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%E1%BA%A9m_Ph%E1%BA%A3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V%C3%A2n_%C4%90%E1%BB%93n_District
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limestone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karst
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bai_Tu_Long_Bay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%C3%A1t_B%C3%A0_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geomorphology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biodiversity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evergreen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biosystem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Vietnam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Vietnam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nguy%E1%BB%85n_Tr%C3%A3i
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UNESCO World Heritage Site  

 

Location Vietnam 

Criteria Natural: vii, viii 

Reference 672 

Inscription 1994 (18th Session) 

Extensions 2000 

Coordinates 

20°54′N 107°12′ECoordinates: 

20°54′N 107°12′E 

 

 

Location of Hạ Long Bay in Vietnam 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Update: 2019  

*** 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_of_World_Heritage_Sites_by_country
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site#Selection_criteria
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/672
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Committee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_coordinate_system
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=H%E1%BA%A1_Long_Bay&params=20.9_N_107.2_E_type:waterbody_region:VN_dim:30000
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=H%E1%BA%A1_Long_Bay&params=20.9_N_107.2_E_type:waterbody_region:VN_dim:30000
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=H%E1%BA%A1_Long_Bay&params=20.9_N_107.2_E_type:waterbody_region:VN_dim:30000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Halong_ensemble_(colour_corrected).jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Vietnam_relief_location_map.jpg
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Chapter – 05 

“The Seven New Wonders of the World” 

01. CHICHÉN ITZÁ 

 

 

 

 

 

Mexico 
 

Chichen Itza was a Mayan city on the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. Although it’s an important tourist 

attraction, Chichen Itza also remains an active archeological site. New discoveries are still being unearthed in 

the area, providing even more insight into the culture and accomplishments of the Mayan people, who ruled 

much of present-day Mexico and Central America prior to the arrival of European colonists. Chichen Itza was 

named a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1988 and, in 2007, it was voted in a global survey as one of the New 

Seven Wonders of the World. 

Chichen Itza was a large pre-Columbian city built by the Maya people of the Terminal Classic period. 

The archaeological site is located in Tinúm Municipality, Yucatán State, Mexico. 

Chichen Itza was a major focal point in the Northern Maya Lowlands from the Late Classic (c. AD 600–900) through 
the Terminal Classic (c. AD 800–900) and into the early portion of the Post classic period (c. AD 900–1200). The site 
exhibits a multitude of architectural styles, reminiscent of styles seen in central Mexico and of the Puuc and Chenes 
styles of the Northern Maya lowlands. The presence of central Mexican styles was once thought to have been 
representative of direct migration or even conquest from central Mexico, but most contemporary interpretations view 
the presence of these non-Maya styles more as the result of cultural diffusion. 

Chichen Itza was one of the largest Maya cities and it was likely to have been one of the mythical great cities, 
or Tollans, referred to in later Mesoamerican literature.[2] The city may have had the most diverse population in the 
Maya world, a factor that could have contributed to the variety of architectural styles at the site.  

The ruins of Chichen Itza are federal property, and the site's stewardship is maintained by Mexico's Institute Nacional 
de Antropología e Historia (National Institute of Anthropology and History). The land under the monuments had been 
privately owned until 29 March 2010, when it was purchased by the state of Yucatán. 

Chichen Itza is one of the most visited archaeological sites in Mexico with over 2.6 million tourists in 2017. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pre-Columbian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_city
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_people
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaeological_site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tin%C3%BAm_Municipality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yucat%C3%A1n_(state)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexico
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_Lowlands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesoamerican_chronology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesoamerican_chronology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesoamerican_chronology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puuc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_diffusion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tollan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesoamerica
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chichen_Itza#cite_note-SharerTraxler06p562-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instituto_Nacional_de_Antropolog%C3%ADa_e_Historia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instituto_Nacional_de_Antropolog%C3%ADa_e_Historia
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Location Yucatán, Mexico 

Region Yucatán  

Coordinates 

20°40′59″N 88°34′7″WCoordinates: 

20°40′59″N 88°34′7″W 

History 

Periods Late Classic to Early Postclassic 

Cultures Maya civilization  

 

Official name Pre-Hispanic City of Chichen-Itza 

Type Cultural 

Criteria i, ii, iii 

Designated 1988 (12th session) 

Reference no. 483  

State Party Mexico  

Region Latin America and the Caribbean  

Update: 2019  

Source: Wikipedia  

 

*** 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yucat%C3%A1n_(state)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexico
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yucat%C3%A1n_(state)
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Chichen_Itza&params=20_40_59_N_88_34_7_W_region:MX_type:landmark
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Chichen_Itza&params=20_40_59_N_88_34_7_W_region:MX_type:landmark
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Chichen_Itza&params=20_40_59_N_88_34_7_W_region:MX_type:landmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_civilization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Committee
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/483
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexico
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_World_Heritage_Sites_in_the_Americas
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02. GREAT WALL OF CHINA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Great Wall of China is an ancient series of walls and fortifications, totaling more than 13,000 miles in 
length, located in northern China. Perhaps the most recognizable symbol of China and its long and vivid history, 
the Great Wall was originally conceived by Emperor Qin Shi Huang in the third century B.C. as a means of 
preventing incursions from barbarian nomads. The best-known and best-preserved section of the Great Wall 
was built in the 14th through 17th centuries A.D., during the Ming dynasty. Tho ugh the Great Wall never 
effectively prevented invaders from entering China, it came to function as a powerful symbol of Chinese 
civilization’s enduring strength.  

 

The history of the Great Wall of China began when fortifications built by various statesduring the Spring and 
Autumn (771–476 BC) and Warring States periods (475–221 BC) were connected by the first emperor of China, Qin Shi 
Huang, to protect his newly founded Qin dynasty (221–206 BC) against incursions by nomads from Inner Asia. The walls 
were built of rammed earth, constructed using forced labour, and by 212 BC ran from Gansu to the coast of 
southern Manchuria. 

Later dynasties adopted different policies towards northern frontier defense. The Han(202 BC – 220 AD), the Northern 
Qi (550–574), the Sui (589–618), and particularly the Ming(1369–1644) were among those that rebuilt, re-manned, and 
expanded the Walls, although they rarely followed Qin's routes. The Han extended the fortifications furthest to the 
west, the Qi built about 1,600 kilometres (990 mi) of new walls, while the Sui mobilised over a million men in their wall-
building efforts. Conversely, the Tang (618–907), the Song(960–1279), the Yuan (1271–1368), and the Qing (1644–
1911) mostly did not build frontier walls, instead opting for other solutions to the Inner Asian threat like military 
campaigning and diplomacy. 

Although a useful deterrent against raids, at several points throughout its history the GreatWall failed to stop enemies, 
including in 1644 when the Manchu Qing marched through the gates of Shanhai Pass and replaced the most ardent of 
the wall-building dynasties, the Ming, as rulers of China. 

The Great Wall of China visible today largely dates from the Ming dynasty, as they rebuilt much of the wall in stone and 
brick, often extending its line through challenging terrain.[2] Some sections remain in relatively good condition or have 
been renovated, while others have been damaged or destroyed for ideological reasons, deconstructed for their 
building materials, or lost due to the ravages of time. For long an object of fascination for foreigners, the wall is now a 
revered national symbol and a popular tourist destination.  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manchuria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Han_dynasty
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Qi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sui_dynasty
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Great_Wall_of_China#cite_note-FOOTNOTELovell20068-2
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General information 

Type Fortification 

Country China 

Coordinates  

40.68°N 

117.23°ECoordinates: 

40.68°N 117.23°E 

Technical details 

Size 21,196 km (13,171 mi)[1] 

UNESCO World Heritage Site  

Official name The Great Wall 

Type Cultural 

Criteria i, ii, iii, iv, vi 

Designated 1987 (11th session) 

Reference no. 438  

State Party China 

Region Asia-Pacific  

 

Source: WikiPedia  

Update: 2019  

*** 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_coordinate_system
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Great_Wall_of_China&params=40.68_N_117.23_E_region:CN_type:landmark
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Great_Wall_of_China&params=40.68_N_117.23_E_region:CN_type:landmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_coordinate_system
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Great_Wall_of_China&params=40.68_N_117.23_E_region:CN_type:landmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Wall_of_China#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_World_Heritage_Sites_by_year_of_inscription#1987_(11th_session)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Committee
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/438
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_World_Heritage_Sites_in_Asia
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03. COLOSSEUM 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Rome, Italy 
 
Located just east of the Roman Forum, the massive stone amphitheater known as the Colosseum was 

commissioned around A.D. 70-72 by Emperor Vespasian of the Flavian dynasty as a gift to the Roman people. 

In A.D. 80, Vespasian’s son Titus opened the  Colosseum–officially known as the Flavian Amphitheater–with 

100 days of games, including gladiatorial combats and wild animal fights. After four centuries of active use, 

the magnificent arena fell into neglect, and up until the 18th century it was used as a source of building 

materials. Though two-thirds of the original Colosseum has been destroyed over time, the amphitheater 

remains a popular tourist destination, as well as an iconic symbol of Rome and its long, tumultuous history.  

The Colosseum or Coliseum (/kɒləˈsiːəm/ kol-ə-SEE-əm), also known as the Flavian 

Amphitheatre (Latin: Amphitheatrum Flavium; Italian: Anfiteatro Flavio [aɱfiteˈaːtro 

ˈflaːvjo] or Colosseo [kolosˈsɛːo]), is an oval amphitheatrein the centre of the city of Rome, Italy. Built of travertine, tuff, 

and brick-faced concrete, it is the largest amphitheatreever built. The Colosseum is situated just east of the Roman 

Forum. Construction began under the emperor Vespasianin AD 72, and was completed in AD 80 under his successor and 

heir Titus.[3] Further modifications were made during the reign of Domitian (81–96).[4] These three emperors are known 

as the Flavian dynasty, and the amphitheatre was named in Latin for its association with their family name (Flavius). 

The Colosseum could hold, it is estimated, between 50,000 and 80,000 spectators, having an average audience of some 

65,000; it was used for gladiatorial contests and public spectacles such as mock sea battles (for only a short time as 

the hypogeum was soon filled in with mechanisms to support the other activities), animal hunts, executions, re-

enactments of famous battles, and dramas based on Classical mythology. The building ceased to be used for 

entertainment in the early medieval era. It was later reused for such purposes as housing, workshops, quarters for a 

religious order, a fortress, a quarry, and a Christian shrine. 

Although partially ruined because of damage caused by earthquakes and stone-robbers, the Colosseum is still 

an iconicsymbol of Imperial Rome and is listed as one of the New7Wonders of the World. t is one of Rome's most 

popular tourist attractions and also has links to the Roman Catholic Church, as each Good Friday the Pope leads a 

torchlit "Way of the Cross" procession that starts in the area around the Colosseum.  
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Location Regio IV Templum Pacis ("Temple of Peace"), 

Rome, Italy 

Built in 70–80 AD 

Built by/for Vespasian, Titus 

Type of 

structure 

Amphitheatre 

Related List of ancient monuments 

in Rome 

 

Source: Wikipedia  

Update: 2019 

*** 
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04. MACHU PICCHU 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cusco Region, Peru 
 
Tucked away in the rocky countryside northwest of Cuzco, Peru,  Machu Picchu is believed to have been a royal 
estate or sacred religious site for Inca leaders, whose civilization was virtually wiped out by Spanish invaders in 
the 16th century. For hundreds of years, until the American archaeologist Hiram Bingham stumbled upon it in 
1911, the abandoned citadel’s existence was a secret known only to peasants living in the region. The site 
stretches over an impressive 5-mile distance, featuring more than 3,000 stone steps that link its many different 
levels. Today, hundreds of thousands of people tramp through Machu Picchuevery year, braving crowds and 
landslides to see the sun set over its towering stone monuments and marvel at the mysterious splendor of one 
of the world’s most famous manmade wonders.  
 

Machu Picchu (English: /ˈmɑːtʃuː ˈpiːktʃuː/ or /ˈpiːtʃuː/, Spanish: [ˈmatʃu ˈpi(k)tʃu]; Quechua: Machu Pikchu [ˈmatʃʊ 
ˈpɪktʃʊ]) is a 15th-century Inca citadel, located in the Eastern Cordillera of southern Peru, on a mountain ridge 2,430 
metres (7,970 ft) above sea level. It is located in the Cusco Region, Urubamba Province, Machupicchu 
District in Peru, above the Sacred Valley, which is 80 kilometres (50 mi) northwest of Cuzco and through which 
the Urubamba River flows, cutting through the Cordillera and creating a canyon with a tropical mountain climate.  

Most archaeologists believe that Machu Picchu was constructed as an estate for the Inca emperor Pachacuti(1438–
1472). Often mistakenly referred to as the "Lost City of the Incas" (a title more accurately applied to Vilcabamba), it is 
the most familiar icon of Inca civilization. The Incas built the estate around 1450 but abandoned it a century later at the 
time of the Spanish Conquest. Although known locally, it was not known to the Spanish during the colonial period and 
remained unknown to the outside world until American historian Hiram Binghambrought it to international attention in 
1911. 

Machu Picchu was built in the classical Inca style, with polished dry-stone walls. Its three primary structures are 
the Intihuatana, the Temple of the Sun, and the Room of the Three Windows. Most of the outlying buildings have been 
reconstructed in order to give tourists a better idea of how they originally appeared. By 1976, thirty percent of Machu 
Picchu had been restored and restoration continues.  

Machu Picchu was declared a Peruvian Historic Sanctuary in 1981 and a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1983. In 2007, 
Machu Picchu was voted one of the New Seven Wonders of the World in a worldwide Internet poll.  
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Location  Peru 

Cusco Region 

Coordinates 
13°09′48″S 72°32′44″WCoordinates: 

13°09′48″S 72°32′44″W 

Height 2,430 metres (7,970 ft) 

History 

Founded c. 1450 

Abandoned 1572 

Cultures Inca civilization  

Site notes 

Archaeologists Hiram Bingham  

UNESCO World Heritage Site  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peru
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cusco_Region
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Machu_Picchu&params=13_09_48_S_72_32_44_W_type:landmark
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Machu_Picchu&params=13_09_48_S_72_32_44_W_type:landmark
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Machu_Picchu&params=13_09_48_S_72_32_44_W_type:landmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inca_civilization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiram_Bingham_III
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
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Official name Historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu 

Type Mixed 

Criteria i, iii, vii, ix 

Designated 1983 (7th session) 

Reference no. 274  

State Party  Peru 

Region Latin America and the Caribbean  

 

Source: Wikipedia  

 

Update: 2019  
 

*** 
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05. PETRA 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ma'an Governorate, Jordan 

 

Petra is an ancient city that lies in present-day Jordan and dates back to the fourth century B.C. Ruins of the 

once-great metropolis and trading center now serve as an important archeologic site and tourist attraction.  

Petra (Arabic: ٱْلبَتَْراء, translit. Al-Batrāʾ; Ancient Greek: Πέτρα), originally known to its inhabitants as Raqmu, is a 
historical and archaeological city in southern Jordan. Petra lies on the slope of Jabal Al-Madbah in a basin among the 
mountains which form the eastern flank of the Arabah valley that runs from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of Aqaba. Petra is 
believed to have been settled as early as 9,000 BC, and it was possibly established in the 4th century BC as the capital 
city of the Nabataean Kingdom. The Nabataeans were nomadic Arabs who invested in Petra's proximity to the trade 
routes by establishing it as a major regional trading hub.  

The trading business gained the Nabataeans considerable revenue and Petra became the focus of their wealth. The 
earliest historical reference to Petra was an attack to the city ordered by Antigonus I in 312 BC recorded by various 
Greek historians. The Nabataeans were, unlike their enemies, accustomed to living in the barren deserts, and were able 
to repel attacks by utilizing the area's mountainous terrain. They were particularly skillful in harvesting 
rainwater, agriculture and stone carving. Petra flourished in the 1st century AD when its famous Khazneh structure – 
believed to be the mausoleumof Nabataean King Aretas IV – was constructed, and its population peaked at an 
estimated 20,000 inhabitants.[5] 

Although the Nabataean Kingdom became a client state for the Roman Empire in the first century BC, it was only in 106 
AD that they lost their independence. Petra fell to the Romans, who annexed and renamed Nabataea 
to Arabia Petraea. Petra's importance declined as sea trade routes emerged, and after a 363 earthquake destroyed 
many structures. The Byzantine Era witnessed the construction of several Christian churches, but the city continued to 
decline, and by the early Islamic era became an abandoned place where only a handful of nomads lived. It remained 
unknown to the world until it was rediscovered in 1812 by Johann Ludwig Burckhardt.  

The city is accessed through a 1.2-kilometre-long (0.75 mi) gorge called the Siq, which leads directly to the Khazneh. 
Famous for its rock-cut architecture and water conduit system, Petra is also called the Rose City due to the color of the 
stone out of which it is carved.[7] It has been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1985. UNESCO has described it as 
"one of the most precious cultural properties of man's cultural heritage".In 2007, Al-Khazneh was voted in as one of 
the New7Wonders of the World. Petra is a symbol of Jordan, as well as Jordan's most-visited tourist attraction. Tourist 
numbers peaked at 1 million in 2010; the following period witnessed a slump due to instability around Jordan. 
However, tourist numbers have picked up recently, and around 800,000 tourists visited the site in 2018. 
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Location Ma'an Governorate, Jordan 

Coordinates 

30°19′43″N 35°26′31″ECoordinates: 

30°19′43″N 35°26′31″E 

Area 264 square kilometres (102 sq mi)[2] 

Elevation 810 m (2,657 ft) 

Built possibly as early as 5th century BC [1] 

Visitors 918,000 (in 2010) 

Governing 

body 

Petra Region Auth 

 

Source: Wikipedia  

Update: 2019  

*** 
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06. CHRIST THE REDEEMER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Christ the Redeemer (Portuguese: Cristo Redentor, standard Brazilian Portuguese: [ˈkɾistu ʁedẽˈtoʁ], local 
pronunciation: [ˈkɾiɕtŭ̻ xe̞dẽ̞ˈtoɦ]) is an Art Deco statue of Jesus Christ in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, created by French 
sculptor Paul Landowski and built by Brazilian engineer Heitor da Silva Costa, in collaboration with French 
engineer Albert Caquot. Romanian sculptor Gheorghe Leonida fashioned the face. Constructed between 1922 and 
1931, the statue is 30 metres (98 ft) high, excluding its 8-metre (26 ft) pedestal. The arms stretch 28 metres (92 ft) 
wide.  

The statue weighs 635 metric tons (625 long, 700 short tons), and is located at the peak of the 700-metre 
(2,300 ft) Corcovado mountain in the Tijuca Forest National Park overlooking the city of Rio de Janeiro. A symbol 
of Christianity across the world, the statue has also become a cultural icon of both Rio de Janeiro and Brazil, and is 
listed as one of theNew7Wonders of the World. It is made of reinforced concrete and soapstone.  
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Coordinates 
22°57′7″S 43°12′38″WCoordinates: 

22°57′7″S 43°12′38″W 

Location Corcovado mountain,  

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

Designer Designed by sculptor Paul Landowski and built by 

engineer Heitor da Silva Costa in collaboration with Albert 

Caquot. Sculptor Gheorghe Leonida created the face 

Material Soapstone 

Height 30 metres (98 ft) and 38 metres (125 ft) tall with its pedestal 

Completion date Dedicated October 12, 1931 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Update: 2019 

 

*** 
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07. TAJ MAHAL 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agra & Uttar Pradesh, India 
 

The Taj Mahal (/ˌtɑːdʒ məˈhɑːl, ˌtɑːʒ-/;[4] Hindi: ताज महल [taːdʒ ˈmɛːɦ(ə)l], meaning "Crown of the Palaces") is an 

ivory-white marble mausoleum on the south bank of the Yamuna river in the Indian city of Agra. It was commissioned 
in 1632 by the Mughal emperor, Shah Jahan (reigned from 1628 to 1658), to house the tomb of his favourite 
wife, Mumtaz Mahal. It also houses the tomb of Shah Jahan, the builder. The tomb is the centerpiece of a 17-hectare 
(42-acre) complex, which includes a mosque and a guest house, and is set in formal gardens bounded on three sides by 
a crenellated wall. 

Construction of the mausoleum was essentially completed in 1643 but work continued on other phases of the project 
for another 10 years. The Taj Mahal complex is believed to have been completed in its entirety in 1653 at a cost 
estimated at the time to be around 32 million rupees, which in 2015 would be approximately 52.8 billion rupees (U.S. 
$827 million). The construction project employed some 20,000 artisans under the guidance of a board of architects led 
by the court architect to the emperor, Ustad Ahmad Lahauri. 

The Taj Mahal was designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1983 for being "the jewel of Muslim art in India and 
one of the universally admired masterpieces of the world's heritage". It is regarded by many as the best example 
of Mughal architecture and a symbol of India's rich history. The Taj Mahal attracts 7–8 million visitors a year and in 
2007, it was declared a winner of the New7Wonders of the World (2000–2007) initiative. 

 

 

 

Location Agra, Uttar Pradesh, India 
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Coordinates 

27°10′30″N78°02′31″ECoordinates: 

27°10′30″N 78°02′31″E 

Area 17 hectares[3] 

Height 73 m (240 ft) 

Built 1632–53[1] 

Built for Mumtaz Mahal 

Architect Ustad Ahmad Lahauri  

Architectural 

style(s) 

Mughal architecture  

Visitors 7–8 million[2] (in 2014) 

Governing 

body 

Government of India 

Website www.tajmahal.gov.in  

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Update: 2019  

*** 
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Chapter – 06 

“The Nine New Solar Universal Wonders” 

01. EARTH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Earth is the third planet from the Sun and the only astronomical object known to harbor life. According to radiometric 
dating and other sources of evidence, Earth formed over 4.5 billion years ago. Earth's gravity interacts with other 
objects in space, especially the Sun and the Moon, Earth's only natural satellite. Earth revolves around the Sun in 
365.26 days, a period known as an Earth year. During this time, Earth rotates about its axis about 366.26 times.  

Earth's axis of rotation is tilted with respect to its orbital plane, producing seasons on Earth. The gravitational 
interaction between Earth and the Moon causes ocean tides, stabilizes Earth's orientation on its axis, and gradually 
slows its rotation. Earth is the densest planet in the Solar System and the largest of the four terrestrial planets.  

Earth's lithosphere is divided into several rigid tectonic plates that migrate across the surface over periods of many 
millions of years. About 71% of Earth's surface is covered with water, mostly by oceans. The remaining 29% 
is land consisting of continents and islands that together have many lakes, rivers and other sources of water that 
contribute to the hydrosphere. The majority of Earth's Polar Regions are covered in ice, including the Antarctic ice 
sheet and the sea ice of the Arctic ice pack. Earth's interior remains active with a solid iron inner core, a liquid outer 
core that generates the Earth's magnetic field, and a convicting mantle that drives plate tectonics. 

Within the first billion years of Earth's history, life appeared in the oceans and began to affect the Earth's 
atmosphere and surface, leading to the proliferation of aerobic and anaerobic organisms. Some geological evidence 
indicates that life may have arisen as much as 4.1 billion years ago. Since then, the combination of Earth's distance 
from the Sun, physical properties, and geological history have allowed life to evolve and thrive. In the history of the 
Earth, biodiversity has gone through long periods of expansion, occasionally punctuated by mass extinction events. 
Over 99% of all species that ever lived on Earth are extinct. Estimates of the number of species on Earth today vary 
widely; most species have not been described. Over 7.6 billion humans live on Earth and depend on its biosphere 

and natural resources for their survival. Humans have developed diverse societies and cultures; politically, the world 
has about 200 sovereign states. 
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The Blue Marble, the first full-view photograph of the planet, was taken 

by Apollo 17 astronauts en route to the Moon in 1972 

Orbital characteristics 

Epoch J2000[n 1] 

Aphelion 152100000 km[n 2] 

(94500000 mi; 1.017 AU) 

Perihelion 147095000 km[n 2] 

(91401000 mi; 0.98327 AU) 

Semi-major axis 

149598023 km[1] 

(92955902 mi; 1.00000102 AU) 

Eccentricity 0.0167086[1] 

Orbital period 

365.256363004 d[2] 

(1.00001742096 yr) 

Average orbital speed 
29.78 km/s[3] 

(107200 km/h; 66600 mph) 

Mean anomaly 

358.617° 
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Inclination 

 7.155° to the Sun's equator; 

 1.57869°[4] to invariable plane; 

 0.00005° to J2000 ecliptic 

Longitude of 

ascending node 

−11.26064°[3] to J2000 ecliptic 

Argument of 

perihelion 

114.20783°[3] 

Satellites  1 natural satellite: the Moon 

 5 quasi-satellites 

 >1 800 operational artificial satellites[5] 

 >16 000 space debris[n 3] 

Physical characteristics 

Mean radius 
6371.0 km (3958.8 mi)[6] 

Equatorialradius 
6378.1 km (3963.2 mi)[7][8] 

Polar radius 
6356.8 km (3949.9 mi)[9] 

Flattening 0.0033528[10] 

1/298.257222101 (ETRS89) 

Circumference  40075.017 km equatorial (24901.461 mi)[8] 

 40007.86 km meridional (24859.73 mi)[11][12] 

Surface area  510072000 km2 (196940000 sq mi)[13][14][n 4] 

 148940000 km2 land (57510000 sq mi; 29.2%) 

 361132000 km2 water (139434000 sq mi; 70.8%) 

Volume 1.08321×1012 km3 (2.59876×1011 cu mi)[3] 

Mass 5.97237×1024 kg (1.31668×1025 lb)[15]  

(3.0×10−6 M☉) 

Mean density 
5.514 g/cm3 (0.1992 lb/cu in)[3] 

Surface gravity 

9.807 m/s2 (1 g; 32.18 ft/s2)[16] 

Moment of inertia 

factor 

0.3307[17] 

Escape velocity 

11.186 km/s[3]  

(40270 km/h; 25020 mph) 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-WGS-84-2-14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spheroid#Surface_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-Pidwirny_2006_8-16
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-Pidwirny_2006_8-16
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-surfacecover-18
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume_of_the_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-earth_fact_sheet-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-Luzum2011-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-earth_fact_sheet-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_gravity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity_of_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-NIST2008-20
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_of_inertia_factor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_of_inertia_factor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-Williams1994-21
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escape_velocity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-earth_fact_sheet-5
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Sidereal rotation 

period 

0.99726968 d[18]  

(23h 56m 4.100s) 

Equatorial 

rotation velocity 

0.4651 km/s[19]  

(1674.4 km/h; 1040.4 mph) 

Axial tilt 

23.4392811°[2] 

Albedo  0.367 geometric[3] 

 0.306 Bond[3] 

Surface temp. min mean max 

Kelvin 184 K[20] 288 K[21] 330 K[22] 

Celsius −89.2 °C 14.9 °C 56.9 °C 

Fahrenheit −128.5 °F 58.7 °F 134.3 °F 
 

Atmosphere 

Surface pressure 
101.325 kPa (at MSL) 

Composition by 

volume 

 78.08% nitrogen (N 

2; dry air)[3] 

 20.95% oxygen (O 

2) 

 0.934% argon 

 0.0408% carbon dioxide[23] 

 ~ 1% water vapor (climate variable) 

 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Update: 2019  

*** 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotation_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotation_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-Allen296-22
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-Cox2000-23
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-IERS-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometric_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometric_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelvin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-asu_lowest_temp-24
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-kinver20091210-25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-asu_highest_temp-26
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_pressure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pascal_(unit)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_level
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_chemistry#Atmospheric_composition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_chemistry#Atmospheric_composition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-earth_fact_sheet-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_vapor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate
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02. URANUS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uranus (from the Latin name "Ūranus" for the Greek god Οὐρανός) is the seventh planet from the Sun. It has the third-
largest planetary radius and fourth-largest planetary mass in the Solar System. Uranus is similar in composition 
to Neptune, and both have bulk chemical compositions which differ from that of the larger gas 
giants Jupiter and Saturn. For this reason, scientists often classify Uranus and Neptune as "ice giants" to distinguish 
them from the gas giants. Uranus' atmosphere is similar to Jupiter's and Saturn's in its primary composition 
of hydrogen and helium, but it contains more "ices" such as water, ammonia, and methane, along with traces of 
other hydrocarbons. It is the coldest planetary atmosphere in the Solar System, with a minimum temperature of 49 K 
(−224 °C; −371 °F), and has a complex, layered cloud structure with water thought to make up the lowest clouds and 
methane the uppermost layer of clouds. The interior of Uranus is mainly composed of ices and rock.  

Like the other giant planets, Uranus has a ring system, a magnetosphere, and numerous moons. The Uranian system 
has a unique configuration because its axis of rotation is tilted sideways, nearly into the plane of its solar orbit. Its north 
and south poles, therefore, lie where most other planets have their equators. In 1986, images from Voyager 2 showed 
Uranus as an almost featureless planet in visible light, without the cloud bands or storms associated with the other 
giant planets. Observations from Earth have shown seasonal change and increased weather activity as Uranus 
approached its equinox in 2007. Wind speeds can reach 250 metres per second (900 km/h; 560 mph).  

Uranus is the only planet whose name is derived directly from a figure from Greek mythology, from the Latinised 
version of the Greek god of the sky Ouranos. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_giant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_giant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ice_giant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmosphere#Others
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volatiles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrocarbon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giant_planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rings_of_Uranus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetosphere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_satellite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axis_of_rotation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voyager_2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equinox
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_mythology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ouranos
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Uranus  

 

Pictured as a featureless disc by Voyager 2 in 1986 

Discovery 

Discovered by William Herschel 

Discovery date March 13, 1781 

Designations 

Pronunciation /ˈjʊərənəs/ ( listen) or /jʊəˈreɪnəs/ (

listen)[1][2] 

Adjectives Uranian 

Orbital characteristics[7][a]
 

Epoch J2000 

Aphelion 20.11 AU 

(3008 Gm) 

Perihelion 18.33 AU 

(2742 Gm) 

Semi-major axis 

19.2184 AU 

(2,875.04 Gm) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voyager_2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_minor_planet_discoverers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Herschel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/English
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/71/En-us-Uranus%282%29.oga
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/English
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1c/En-us-Uranus.ogg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-OED-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-OED-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_adjectivals_and_demonyms_of_astronomical_bodies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osculating_orbit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osculating_orbit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epoch_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perihelion_and_aphelion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomical_unit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perihelion_and_aphelion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semi-major_and_semi-minor_axes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Uranus_symbol.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Uranus2.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Uranus.ogg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:En-us-Uranus.ogg
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Eccentricity 0.046381 

Orbital period 

 84.0205 yr 

 30,688.5 d[3] 

 42,718 Uranian solar days[4] 

Synodic period 

369.66 days[5] 

Average orbital speed 
6.80 km/s[5] 

Mean anomaly 

142.238600° 

Inclination 0.773° to ecliptic 

6.48° to Sun's equator 

1.02° to invariable plane[6] 

Longitude of 

ascending node 

74.006° 

Argument of perihelion 

96.998857° 

Known satellites 27 

Physical characteristics 

Mean radius 
25,362±7 km[8][b] 

Equatorialradius 
25,559±4 km 

4.007 Earths[8][b] 

Polar radius 
24,973±20 km 

3.929 Earths[8][b] 

Flattening 0.0229±0.0008[c] 

Circumference 159,354.1 km[3] 

Surface area 

8.1156×109 km2[3][b]  

15.91 Earths 

Volume 6.833×1013 km3[5][b]  

63.086 Earths 

Mass (8.6810±0.0013)×1025 kg  

14.536 Earths[9]  

GM=5,793,939±13 km3/s2 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_eccentricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_year_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-nasafact-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_speed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_anomaly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_inclination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecliptic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invariable_plane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invariable_plane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longitude_of_the_ascending_node
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longitude_of_the_ascending_node
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_of_periapsis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_satellite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moons_of_Uranus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographical_pole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flattening
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-nasafact-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spheroid#Surface_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-nasafact-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-nasafact-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Jacobson_Campbell_et_al._1992-12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_gravitational_parameter
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Mean density 
1.27 g/cm3[5][d] 

Surface gravity 

8.69 m/s2[5][b] 

0.886 g 

Moment of inertia factor 

0.23[10] (estimate) 

Escape velocity 

21.3 km/s[5][b] 

Sidereal rotation period 
−0.71833 d (retrograde) 

17 h 14 min 24 s[8] 

Equatorial 

rotation velocity 

2.59 km/s  

9,320 km/h 

Axial tilt 

97.77° (to orbit)[5] 

North pole right ascension 
 17h 9m 15s 

257.311°[8] 

North pole declination 
−15.175°[8] 

Albedo 0.300 (Bond)[11] 

0.488 (geom.)[12] 

Surface temp. min mean max 

1 bar level[13]  76 K (−197.2 °C)  

0.1 bar 

(tropopause)[14] 

47 K 53 K 57 K 

 

Apparent magnitude 

5.38[15] to 6.03[15] 

Angular diameter 

3.3″ to 4.1″[5] 

Atmosphere[14][17][18][e] 

Scale height 

27.7 km[5] 

Composition by volume (Below 1.3 bar) 

 

Gases: 

 83 ± 3% hydrogen (H 

2) 

 15 ± 3% helium (He) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_gravity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metre_per_second_squared
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metre_per_second_squared
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-atmospheric_pressure-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G-force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_of_inertia_factor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-PS15-14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escape_velocity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotation_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retrograde_motion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hour
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_ascension
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Pearl_et_al_Uranus-15
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometric_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Mallama_et_al-16
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bar_(unit)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Podolak_Weizman_et_al._1995-17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropopause
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Lunine_1993-18
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apparent_magnitude
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Mallama_and_Hilton-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Mallama_and_Hilton-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angular_diameter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Lunine_1993-18
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Lunine_1993-18
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Conrath_Gautier_et_al._1987-22
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-Conrath_Gautier_et_al._1987-22
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale_height
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-fact-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_chemistry#Atmospheric_composition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium
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 2.3% methane (CH 

4) 

 0.009% (0.007–0.015%) hydrogen 

deuteride (HD) 

 hydrogen sulfide (H 

2S)[16] 

Ices: 

 ammonia (NH 

3) 

 water (H 

2O) 

 ammonium hydrosulfide(NH 

4SH) 

 methane hydrate 

 

Source: Wikipedia  

Year - 2019 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_deuteride
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_deuteride
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_sulfide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#cite_note-20
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_(molecule)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonium_hydrosulfide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methane_hydrate
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03. JUPITER 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jupiter is the fifth planet from the Sun and the largest in the Solar System. It is a gas giant with a mass one-thousandth 

that of the Sun, but two-and-a-half times that of all the other planets in the Solar System combined. Jupiter has been 

known to astronomers since antiquity. It is named after the Roman god Jupiter. When viewed from Earth, Jupiter can be 

bright enough for its reflected light to cast shadows, and is on average the third-brightest natural object in the night 

sky after the Moon and Venus. 

Jupiter is primarily composed of hydrogen with a quarter of its mass being helium, though helium comprises only about 

a tenth of the number of molecules. It may also have a rocky core of heavier elements, but like the other giant planets, 

Jupiter lacks a well-defined solid surface. Because of its rapid rotation, the planet's shape is that of an oblate spheroid (it 

has a slight but noticeable bulge around the equator). The outer atmosphere is visibly segregated into several bands at 

different latitudes, resulting in turbulence and storms along their interacting boundaries. A prominent result is the Great 

Red Spot, a giant storm that is known to have existed since at least the 17th century when it was first seen by telescope. 

Surrounding Jupiter is a faint planetary ring system and a powerful magnetosphere. Jupiter has 79 known 

moons,[22] including the four large Galilean moons discovered by Galileo Galilei in 1610. Ganymede, the largest of these, 

has a diameter greater than that of the planet Mercury. 

Jupiter has been explored on several occasions by robotic spacecraft, most notably during the 

early Pioneer and Voyager flyby missions and later by the Galileo orbiter. In late February 2007, Jupiter was visited by 

the New Horizons probe, which used Jupiter's gravity to increase its speed and bend its trajectory en route to Pluto. The 

latest probe to visit the planet is Juno, which entered into orbit around Jupiter on July 4, 2016. Future targets for 

exploration in the Jupiter system include the probable ice-covered liquid ocean of its moon Europa. 

Jupiter  

Near-true colour view in 2019 

DesignationsPronunciation/ˈdʒuːpɪtər/ ( listen) Adjectives Jovian Orbital characteristics 

Epoch J2000Aphelion816.62 million km (5.4588 AU)Perihelion740.52 million km (4.9501 AU) 

Semi-major axis 

778.57 million km (5.2044 AU)Eccentricity0.0489 

Orbital period 

 11.862 yr 

 4,332.59 d 

 10,475.8 Jovian solar days[2] 

Synodic period 

398.88 d 

Average orbital speed 

13.07 km/s (8.12 mi/s) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Solar_System_objects_by_size
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_giant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_mythology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetshine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Night_sky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Night_sky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oblate_spheroid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Red_Spot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Red_Spot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telescope
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_ring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetosphere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moons_of_Jupiter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moons_of_Jupiter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galilean_moons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galileo_Galilei
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganymede_(moon)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robotic_spacecraft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pioneer_program
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voyager_program
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_flyby
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galileo_(spacecraft)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Horizons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_slingshot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juno_(spacecraft)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europa_(moon)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/English
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c5/En-us-Jupiter.ogg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_adjectivals_and_demonyms_of_astronomical_bodies
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Jovian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osculating_orbit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epoch_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perihelion_and_aphelion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semi-major_and_semi-minor_axes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_eccentricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_year_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_speed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:En-us-Jupiter.ogg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jupiter,_image_taken_by_NASA's_Hubble_Space_Telescope,_June_2019_-_Edited.jpg
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Mean anomaly 

20.020°[3]Inclination 

 1.303° to ecliptic 

 6.09° to Sun's equator 

 0.32° to invariable plane 

Longitude of ascending node 

100.464° 

Argument of perihelion 

273.867°[3]Known satellites79 (as of 2018)[5]Physical characteristics  

Mean radius 

69,911 km (43,441 mi)  

Equatorial radius 

 71,492 km (44,423 mi)  

 11.209 Earths 

Polar radius 

 66,854 km (41,541 mi)  

 10.517 Earths 

Flattening0.06487 

Surface area 

 6.1419×1010 km2 (2.3714×1010 sq mi)  

 121.9 Earths 

Volume 

 1.4313×1015 km3 (3.434×1014 cu mi)  

 1,321 Earths 

Mass 

 1.8982×1027 kg (4.1848×1027 lb) 

 317.8 Earths 

 1/1047 Sun[8] 

Mean density 

1,326 kg/m3 (2,235 lb/cu yd)  

Surface gravity 

24.79 m/s2 (81.3 ft/s2)  

2.528 g 

Moment of inertia factor 

0.2756±0.0006 

Escape velocity 

59.5 km/s (37.0 mi/s)  

Sidereal rotation period 

9.925 hours (9 h 55 m 30 s) 

Equatorial rotation velocity 

12.6 km/s (7.8 mi/s; 45,000 km/h) 

Axial tilt 

3.13° (to orbit) 

North pole right ascension 

268.057°;  17h 52m 14s 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_anomaly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-VSOP87-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-VSOP87-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecliptic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invariable_plane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longitude_of_the_ascending_node
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_of_periapsis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-VSOP87-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_satellite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_satellite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-79moons-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographical_pole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flattening
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spheroid#Surface_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-ssd-constants-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_gravity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metre_per_second_squared
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foot_per_second_squared
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G-force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_of_inertia_factor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escape_velocity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotation_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_ascension
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North pole declination 

64.495°Albedo0.503 (Bond)  

0.538 (geometric)  

Surface temp. min mean max 

1 bar level  165 K (−108 °C)  

0.1 bar  112 K (−161 °C)  

Apparent magnitude 

−2.94[13] to −1.66[13] 

Angular diameter 

29.8″ to 50.1″Atmosphere[6] 

Surface pressure 

20–200 kPa;[16] 70 kPa[17] 

Scale height 

27 km (17 mi)Composition by volumeby volume: 

89%±2.0% hydrogen (H 

2) 

10%±2.0% helium (He) 

0.3%±0.1% methane (CH 

4) 

0.026%±0.004% ammonia (NH 

3) 

0.0028%±0.001% hydrogen deuteride (HD) 

0.0006%±0.0002% ethane (C 

2H 

6) 

0.0004%±0.0004% water (H 

2O) 

Ices: 

 ammonia (NH 

3) 

 water (H 

2O) 

 ammonium hydrosulfide (NH 

4SH) 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Update: 2019 

*** 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometric_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelvin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celsius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelvin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celsius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apparent_magnitude
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-Mallama_and_Hilton-16
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-Mallama_and_Hilton-16
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angular_diameter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-fact-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_pressure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pascal_(unit)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter#cite_note-20
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale_height
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_chemistry#Atmospheric_composition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_deuteride
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_(molecule)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_(molecule)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonium_hydrosulfide
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04. MARS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun and the second-smallest planet in the Solar System after Mercury. In English, 
Mars carries a name of the Roman god of war, and is often referred to as the "Red Planet" because the reddish iron 
oxide prevalent on its surface gives it a reddish appearance that is distinctive among the astronomical bodies visible to 
the naked eye. Mars is a terrestrial planet with a thin atmosphere, having surface features reminiscent both of 
the impact craters of the Moon and the valleys, deserts, and polar ice caps of Earth. 

The rotational period and seasonal cycles of Mars are likewise similar to those of Earth, as is the tilt that produces the 
seasons. Mars is the site of Olympus Mons, the largest volcano and second-highest known mountain in the Solar 
System, and of Valles Marineris, one of the largest canyons in the Solar System. The smooth Borealis basin in the 
northern hemisphere covers 40% of the planet and may be a giant impact feature. Mars has 
two moons, Phobos and Deimos, which are small and irregularly shaped. These may be captured asteroids, similar 
to 5261 Eureka, a Mars trojan. 

There are ongoing investigations assessing the past habitability potential of Mars, as well as the possibility of extant 
life. Future astrobiology missions are planned, including the Mars 2020 and ExoMars rovers. Liquid water cannot exist 
on the surface of Mars due to low atmospheric pressure, which is less than 1% of the Earth's, except at the lowest 
elevations for short periods. The two polar ice caps appear to be made largely of water. The volume of water ice in the 
south polar ice cap, if melted, would be sufficient to cover the entire planetary surface to a depth of 11 meters 
(36 ft). In November 2016, NASA reported finding a large amount of underground ice in the Utopia Planitiaregion of 
Mars. The volume of water detected has been estimated to be equivalent to the volume of water in Lake Superior.  

Mars can easily be seen from Earth with the naked eye, as can its reddish coloring. Its apparent magnitude reaches 
−2.94, which is surpassed only by Jupiter, Venus, the Moon, and the Sun. Optical ground-based telescopes are typically 
limited to resolving features about 300 kilometers (190 mi) across when Earth and Mars are closest because of Earth's 
atmosphere.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron(III)_oxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron(III)_oxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars_surface_color
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrestrial_planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmosphere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impact_crater
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polar_ice_caps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotational_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olympus_Mons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volcano
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tallest_mountains_in_the_Solar_System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tallest_mountains_in_the_Solar_System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valles_Marineris
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Borealis_basin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moons_of_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phobos_(moon)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deimos_(moon)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asteroid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5261_Eureka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars_trojan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_habitability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_on_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_on_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars_2020
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ExoMars_rover
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_on_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NASA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_on_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utopia_Planitia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Superior
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apparent_magnitude
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venus
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Mars  

 

Pictured in natural color in 2007[a] 

Designations 

Pronunciation /ˈmɑːrz/ ( listen) 

Adjectives Martian 

Orbital characteristics[2]
 

Epoch J2000 

Aphelion  249200000 km 

(154800000 mi; 1.666 AU) 

Perihelion  206700000 km 

(128400000 mi; 1.382 AU) 

Semi-major axis  

227939200 km 

(141634900 mi;1.523679 AU) 

Eccentricity 0.0934 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/English
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/83/En-us-Mars.ogg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_adjectivals_and_demonyms_of_astronomical_bodies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osculating_orbit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osculating_orbit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epoch_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perihelion_and_aphelion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perihelion_and_aphelion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semi-major_and_semi-minor_axes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_eccentricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mars_symbol.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:OSIRIS_Mars_true_color.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:En-us-Mars.ogg
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Orbital period 

686.971 d 

(1.88082 yr; 668.5991 sols) 

Synodic period 

779.96 d 

(2.1354 yr) 

Average orbital speed 
24.007 km/s 

(86430 km/h; 53700 mph) 

Inclination 

 1.850° to ecliptic; 

 5.65° the Sun's equator; 

 1.67° to invariable plane[1] 

Longitude of 

ascending node 

49.558° 

Argument of perihelion 

286.502° 

Satellites 2 

Physical characteristics 

Mean radius 
3389.5 ± 0.2 km[b] [3] 

(2106.1 ± 0.1 mi) 

Equatorial radius 
3396.2 ± 0.1 km[b] [3] 

(2110.3 ± 0.1 mi; 0.533 Earths) 

Polar radius 
3376.2 ± 0.1 km[b] [3] 

(2097.9 ± 0.1 mi; 0.531 Earths) 

Flattening  0.00589±0.00015 

Surface area  

144798500 km2[4] 

(55907000 sq mi; 0.284 Earths) 

Volume  1.6318×1011 km3[5] 

(0.151 Earths) 

Mass 6.4171×1023 kg[6] 

(0.107 Earths) 

Mean density 
3.9335 g/cm3[5] 

(0.1421 lb/cu in) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timekeeping_on_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_speed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_inclination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecliptic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invariable_plane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invariable_plane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longitude_of_the_ascending_node
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longitude_of_the_ascending_node
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_of_periapsis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_satellite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moons_of_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-best-fit_ellipsoid-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-Seidelmann2007-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-best-fit_ellipsoid-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-Seidelmann2007-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographical_pole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-best-fit_ellipsoid-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-Seidelmann2007-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flattening
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spheroid#Surface_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-lodders1998-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-konopliv2011-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-lodders1998-7
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Surface gravity  

3.72076 m/s2[7] 

(12.2072 ft/s2; 0.3794 g) 

Moment of inertia factor 

0.3662±0.0017[8] 

Escape velocity 

5.027 km/s 

(18100 km/h; 11250 mph) 

Sidereal rotation period 
1.025957 d 

 24h 37m 22s[5] 

Equatorial 

rotation velocity 

241.17 m/s 

(868.22 km/h; 539.49 mph) 

Axial tilt 

25.19° to its orbital plane[9] 

North pole right 

ascension 

317.68143° 

 21h 10m 44s 

North pole declination 
52.88650° 

Albedo  0.170 geometric[10] 

 0.25 Bond[9] 

Surface temp. min mean max 

Kelvin  130 K 210 K[9] 308 K 

Celsius  −143 °C[12] −63 °C 35 °C[13] 

Fahrenheit  −226 °F[12] −82 °F 95 °F[13] 
 

Apparent magnitude  

−2.94 to +1.86[11] 

Angular diameter 

3.5–25.1″[9] 

Atmosphere[9][14] 

Surface pressure 
0.636 (0.4–0.87) kPa 

0.00628 atm 

Composition by volume   95.97% carbon dioxide 

 1.93% argon 

 1.89% nitrogen 

 0.146% oxygen 

 0.0557% carbon monoxide 

Source: Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_gravity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-Hirt2012-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G-force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_of_inertia_factor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-Folkner1997-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escape_velocity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotation_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-lodders1998-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-nssdc-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_ascension
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_ascension
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometric_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometric_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond_albedo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelvin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-nssdc-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celsius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-cold-14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-hot-15
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fahrenheit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-cold-14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-hot-15
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apparent_magnitude
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-Mallama_and_Hilton-13
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angular_diameter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-nssdc-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-nssdc-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars#cite_note-nssdc-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_pressure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pascal_(unit)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_chemistry#Atmospheric_composition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_monoxide
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Year - 2019 

*** 

05. MERCURY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mercury is the smallest and innermost planet in the Solar System. Its orbital period around the Sun of 87.97 days is the 
shortest of all the planets in the Solar System. It is named after the Roman deity Mercury, the messenger of the gods. 

Like Venus, Mercury orbits the Sun within Earth's orbit as an inferior planet, and never exceeds 28° away from the Sun 
when viewed from Earth. This proximity to the Sun means the planet can only be seen near the western or eastern 
horizon during the early evening or early morning. At this time it may appear as a bright star-like object, but is often far 
more difficult to observe than Venus. The planet telescopically displays the complete range of phases, similar to Venus 
and the Moon, as it moves in its inner orbit relative to Earth, which reoccurs over the so-called synodic 
periodapproximately every 116 days. 

Mercury is tidally locked with the Sun in a 3:2 spin-orbit resonance, and rotates in a way that is unique in the Solar 
System. As seen relative to the fixed stars, it rotates on its axis exactly three times for every two revolutions it makes 
around the Sun. As seen from the Sun, in a frame of reference that rotates with the orbital motion, it appears to rotate 
only once every two Mercurian years. An observer on Mercury would therefore see only one day every two Mercurian 
years. 

Mercury's axis has the smallest tilt of any of the Solar System's planets (about 1⁄30 degree). Its orbital eccentricity is the 
largest of all known planets in the Solar System;[b] at perihelion, Mercury's distance from the Sun is only about two-
thirds (or 66%) of its distance at aphelion. Mercury's surface appears heavily cratered and is similar in appearance to 
the Moon's, indicating that it has been geologically inactive for billions of years. Having almost no atmosphere to retain 
heat, it has surface temperatures that vary diurnally more than on any other planet in the Solar System, ranging from 
100 K (−173 °C; −280 °F) at night to 700 K (427 °C; 800 °F) during the day across the equatorial regions. The polar 
regions are constantly below 180 K (−93 °C; −136 °F). The planet has no known natural satellites. 

Two spacecraft have visited Mercury: Mariner 10 flew by in 1974 and 1975; and MESSENGER, launched in 2004, orbited 
Mercury over 4,000 times in four years before exhausting its fuel and crashing into the planet's surface on April 30, 
2015. The BepiColombo spacecraft is planned to arrive at Mercury in 2025. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_mythology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inferior_and_superior_planets
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_phase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synodic_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synodic_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tidal_locking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_resonance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fixed_stars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frame_of_reference
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_eccentricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-dwarf_planet-18
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perihelion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aphelion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_satellite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariner_10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MESSENGER
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BepiColombo
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Mercury  

 

Imaged in enhanced color by MESSENGER in 2008 

Designations 

Pronunciation /ˈmɜːrkjʊri/ ( listen) 

Adjectives  Mercurian,[1] mercurial[2] 

Orbital characteristics[5]
 

Epoch J2000 

Aphelion  

 0.466 697 AU 

 69,816,900 km 

Perihelion  0.307 499 AU 

 46,001,200 km 

Semi-major axis  0.387 098 AU 

 57,909,050 km 

Eccentricity 0.205 630[3] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MESSENGER
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/English
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bb/En-us-Mercury.ogg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_adjectivals_and_demonyms_of_astronomical_bodies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-webster-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osculating_orbit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osculating_orbit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epoch_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perihelion_and_aphelion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomical_unit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perihelion_and_aphelion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semi-major_and_semi-minor_axes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_eccentricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-fact-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mercury_symbol.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mercury_in_color_-_Prockter07-edit1.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:En-us-Mercury.ogg
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Orbital period  87.969 1 d 

 0.240 846 yr 

 0.5 Mercury solar day 

Synodic period 115.88 d[3] 

Average orbital speed 47.362 km/s[3] 

Mean anomaly 174.796° 

Inclination  7.005° to ecliptic 

 3.38° to Sun's equator 

 6.34° to invariable plane[4] 

Longitude of 

ascending node 

48.331° 

Argument of perihelion 29.124° 

Satellites None 

Physical characteristics 

Mean diameter 4880 km 

Mean radius  2,439.7±1.0 km[6][7] 

 0.3829 Earths 

Flattening 0[7] 

Surface area  7.48×107 km2[6] 

 0.147 Earths 

Volume  6.083×1010 km3[6] 

 0.056 Earths 

Mass  3.3011×1023 kg[8] 

 0.055 Earths 

Mean density 5.427 g/cm3[6] 

Surface gravity  3.7 m/s2 

 0.38 g[6] 

Moment of inertia 

factor 

0.346±0.014[9] 

Escape velocity 4.25 km/s[6] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_year_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-fact-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_speed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-fact-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_anomaly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_inclination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecliptic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invariable_plane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invariable_plane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longitude_of_the_ascending_node
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longitude_of_the_ascending_node
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_of_periapsis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_satellite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-nasa-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-nasa-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flattening
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-Seidelmann2007-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spheroid#Surface_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-nasa-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-nasa-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-Mazarico2014-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-nasa-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_gravity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G-force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G-force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_of_inertia_factor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_of_inertia_factor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-Margot2012-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escape_velocity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)#cite_note-nasa-6
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Sidereal rotation 

period 
 58.646 d 

 1407.5 h[6] 

Equatorial 

rotation velocity 
10.892 km/h (3.026 m/s) 

Axial tilt 2.04′ ± 0.08′ (to orbit)[9] 

(0.034°)[3] 

North pole right 

ascension 
  18h 44m 2s 

 281.01°[3] 

North pole declination 61.45°[3] 

Albedo   0.088 (Bond)[10] 

 0.142 (geom.)[11] 

Surface temp. min mean max 

0°N, 0°W [12] 100 K 340 K 700 K 

85°N, 0°W[12] 80 K 200 K 380 K 
 

Apparent magnitude −2.48 to +7.25[13] 

Angular diameter 4.5–13″[3] 

Atmosphere[14] 

Surface pressure trace (≲ 0.5 nPa) 

Composition by 

volume  

 42% molecular oxygen 

 29.0% sodium 

 22.0% hydrogen 

 6.0% helium 

 0.5% potassium 

 Trace amounts 

of argon, nitrogen, carbon 

dioxide, water vapor, xenon, krypton, 

and neon 

Source: Wikipedia 

Year - 2019 

*** 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_chemistry#Atmospheric_composition
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neon
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06 NEPTUNE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neptune is the eighth and farthest known planet from the Sun in the Solar System. In the Solar System, it is the fourth-
largest planet by diameter, the third-most-massive planet, and the densest giant planet. Neptune is 17 times the mass 
of Earth, slightly more massive than its near-twin Uranus. Neptune is denser and physically smaller than Uranus 
because its greater mass causes more gravitational compression of its atmosphere. Neptune orbits the Sun once every 
164.8 years at an average distance of 30.1 AU (4.5 billion km). It is named after the Roman god of the sea and has 

the astronomical symbol ♆, a stylised version of the god Neptune's trident. 

Neptune is not visible to the unaided eye and is the only planet in the Solar System found by mathematical prediction 
rather than by empirical observation. Unexpected changes in the orbit of Uranus led Alexis Bouvard to deduce that its 
orbit was subject to gravitational perturbation by an unknown planet. Neptune was subsequently observed with a 
telescope on 23 September 1846[1] by Johann Galle within a degree of the position predicted by Urbain Le Verrier. Its 
largest moon, Triton, was discovered shortly thereafter, though none of the planet's remaining known 13 moons were 
located telescopically until the 20th century. The planet's distance from Earth gives it a very small apparent size, 
making it challenging to study with Earth-based telescopes. Neptune was visited by Voyager 2, when it flew by the 
planet on 25 August 1989.[14] The advent of the Hubble Space Telescope and large ground-based 
telescopes with adaptive optics has recently allowed for additional detailed observations from afar. 

Like Jupiter and Saturn, Neptune's atmosphere is composed primarily of hydrogen and helium, along with traces 
of hydrocarbons and possibly nitrogen, though it contains a higher proportion of "ices" such as water, ammonia, 
and methane. However, similar to Uranus, its interior is primarily composed of ices and rock; Uranus and Neptune are 
normally considered "ice giants" to emphasise this distinction. Traces of methane in the outermost regions in part 
account for the planet's blue appearance.  

In contrast to the hazy, relatively featureless atmosphere of Uranus, Neptune's atmosphere has active and visible 
weather patterns. For example, at the time of the Voyager 2 flyby in 1989, the planet's southern hemisphere had 
a Great Dark Spot comparable to the Great Red Spot on Jupiter. These weather patterns are driven by the strongest 
sustained winds of any planet in the Solar System, with recorded wind speeds as high as 2,100 km/h (580 m/s; 
1,300 mph). Because of its great distance from the Sun, Neptune's outer atmosphere is one of the coldest places in the 
Solar System, with temperatures at its cloud tops approaching 55 K (−218 °C; −361 °F). Temperatures at the planet's 
centre are approximately 5,400 K (5,100 °C; 9,300 °F). Neptune has a faint and fragmented ring system (labelled "arcs"), 
which was discovered in 1984, then later confirmed by Voyager 2.  
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Neptune  

 

The Great Dark Spot and its companion bright smudge; 

on the west limb the fast moving bright feature called 

Scooter and the little dark spot are visible 

Discovery[1] 

Discovered by 

 Johann Galle 

 Urbain Le Verrier 

Discovery date 23 September 1846 

Designations 

Pronunciation /ˈnɛptjuːn/ ( listen)[2] 

Adjectives  Neptunian 

Orbital characteristics[6][a]
 

Epoch J2000 

Aphelion  30.33 AU (4.54 billion km) 

Perihelion 29.81 AU (4.46 billion km) 

Semi-major axis 30.11 AU (4.50 billion km) 

Eccentricity 0.009456 

Orbital period  164.8 yr 

 60,182 days 

 89,666 Neptunian solar 

days[3] 

Synodic period 367.49 days[4] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Dark_Spot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-Hamilton-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_minor_planet_discoverers
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-barycentre-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epoch_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perihelion_and_aphelion
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_eccentricity
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_year_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-planet_years-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-fact-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Neptune_symbol.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Neptune_Full.jpg
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Average orbital speed 5.43 km/s[4] 

Mean anomaly 256.228° 

Inclination 1.767975° to ecliptic  

6.43° to Sun's equator  

0.72° to invariable plane[5] 

Longitude of 

ascending node 

131.784° 

Argument of 

perihelion 

276.336° 

Known satellites 14 

Physical characteristics 

Mean radius 24,622±19 km[7][b] 

Equatorialradius 24,764±15 km[7][b]  

3.883 Earths 

Polar radius 24,341±30 km[7][b]  

3.829 Earths 

Flattening 0.0171±0.0013 

Surface area 7.6183×109 km2[8][b]  

14.98 Earths 

Volume 6.254×1013 km3[4][b]  

57.74 Earths 

Mass 1.02413×1026 kg[4]  

17.147 Earths  

5.15×10−5 Suns 

Mean density 1.638 g/cm3[4][c] 

Surface gravity 11.15 m/s2[4][b]  

1.14 g 

Moment of inertia 

factor 

0.23[9] (estimate) 

Escape velocity 23.5 km/s[4][b] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_speed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-fact-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_anomaly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_inclination
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invariable_plane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invariable_plane
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographical_pole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-Seidelmann_Archinal_A'hearn_et_al._2007-8
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spheroid#Surface_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-fact2-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-fact2-10
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-fact-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-fact-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune#cite_note-fact-4
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acceleration
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Sidereal rotation 

period 
0.6713 day[4]  

16 h 6 min 36 s 

Equatorial 

rotation velocity 
2.68 km/s (9,650 km/h) 

Axial tilt 28.32° (to orbit)[4] 

North pole right 

ascension 
 19h 57m 20s[7]  

299.3° 

North pole declination 42.950°[7] 

Albedo  0.290 (bond)[10]  

0.442 (geom.)[11] 

Surface temp. min mean max 

1 bar level  72 K (−201 °C)[4]  

0.1 bar 

(10 kPa) 

 55 K (−218 °C)[4]  

 

Apparent magnitude 7.67[12] to 8.00[12] 

Angular diameter 2.2–2.4″[4][13] 

Atmosphere[4] 

Scale height 19.7±0.6 km 

Composition by 

volume  

 

 Gases: 

 80%±3.2% hydrogen (H 

2) 

 19%±3.2% helium (He) 

 1.5%±0.5% methane (CH 

4) 

 ~0.019% hydrogen 

deuteride (HD) 

 ~0.00015% ethane (C 

2H 

6) 

 Ices: 
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 ammonia (NH 

3) 

 water (H 

2O) 

 ammonium hydrosulfide (NH 

4SH) 

 methane ice (?) (CH 

4 · 5.75H2O 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Year - 2019 

 

*** 
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06. PLUTO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pluto (minor planet designation: 134340 Pluto) is a dwarf planet in the Kuiper belt, a ring of bodies beyond Neptune. It 
was the first Kuiper belt object to be discovered and is the largest known plutoid (or ice dwarf). 

Pluto was discovered by Clyde Tombaugh in 1930 and was originally considered to be the ninth planet from the Sun. 
After 1992, its status as a planet was questioned following the discovery of several objects of similar size in the Kuiper 
belt. In 2005, Eris, a dwarf planet in the scattered disc which is 27% more massive than Pluto, was discovered. This led 
the International Astronomical Union (IAU) to define the term "planet" formally in 2006, during their 26th General 
Assembly. That definition excluded Pluto and reclassified it as a dwarf planet. 

Pluto is the largest and second-most-massive (after Eris) known dwarf planet in the Solar System, and the ninth-largest 
and tenth-most-massive known object directly orbiting the Sun. It is the largest known trans-Neptunian object by 
volume but is less massive than Eris. Like other Kuiper belt objects, Pluto is primarily made of ice and rock and is 
relatively small—about one-sixth the mass of the Moon and one-third its volume. It has a moderately eccentric and 
inclined orbit during which it ranges from 30 to 49 astronomical units or AU (4.4–7.4 billion km) from the Sun. This 
means that Plutoperiodically comes closer to the Sun than Neptune, but a stable orbital resonance with Neptune 
prevents them from colliding. Light from the Sun takes about 5.5 hours to reach Pluto at its average distance (39.5 AU). 

Pluto has five known moons: Charon (the largest, with a diameter just over half that of Pluto), Styx, Nix, Kerberos, 
and Hydra. Pluto and Charon are sometimes considered a binary system because the barycenter of their orbits does 
not lie within either body. 

The New Horizons spacecraft performed a flyby of Pluto on July 14, 2015, becoming the first ever spacecraft to do so. 
During its brief flyby, New Horizons made detailed measurements and observations of Pluto and its moons. In 
September 2016, astronomers announced that the reddish-brown cap of the north pole of Charon is composed 
of tholins, organicmacromolecules that may be ingredients for the emergence of life, and produced 
from methane, nitrogen and other gases released from the atmosphere of Pluto and transferred about 19,000 km 
(12,000 mi) to the orbiting moon. 
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Pluto  

 

Northern hemisphere of Pluto in true color[a] 

Discovery 

Discovered by Clyde W. Tombaugh 

Discovery date February 18, 1930 

Designations 

MPC designation (134340) Pluto 

Pronunciation /ˈpluːtoʊ/ ( listen) 

Named after 
Pluto 

Minor planet category 

 Dwarf planet 

 Trans-Neptunian object 

 Plutoid 

 Kuiper belt object 

 Plutino 

Adjectives Plutonian 

Orbital characteristics[3][b]
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluto#cite_note-caption-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_minor_planet_discoverers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clyde_Tombaugh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minor_planet_designation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/English
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/25/En-us-Pluto.ogg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluto_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minor_planet#Populations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dwarf_planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-Neptunian_object
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plutoid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuiper_belt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plutino
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pluto_symbol.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pluto_in_True_Color_-_High-Res.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:En-us-Pluto.ogg
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Epoch J2000 

Earliest precovery date August 20, 1909 

Aphelion  49.305 AU 

 (7.37593 billion km) 

 February 2114 

Perihelion  29.658 AU 

 (4.43682 billion km)[1] 

 (September 5, 1989)[2] 

Semi-major axis  39.48 AU 

 (5.90638 billion km) 

Eccentricity 0.2488 

Orbital period  248.00 years[1] 

 90,560 d[1] 

Synodic period 

366.73 days[1] 

Average orbital speed 
4.67 km/s[1] 

Mean anomaly 

14.53 deg 

Inclination  17.16° 

 (11.88° to Sun's equator) 

Longitude of ascending node 

110.299° 

Argument of perihelion 

113.834° 

Known satellites 5 

Physical characteristics 

Mean radius  1,188.3±1.6 km[4][5] 

 0.1868 Earths 

Flattening <1%[6] 

Surface area  1.779×107 km2[c] 

 0.035 Earths 

Volume  (7.057±0.004)×109 km3[d] 

 0.00651 Earths 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epoch_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precovery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perihelion_and_aphelion
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluto#cite_note-jpl-ssd-horizons-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semi-major_and_semi-minor_axes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_eccentricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_period
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Mass  (1.303±0.003)×1022 kg[6] 

 0.00218 Earths 

 0.177 Moons 

Mean density 
1.854±0.006 g/cm3[4][6] 

Surface gravity  0.620 m/s2[e] 

 0.063 g 

Escape velocity 

1.212 km/s[f] 

Sidereal rotation period  6.387230 d 

 6 d, 9 h, 17 m, 36 s 

Equatorial rotation velocity 
47.18 km/h 

Axial tilt 

122.53° (to orbit)[1] 

North pole right ascension 
132.993°[7] 

North pole declination 
−6.163°[7] 

Albedo 0.49 to 0.66 (geometric, varies by 35%)[1][8] 

Surface temp. min mean max 

Kelvin 33 K 44 K (−229 °C) 55 K 
 

Apparent magnitude 

13.65[1] to 16.3[9]  

(mean is 15.1)[1] 

Absolute magnitude (H) 

−0.7[10] 

Angular diameter 

0.06″ to 0.11″[1][g] 

Atmosphere 

Surface pressure 
1.0 Pa (2015)[6][12] 

Composition by volume Nitrogen, methane, carbon monoxide[11] 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Year – 2019 

*** 
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07. SATURN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun and the second-largest in the Solar System, after Jupiter. It is a gas giant with an 
average radius about nine times that of Earth.[13][14] It has only one-eighth the average density of Earth, but with its 
larger volume Saturn is over 95 times more massive. Saturn is named after the Roman god of agriculture; 

its astronomical symbol (♄) represents the god's sickle. 

Saturn's interior is probably composed of a core of iron–nickel and rock (silicon and oxygen compounds). This core is 
surrounded by a deep layer of metallic hydrogen, an intermediate layer of liquid hydrogen and liquid helium, and 
finally a gaseous outer layer. Saturn has a pale yellow hue due to ammonia crystals in its upper atmosphere. Electrical 
current within the metallic hydrogen layer is thought to give rise to Saturn's planetary magnetic field, which is weaker 
than Earth's, but has a magnetic moment 580 times that of Earth due to Saturn's larger size. Saturn's magnetic field 
strength is around one-twentieth of Jupiter's. The outer atmosphere is generally bland and lacking in contrast, although 
long-lived features can appear. Wind speeds on Saturn can reach 1,800 km/h (1,100 mph; 500 m/s), higher than on 
Jupiter, but not as high as those on Neptune. In January 2019, astronomers reported that a day on the 
planet Saturn has been determined to be  10h 33m 38s + 1m 52s 

− 1
m

 19
s , based on studies of the planet's C Ring.  

The planet's most famous feature is its prominent ring system that is composed mostly of ice particles, with a smaller 
amount of rocky debris and dust. At least 62 moons are known to orbit Saturn, of which 53 are officially named. This 
does not include the hundreds of moonlets in the rings. Titan, Saturn's largest moon, and the second-largest in the 
Solar System, is larger than the planet Mercury, although less massive, and is the only moon in the Solar System to 
have a substantial atmosphere.  
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Saturn  

 

Pictured in natural color approaching equinox, photographed by Cassini in 

July 2008; the dot in the bottom left corner is Titan 

Designations 

Pronunciation /ˈsætərn/ ( listen)[1] 

Named after 
Saturn 

Adjectives Saturnian, Cronian 

Orbital characteristics[5]
 

Epoch J2000.0 

Aphelion 1,514.50 million km (10.1238 AU) 

Perihelion 1,352.55 million km (9.0412 AU) 

Semi-major axis 

1,433.53 million km (9.5826 AU) 

Eccentricity 0.0565 

Orbital period 

 29.4571 yr 

 10,759.22 d 

 24,491.07 Saturnian solar days[2] 

Synodic period 

378.09 days 
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Average orbital speed 
9.68 km/s (6.01 mi/s) 

Mean anomaly 

317.020°[3] 

Inclination  2.485° to ecliptic[3] 

 5.51° to Sun's equator[3] 

 0.93° to invariable plane[4] 

Longitude of 

ascending node 

113.665° 

Argument of perihelion 

339.392°[3] 

Known satellites 62 with formal designations; innumerable 

additional moonlets.[5] 

Physical characteristics[5] 

Mean radius 
58,232 km (36,184 mi)[a] 

Equatorialradius  60,268 km (37,449 mi)[a] 

 9.449 Earths 

Polar radius  54,364 km (33,780 mi)[a] 

 8.552 Earths 

Flattening 0.09796 

Surface area  4.27×1010 km2(1.65×1010 sq mi)[6][a] 

 83.703 Earths 

Volume  8.2713×1014 km3(1.9844×1014 cu mi)[a] 

 763.59 Earths 

Mass  5.6834×1026 kg 

 95.159 Earths 

Mean density 
0.687 g/cm3 (0.0248 lb/cu in)[b](less than water) 

Surface gravity  10.44 m/s2 (34.3 ft/s2)[a] 

 1.065 g 

Moment of inertia factor 

0.210 I/MR2 estimate 

Escape velocity 

35.5 km/s (22.1 mi/s)[a] 

Sidereal rotation period 
 10h 33m 38s + 1m 52s 

− 1
m

 19
s [7][8] 
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Equatorial 

rotation velocity 

9.87 km/s (6.13 mi/s; 35,500 km/h)[a] 

Axial tilt 

26.73° (to orbit) 

North pole right 

ascension 

40.589°;  2h 42m 21s 

North pole declination 
83.537° 

Albedo  0.342 (Bond)[9] 

 0.499 (geometric)[10] 

Surface temp. min mean max 

1 bar  134 K (−139 °C)  

0.1 bar  84 K (−189 °C)  
 

Apparent magnitude 

−0.55[11] to +1.17[11] 

Angular diameter 

14.5″ to 20.1″ (excludes rings) 

Atmosphere[5] 

Surface pressure 
140 kPa[12] 

Scale height 

59.5 km (37.0 mi) 

Composition by volume by volume: 

96.3%±2.4% hydrogen(H 

2) 

3.25%±2.4% helium(He) 

0.45%±0.2% methane(CH 

4) 

0.0125%±0.0075% ammonia(NH 

3) 

0.0110%±0.0058% hydrogen deuteride(HD) 

0.0007%±0.00015% ethane(C 

2H 

6) 

Ices: 

 ammonia (NH 

3) 

 water (H 

2O) 

 ammonium hydrosulfide (NH 

4SH) 

Source: Wikipedia 
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Year - 2019 

*** 

08. SUN 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Sun is the star at the center of the Solar System. It is a nearly perfect sphere of hot plasma, with 
internal convective motion that generates a magnetic field via a dynamo process. It is by far the most important source 
of energy for life on Earth. Its diameter is about 1.39 million kilometers (864,000 miles), or 109 times that of Earth, 
and its mass is about 330,000 times that of Earth. It accounts for about 99.86% of the total mass of the Solar System. 
Roughly three quarters of the Sun's mass consists of hydrogen (~73%); the rest is mostly helium (~25%), with much 
smaller quantities of heavier elements, including oxygen, carbon, neon, and iron.[19] 

The Sun is a G-type main-sequence star (G2V) based on its spectral class. As such, it is informally and not completely 
accurately referred to as a yellow dwarf (its light is closer to white than yellow). It formed approximately 4.6 billion 
years ago from the gravitational collapse of matter within a region of a large molecular cloud. Most of this matter 
gathered in the center, whereas the rest flattened into an orbiting disk that became the Solar System. The central mass 
became so hot and dense that it eventually initiated nuclear fusion in its core. It is thought that almost all stars form by 
this process. 

The Sun is roughly middle-aged; it has not changed dramatically for more than four billion years, and will remain fairly 
stable for more than another five billion years. It currently fuses about 600 million tons of hydrogen into helium every 
second, converting 4 million tons of matter into energy every second as a result. This energy, which can take between 
10,000 and 170,000 years to escape from its core, is the source of the Sun's light and heat. In about 5 billion years, 
when hydrogen fusion in its core has diminished to the point at which the Sun is no longer in hydrostatic equilibrium, 
its core will undergo a marked increase in density and temperature while its outer layers expand to eventually become 
a red giant. It is calculated that the Sun will become sufficiently large to engulf the current orbits 
of Mercury and Venus, and render Earth uninhabitable. After this, it will shed its outer layers and become a dense type 
of cooling star known as a white dwarf, and no longer produce energy by fusion, but still glow and give off heat from its 
previous fusion. 

The enormous effect of the Sun on Earth has been recognized since prehistoric times, and the Sun has been regarded 
by some cultures as a deity. The synodic rotation of Earth and its orbit around the Sun are the basis of solar calendars, 
one of which is the predominant calendar in use today. 
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Sun  

 

Sun with sunspots and limb darkening as seen in visible light with solar filter. 

False-color photo of the Sun as seen in ultraviolet light (wavelength of 30.4 

nm) 

Observation data 

Mean distance 

from Earth 

1 au ≈ 1.496×108 km[1] 

8 min 19 s at light speed 

Visual brightness (V) −26.74[2] 

Absolute magnitude 4.83[2] 

Spectral classification G2V[3] 

Metallicity Z = 0.0122[4] 

Angular size 31.6–32.7 minutes of arc[5] 

Adjectives Solar 

Orbital characteristics 

Mean distance ≈ 2.7×1017 km 
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from Milky Way core 27,200 light-years 

Galactic period 

(2.25–2.50)×108 yr 

Velocity ≈ 220 km/s (orbit around the center of the Milky 

Way)  

≈ 20 km/s (relative to average velocity of other 

stars in stellar neighborhood)  

≈ 370 km/s[6] (relative to the cosmic microwave 

background) 

Physical characteristics 

Equatorial radius 695,700 km,[7] 

696,342 km[8] 

109 × Earth[9] 

Equatorial circumference 4.379×106 km[9] 

109 × Earth[9] 

Flattening 9×10−6 

Surface area 6.09×1012 km2[9] 

12,000 × Earth[9] 

Volume 1.41×1018 km3[9] 

1,300,000 × Earth 

Mass 1.9885×1030 kg[2] 

333,000 × Earth[2] 

Average density 1.408 g/cm3[2][9][10] 

0.255 × Earth[2][9] 

Center density(modeled) 162.2 g/cm3[2] 

12.4 × Earth 

Equatorial surface 

gravity 

274 m/s2[2] 

28 × Earth[9] 

Moment of inertia factor 0.070[2] (estimate) 

Escape velocity 

(from the surface) 

617.7 km/s[9] 

55 × Earth[9] 

Temperature Center (modeled): 1.57×107 K[2] 

Photosphere (effective): 5,772 K[2] 

Corona: ≈ 5×106 K 
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Luminosity(Lsol) 3.828×1026 W[2] 

≈ 3.75×1028 lm 

≈ 98 lm/W efficacy 

Color (B-V) 0.63 

Mean radiance (Isol) 2.009×107 W·m−2·sr−1 

Age ≈ 4.6 billion years[11][12] 

Rotation characteristics 

Obliquity 7.25°[2] 

(to the ecliptic) 

67.23° 

(to the galactic plane) 

Right ascension 

of North pole[13] 

286.13° 

19 h 4 min 30 s 

Declination 

of North pole 

+63.87° 

63° 52' North 

Sidereal rotation period  

(at equator) 

25.05 d[2] 

(at 16° latitude) 25.38 d[2] 

25 d 9 h 7 min 12 s[13] 

(at poles) 34.4 d[2] 

Rotation velocity 

(at equator) 

7.189×103 km/h[9] 

Photospheric composition (by mass) 

Hydrogen  73.46%[14] 

Helium 24.85% 

Oxygen 0.77% 

Carbon 0.29% 

Iron 0.16% 

Neon 0.12% 

Nitrogen 0.09% 

Silicon 0.07% 

Magnesium 0.05% 

Sulfur 0.04% 
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Source: Wikipedia 

Year - 2019 

*** 

 

09. VENUS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Venus is the second planet from the Sun, orbiting it every 224.7 Earth days. It has the longest rotation period (243 
days) of any planet in the Solar System and rotates in the opposite direction to most other planets (meaning the Sun 
rises in the west and sets in the east). It does not have any natural satellites. It is named after the Roman goddess of 
love and beauty. It is the second-brightest natural object in the night sky after the Moon, reaching an apparent 
magnitude of −4.6 – bright enough to cast shadows at night and, rarely, visible to the naked eye in broad daylight. 
Orbiting within Earth's orbit, Venus is an inferior planet and never appears to venture far from the Sun; its 
maximum angular distancefrom the Sun (elongation) is 47.8°. 

Venus is a terrestrial planet and is sometimes called Earth's "sister planet" because of their similar size, mass, proximity 
to the Sun, and bulk composition. It is radically different from Earth in other respects. It has the densest atmosphere of 
the four terrestrial planets, consisting of more than 96% carbon dioxide. The atmospheric pressure at the planet's 
surface is 92 times that of Earth, or roughly the pressure found 900 m (3,000 ft) underwater on Earth. Venus is by far 
the hottest planet in the Solar System, with a mean surface temperature of 735 K (462 °C; 863 °F), even 
though Mercury is closer to the Sun. Venus is shrouded by an opaque layer of highly reflective clouds of sulfuric acid, 
preventing its surface from being seen from space in visible light. It may have had water oceans in the past, but these 
would have vaporized as the temperature rose due to a runaway greenhouse effect. The water has 
probably photodissociated, and the free hydrogen has been swept into interplanetary space by the solar wind because 
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of the lack of a planetary magnetic field. Venus's surface is a dry desertscape interspersed with slab-like rocks and is 
periodically resurfaced by volcanism. 

As one of the brightest objects in the sky, Venus has been a major fixture in human culture for as long as records have 
existed. It has been made sacred to gods of many cultures, and has been a prime inspiration for writers and poets as 
the morning star and evening star. Venus was the first planet to have its motions plotted across the sky, as early as the 
second millennium BC.  

As the planet with the closest approach to Earth, Venus has been a prime target for early interplanetary exploration. It 
was the first planet beyond Earth visited by a spacecraft (Mariner 2 in 1962), and the first to be successfully landed on 
(by Venera 7 in 1970). Venus's thick clouds render observation of its surface impossible in visible light, and the first 
detailed maps did not emerge until the arrival of the Magellan orbiter in 1991. Plans have been proposed for rovers or 
more complex missions, but they are hindered by Venus's hostile surface conditions. 

 

 

Venus  

 

A real-colour image taken by Mariner 10processed 

from two filters, the surface is obscured by 

thick sulfuric acid clouds 

Designations 

Pronunciation /ˈviːnəs/ ( listen) 

Adjectives Venusian or 

(rarely) Cytherean, 

Venerean 

Orbital characteristics[3][5]
 

Epoch J2000 
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Aphelion 

 0.728213 AU 

 108,939,000 km 

Perihelion  0.718440 AU 

 107,477,000 km 

Semi-major axis  0.723332 AU 

 108,208,000 km 

Eccentricity 0.006772[2] 

Orbital period  224.701 d[3] 

 0.615198 yr 

 1.92 Venus solar day 

Synodic period 

583.92 days[3] 

Average orbital speed 
35.02 km/s 

Mean anomaly 

50.115° 

Inclination  3.39458° to ecliptic 

 3.86° to Sun's equator 

 2.19° to invariable plane[4] 

Longitude of 

ascending node 

76.680°[2] 

Argument of 

perihelion 

54.884° 

Satellites None 

Physical characteristics 

Mean radius  6,051.8±1.0 km[6] 

 0.9499 Earths 

Flattening 0[6] 

Surface area  4.6023×108 km2 

 0.902 Earths 

Volume  9.2843×1011 km3 

 0.866 Earths 

Mass  4.8675×1024 kg[7] 
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 0.815 Earths 

Mean density 
5.243 g/cm3 

Surface gravity  8.87 m/s2 

 0.904 g 

Escape velocity 

10.36 km/s (6.44 mi/s)[8] 

Sidereal rotation 

period 

−243.025 d (retrograde)[3] 

Equatorial 

rotation velocity 

6.52 km/h (1.81 m/s) 

Axial tilt 

2.64° (for retrograde rotation) 

177.36° (to orbit)[3][note 1] 

North pole right 

ascension 

  18h 11m 2s 

 272.76°[9] 

North pole declination 
67.16° 

Albedo  0.689 (geometric)[10] 

 0.76 (Bond)[11] 

Surface temp. min mean max 

Kelvin  737 K[3]  

Celsius  462 °C  

Fahrenheit  864 °F 

(462 °C) 

 

 

Apparent magnitude 

−4.92 to −2.98[12] 

Angular diameter 

9.7″–66.0″[3] 

Atmosphere 

Surface pressure 
92 bar (9.2 MPa) 
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Composition by 

volume 

 96.5% carbon dioxide 

 3.5% nitrogen 

 0.015% sulfur dioxide 

 0.007% argon 

 0.002% water vapour 

 0.0017% carbon 

monoxide 

 0.0012% helium 

 0.0007% neon 

 trace carbonyl sulfide 

 trace hydrogen chloride 

 trace hydrogen fluoride 

1. ^ Defining the rotation as retrograde, as 

done by NASA space missions and the 

USGS, puts Ishtar Terra in the northern 

hemisphere and makes the axial tilt 2.64°. 

Following the right-hand rule for prograde 

rotation puts Ishtar Terra in the southern 

hemisphere and makes the axial tilt 

177.36°. 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

Year – 2019 

 

Finally, It was declared a winner of the New 08th Macrocosm Wonder of the World (2018-19) initiative. 

 

*** 
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“Privacy Policy” 
 

Sarahu Wonders of the Universe is a global source of information and commerce services. This privacy policy 

applies to all brands and services within the 08 symbols of the Peace Family. 

Here is a link to your privacy and to comply with applicable data protection and privacy laws. This privacy 

policy ("Policy") describes how we collect and use personal data where HERE is the data controller or where 

we refer to the application ability of this policy. "Personal data" means information relating to you or another 

identifiable individual. 

We will give you additional privacy information that is specific to a product or service in this policy and 

other notices that you may use while using our products or services. If there is a difference between such 

notices and this policy, the notices must be considered first. 

Software on your device may access your information. Our nature services may contain links to, or may be 

embedded within, other companies' websites and services that have privacy policies of their own. Where our 

services are embedded to services of our visitors, this may include linking to this policy and the relevant 

supplements, or providing the transparency in integrated and embedded notices which identify us as a 

service provider or controller. 

WHAT INFORMATION DO WE COLLECT? 

We collect our personal data and other information operated (by us), take part in campaigns or research or 

otherwise interact with us.  

 

Information you provide us with 
 
We also maintain records of your consents, preferences and settings relating to, for example, location data, 

marketing and sharing of personal data. 

 

 

Personal Information 
 
We do not request any personal information or collect any information that personally identifies you or 

allows you to be personally contacted. Since we do not collect any personal information on this website, we 

do not share any personal information with any third parties nor do we use any personal information for any 

purposes. 

 

External Links 
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This site contains links to other sites. Sarahu Wonders of the Universe is not responsible for 

the privacy practices or the content of such websites. 

 

Contacting our Website 
 
If you have any questions about this privacy statement, the practices of this site, or your dealings with this 

website, you can contact us. 

 

*** 
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“ADDITIONAL TERMS AND INFORMATION” 

o No fake Evidence, fake arguments "AOWWME" does not acceptable. Because 'AOWWME' organization is a 

special part of the universe. 

o The World Record at any International Level of such Things or Record Title must be recorded before any 

wonder. Process must be taken up for aftermarket historical. 

o World Records Organization is a Wonder Process and must be patented by the World Record Organization at 

Least 5 or More Organizations. 

o Means Wonder is not attached to any organization or organization for selfish purposes. Moreover, it 

should be viewed as a center point in the world. And with all kinds of convenience to become a 

tourist place. 

o Do not look at any of these benefits at this stage. 

o Our Export Team reviews natures, small tourist locations, temples, empire building, rivers, 

and make the after spot verification of the result. 

o 1. If your 1000 world records get passed then surely that will become wonder. 

o If your 1000 world records get passed then definitely that will become wonder.  

o To become wonder you should have strong witness, audience observance letters also you should have collect 

witness certificates.  

o If anybody makes 1000 world records in mass that will not be considered as wonder. 

o To become a wonder you should also have an organization or company you should have established.  

o The above organization or company should have minimum 200 employees.  

o Among the employees of the company a minimum of 200 employees should have given recommendation letters.  

o The wonder should be permanent variable, measurable and qualitable. 

o Above 1000 world records must contain many amazing things.  

o All records will not become wonders. Should have made 200 employees and some audience observation of 1000 

world records which are measurable such records will be accepted as wonders.  

o You have to use all types of witness forms which are given in SWR. You should keep all your witness forms 

dually filled and exhibit in your website.  

o There are ways to accept as wonder in the following areas e.g. Ancient subject, or new modern subject, cultural 

activities achieve, love subject, civil architectures and any other subject. 

o If the total world records should be more than 1000 not even single world record is please it will not be taken to 

for consideration as wonder.  

o If your world records to be considered as wonder you should follow SWR guidance and should use them. And 

all the parts should be tested before processing completely.  

o All evidences should be true and not fake. These witnesses’ forms or recommendation letters of employees and 

audience should have been approved by notary affidavit.   

o Your achievements made doesn’t have notary affidavit then they will lose waitage and you will not be 

considered for wonder.  

o You have to write a mini note of about hundred pages covering all the information regarding wonder. 

o This should have comments, likes by schools, colleges, trust, societies, NPO, NGO’s and other some audience 

opinion for recommending about wonder.  

o At least 1000 people should make like, comments about your wonder things. But it’s should not have been 

published in social media.   
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o One of your nearby villagers should have made likes and recommendations about the achievement of wonder.  

o Your wonder should be big and special similar to established company which is also big and special. 

o Every employee’s must have recommended your wonder with a signature and stamp. The stamp should be in 

the name of employee who puts his signature.  

o Your website should contain special page showing the wonder and have the highlighted recommendation letters 

and wonder things.  

 

 

*** 
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“Terms and Conditions” 
 

 Copyright: Copyright 2019, Sarahu 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the Universe on behalf of the New 19 

Wonders Foundation. All Rights Reserved. 

 See intellectual property owners and communications department for publications and other 

communications. 

 Sarahu 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the Universe respects the intellectual property of others and we 

ask our users to do the same. If you believe your work has been copied to copyright infringement or 

your intellectual property rights, please contact us.  

 If so, the Terms and Conditions do not apply to the Sarahu 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the Universe.  

However, the Terms and Conditions are slightly applicable as Sarahu 08 Macrocosm Wonders of the 

Universe are here a central point. If so, then 2019 and 2020 are often replaced by the year. 

 Information about the Web Domain Privacy Policy and Terms will apply to the Terms and 

Conditions. 

 All of this is common in social media. The privacy policy, terms and conditions are in the same line. 

However, the offering is different. 

 There may be important subjects; there may be important nuances, not one side. They are the world's 

most important policies and regulations. That is, the trademark or Foundation's All Policy Conditions 

are committed to our Foundations Rules. 

 This media always gives answers to the third party cues for any obstacles. And, all of them, such as 

fine particles, ideas, and words, are in such a good way. 

 Nothing can be done against the section here. Because it's a law. 

 There is nothing more. Because it is a famous reflection of the world. Specially, these issues do not 

require much conditioning and terminology. 

By: Sarahu and Our Management Team  

*** 
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“About us” 

There is a special here. Here is a special care. Special care means our organization is writing a new preface here in the 

Universe through a new search. Sarahu did not just set up all its kind of foundations here for selfishness. Sarahu did not 

count on her wonders here and did not try for the fame at the World or in the Universe. Sarahu built this media 

together with the Universe Foundation to remain a mark in the People's Heart as an index. 

Our web portal should always be the same as a Wonder Thousands of World Records. And if Thousands of World 

Records are a wonder then the Universe Wonder to arise when such things are and at the first five wonders.  

 

 

Sarahu Nagarazan 

Founder, Chief Editor, MD and CEO 

Neither I nor myself, nor the management directors of our organization, have ever intended to have any of our own 

goodies in our organization's mission. Most of the time I look at this world in wonders just for the world, when I have 

discovered the wonders in the Universe, I feel like I'm not going to throw out new talents to such an unprecedented 

work. This work affects my childhood life. This dream has come to a close since recently. 

 

 

Netar. G: 

Managing Director and Sub Editor 
 

I had a lot of dreams in my childhood life. Life was chased by the climate of the world, quite a bit. As I chase life with 

the world's climate, the childhood boyfriend who grew up with me in my family, the son of the uncle, was watching his 
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mind and creativity in his mind. I was a little motivated to his dreams. But not the perfect motivation. But then the time 

for his feats was very low; did not God Get Grace? But Sarah is a Divine Man. He is the source of God. Sarahu Universe 

is one of those moments’ dreams. 

 

 

Anand D.G 
 Managing Director and Chief Press,  
 

If we look at our Uncle Sarahu's writing and writing system and the New World Records achievement, I think the 

Universe should not be so spectacular that the world is just wonderful. Yes, his achievements are not always wound up. 

With his Universe brilliant mind, there are many other types of this kind that can only be in the Universe in our world. It 

may be alien planet creatures. In such a line Sarahu is also an alien planet creature. But we cannot measure his art with 

modest power. 

Right, Sarahu Universe is not the one I need to conjure up to be a Universe wonderful person. Because the truth is, the 

world is clear. Or like him, if we have all kinds of types in our world, we'll be able to make the Universe wonderful. 

*** 

“Privacy Policy” 
 

“The Sarahu New 07 Human Wonders” is a global source of information and commerce services. This privacy policy 

applies to all brands and services within the 7 symbols of the Peace Family. 

Here is a link to your privacy and to comply with applicable data protection and privacy laws. This privacy policy 

("Policy") describes how we collect and use personal data where HERE is the data controller or where we refer to 

the application ability of this policy. "Personal data" means information relating to you or another identifiable 

individual. 

We will give you additional privacy information that is specific to a product or service in this policy and other 

notices that you may use while using our products or services. If there is a difference between such notices and 

this policy, the notices must be considered first. 
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Software on your device may access your information. Our nature services may contain links to, or may be 

embedded within, other companies' websites and services that have privacy policies of their own. Where our 

services are embedded to services of our visitors, this may include linking to this policy and the relevant 

supplements, or providing the transparency in integrated and embedded notices which identify us as a service 

provider or controller. 

WHAT INFORMATION DO WE COLLECT? 

We collect our personal data and other information operated (by us), take part in campaigns or research or 

otherwise interact with us.  

 

Information you provide us with 
 

We also maintain records of your consents, preferences and settings relating to, for example, location data, marketing 

and sharing of personal data. 

 

 

Personal Information 
 

We do not request any personal information or collect any information that personally identifies you or allows you to be 

personally contacted. Since we do not collect any personal information on this website, we do not share any personal 

information with any third parties nor do we use any personal information for any purposes. 

 

External Links 
 

This site contains links to other sites. Sarahu 07 human Wonders is not responsible for the privacy practices or the 

content of such websites. 

 

Contacting our Website 
 

If you have any questions about this privacy statement, the practices of this site, or your dealings with this website, you 

can contact us. 

*** 

 

“ADDITIONAL TERMS AND INFORMATION” 

1. No fake Evidence, fake arguments "AOWWME" does not acceptable. Because The Sarahu New 07 Human 

Wonders of the world organization is a special part of the universe. 

2. The World Record at any International Level of such Things or Record Title must be recorded before any 

wonder. Process must be taken up for aftermarket historical. 

3. World Records Organization is a Wonder Process and must be patented by the World Record Organization at 

Least 5 or More Organizations. 

4. Means Wonder is not attached to any organization or organization for selfish purposes. Moreover, it should be 

viewed as a center point in the world. And with all kinds of convenience to become a tourist place. 

5. Do not look at any of these benefits at this stage. 

6. Our Export Team reviews natures, small tourist locations, temples, empire building, rivers, and make the after 

spot verification of the result. 
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7. 1. If your 1000 world records get passed then surely that will become wonder. 

1. If your 1000 world records get passed then definitely that will become wonder.  

2. To become wonder you should have strong witness, audience observance letters also you should have collect 

witness certificates.  

3. If anybody makes 1000 world records in mass that will not be considered as wonder. 

4. To become a wonder you should also have an organization or company you should have established.  

5. The above organization or company should have minimum 200 employees.  

6. Among the employees of the company a minimum of 200 employees should have given recommendation 

letters.  

7. The wonder should be permanent variable, measurable and qualitable. 

8. Above 1000 world records must contain many amazing things.  

9. All records will not become wonders. Should have made 200 employees and some audience observation of 

1000 world records which are measurable such records will be accepted as wonders.  

10. You have to use all types of witness forms which are given in SWR. You should keep all your witness forms 

dually filled and exhibit in your website.  

11. There are ways to accept as wonder in the following areas e.g. Ancient subject, or new modern subject, cultural 

activities achieve, love subject, civil architectures and any other subject. 

12. If the total world records should be more than 1000 not even single world record is please it will not be taken to 

for consideration as wonder.  

13. If your world records to be considered as wonder you should follow SWR guidance and should use them. And 

all the parts should be tested before processing completely.  

14. All evidences should be true and not fake. These witnesses’ forms or recommendation letters of employees and 

audience should have been approved by notary affidavit.   

15. Your achievements made doesn’t have notary affidavit then they will lose waitage and you will not be 

considered for wonder.  

16. You have to write a mini note of about hundred pages covering all the information regarding wonder. 

17. This should have comments, likes by schools, colleges, trust, societies, NPO, NGO’s and other some audience 

opinion for recommending about wonder.  

18. At least 1000 people should make like, comments about your wonder things. But it’s should not have been 

published in social media.   

19. One of your nearby villagers should have made likes and recommendations about the achievement of wonder.  

20. Your wonder should be big and special similar to established company which is also big and special. 

21. Every employee’s must have recommended your wonder with a signature and stamp. The stamp should be in 

the name of employee who puts his signature.  

22. Your website should contain special page showing the wonder and have the highlighted recommendation letters 

and wonder things.  

*** 

               

“Terms and Conditions” 
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 Copyright: Copyright 2019, Sarahu 7 Wonders of the Universe on behalf of the New 14 Wonders Foundation. 

All Rights Reserved. 

 See intellectual property owners and communications department for publications and other communications. 

 Sarahu 7 Wonders of the Universe respects the intellectual property of others and we ask our users to do the 

same. If you believe your work has been copied to copyright infringement or your intellectual property rights, 

please contact us.  

 If so, the Terms and Conditions do not apply to the Sarahu 7 Wonders of the Universe.  However, the Terms 

and Conditions are slightly applicable as Sara's 7 new wonders are here a central point. If so, then 2019 and 

2020 are often replaced by the year. 

 Information about the Web Domain Privacy Policy and Terms will apply to the Terms and Conditions. 

 All of this is common in social media. The privacy policy, terms and conditions are in the same line. However, 

the offering is different. 

 There may be important subjects; there may be important nuances, not one side. They are the world's most 

important policies and regulations. That is, the trademark or Foundation's All Policy Conditions are committed 

to our Foundations Rules. 

 This media always gives answers to the third party cues for any obstacles. And, all of them, such as fine 

particles, ideas, and words, are in such a good way. 

 Nothing can be done against the section here. Because it's a law. 

 There is nothing more. Because it is a famous reflection of the world. Specially, these issues do not require 

much conditioning and terminology. 

By: Sarahu and Our Management Team 

 

*** 

 
 

 

“08 Macrocosm Wonders Process and Approval Committee” 

“Indian Employees” 
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Sarahu Nagarazan  

 Founder, Chief Editor, MD, CEO, Designer and Psychic Guide 

 

 
 
       Netra .G. B  
Managing Director, Sub Editor, Head CEO of Psychic guidelines 

 

  

      Anand D.G 
  Managing Director, Chief Press, Head CEO of Psychology counseling and Trustee 
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Chandan.H.K 
Head CEO of Charity Services 
 
 
 

 
 
AmithKumar.B 
Head CEO New Record and Breaking Records 
 
 

 
 
Manjunath.P.K 
Head CEO of News Press 
 

 
 
Lakshmi Ingalaki.S 
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CEO Head Software Engineer and Civil/Architecture services  
 

 
 
  Darshan.V 
  Head CEO of Business Solutions and Database 
 
 

 
 

Girish.D.B 
Marketing import and Export Manager and Head CEO 
 
 

 
 
Basavaraj.P.H 
Head CEO of Honorable Certificates 
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Vishnu.Y.K 
Head CEO of Awards 
 

 
Ravi.A.E 

Head CEO of Reality Shows  
 

 
Ravi.M.G 

Head CEO of Documentary  
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Siddalingeshwar.C.B 

Head CEO of Fashion Designs  

 

 
Vinayak.S.J 

 Head CEO of Writings and Skills  

 

 
Umesh.P.G 

Head CEO of Implement/Business Units 
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Shankar.O.Y 
Head CEO of Monthly Magazines 

 

 
Shambhu.Kademani (Gejjehalli) 
Research/Science/Project and  
Providing Services/Database 

 

 

 
Priya. 
Head CEO of Science and Research Technologies 
 
 

 
 

Head CEO of Art/Entertainment 
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Ramya.T 

Head CEO of Logo Designs and Designs  

 

 

Manjunath.H 

Head CEO of Online and Offline books Publish 

 

 
 

Hulagesh.G 

Head CEO of Adventure/Brand Ambassador Execution/Hosting/Business Units 
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Hemantha.R 

Head CEO of Implement/Commercial Allied Activity/Planning/Maintain 

services 

 

 

     Sunitha.V 

Head CEO of Marriage and Engagement and comedy programs  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prashanth.S.Pujar 

Head CEO of TV Media and Broadcast  
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Vandana Aanand 

Head CEO of Writings and Skills and Biography  

 

 
 
 Janhavi Vadeyar  
   HR Manager 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

       AjithKumar.S   

     HR Manager 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pavan.K 
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HR Manager 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Shivandan.N 

HR Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

Abhilash M.R 

HR Manager  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Megha A Karadagi 
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HR Manager  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neelavathi K. Naragundamath 

HR Manager  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ashwini Hurakadli  

HR Manager  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manjula N. Goudappagoudar  

HR Manager  
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Parvathi J. Pujar 
 
HR Manager  

 
 

 

 

 

  CCCCCCCCC 
 
Karna.H.Doddamani 
HR Manager  

 

 

 

 

Shivanand Bhadravati 

HR Manager 
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Vidhya Kulkarni 

HR Manager 

 

Vinay Kundapur 

HR Manager 

 

 

Gurunath Masur 
HR Manager  

 

*** 
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“Abroad Employees” 

 

 

 

 

Parveen Madaynadavar 

Collaborator – Malaysia   

 

 

 
 

Prashanna Hirematha 

Collaborator – Malaysia   
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Ramesh Bndare 

Collaborator – Bangkok    

 

 

 

 

 
 

  Chandrashekhar 

Collaborator – Bangkok    

 

 

 
 

Ganesh 

Collaborator – Bangkok    
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Devaraj Mathad 

Collaborator – Malaysia   

 

 
 

Velshantta Malaysia 

Collaborator – Malaysia   

 

*** 
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“Our Partners” 

 

 

 
SARAHU WORLD RECORDS™ 

 

 

 

 

 

SARAHU PRIZES AND MEDIA FOUNDATION© 
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SARAHU PRESS 

 

 

 

  

SARAHU ONLINE STORY READING® 

 

 

 

SARAHU WORLD RECORDS UNIVERSITY® 

 

 

 

 

SARAHU INTERNATIONAL SPACE AND BIO RESEARCH 
ADMINISTRATION® 
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SARAHU FILM FARE AND MEDIA FOUNDATION© 

 

 

 

 

LORD SARAHU MONASTERY© 

 

 

 

 

 

UMA SUMA CHARITABLE TRUST® 

 

 

 

 

SARAHU DIVINE ASTRO-VISION© 
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SARAHU ASSOCIATES© 

 

 

 

 

 

SARAHU PHILOSOPHICAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION© 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SARAHU GROUP OF COMPANIES© 

 

 

 

 

 

THE SARAHU NEW 07 WONDERS OF THE WORLD© 
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THE SARAHU NEW 07 HUMAN WONDERS OF THE WORLD® 

 

 

 

 

 

THE SARAHU NEW 07 UNIVERSAL WONDERS® 

 

 

 

 

 

SARAHU MOVIE DIRECTORS 

 

*** 

 


